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Summary 

EGG and poultry auction associations apparently fill a llced for a 
lIew type of cooperative in the spet'ialized and semi('onunerdal 

egg- and poultry-producing areas adjacent to the large elllltern ron
suming centers. A number of egg-marketing associatioll8 of the pool 
type had been fonned in the East prior to the aurtions and several of 
these are still operating, but the pool method of operation apparently 
has not appealed to produeers generally. 

The first cooperative egg auction was organized at Toms River, 
N. J., in May 1930. This action followed a 3-year study of the egg
marketing problems of the New Jersey poultrymen by the New Jersey 
Department of Agriculture, assisted by the Agricultural Extension 
Service. As both management and producers were inexperienced, mis
takes were made and this auction eventually proved unsuccessful. 
A second auction, which began operating at Flemington, N. J., in 
August 1930, was successful from the beginnning. 

From 1930 to 1937 inclusive, 25 similar auctions were organized 
in 8 of the Northeastern States. All were patterned directly or in
directly after the Flemington association. Three of these associations 
later found it advisable to abandon the auction method of Rale 
entirely. The number of egg and poultry auction associations in oper
ation at the end of 1937 in each State was as follows: New JerBflY, 5; 
Pennsylvania, 5; New York, 3; Connecticut, 3; M88!!&Chusetta, 2; 
Ohio, 2; New Hampshire, 1; and Rhode Island, 1. Of these, 16 handled 
both eggs and poultry, while 6 halldled @ only. 

All the auctions are relatively simple and independent local associ
ations of poultry producers. All are incorporated in the State or 
location and aU but one under 8. cooperative-marketing law. Only 
five 8SSOCiations are of the stock type. None use marketing agree
ments or contracts with members. Membership requirementa are few; 
each member must be a poultry producer and pay entrance fees and 
annual dues. The dues usuaUy amount to $2 or less per year. 

The services perfonned for the members by the association are 
few, consequently, operating methods are not complicated. Producers 
grade the eggs at the farm according to size, color, and cleanlin888; 
poultry is graded according to class, breed, and weight. Delivery 
to the auction is either by the producer or by private truckers at 
the producer's expense. The producer also pays for the containers. 
The association inspecta the eggs and poultry to detennine the grade 
and to check on the producers' grading and packing. Each producer 
is assigned a number which is used to identify his product. 

xv 
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Eggs are, with few eorceptions, inspected and sold by the association 
acoording to official State or Federal grade standards. Poultry is sold 
at most auctions on the basis of standards developed by the individual 
associations. Recently the New Jersey auctions have adopted the 
official State grades for live poultry. 

Eggs are offered for sale at auction usually twice weekly; poultry 
sales are held once each week. Most buyers attend the auction sales 
personally, although considerable volumes of eggs are purchased 
through bids telephoned, telegraphed, or mailed to the auction man
ager prior to the sale. The association may use a protective or "stop" 
hid when demand -is insufficient. 

Handling charges, wjllch cover all the services performed by the 
association-moinly inspecting and selling-range from 30 to 50 cents 
for a full case of eggs, graded by the producer. The most common 
charge is 45 cents. Small additional charges are made when grading 
hy the association is necessary and in some instances for replacements 
and extra candling. The charge for handling poultry varies from 
35 to 50 ~ents per crate. 

Services other than handling and selling eggs and poultry are few. 
Several associations sell livestock at auction, while all auctions handle 
egg eases and poultry crates for members. The handling of poultry 
supplies has been unimportant but is increasing in volume. 

Active membership in the 22 associations studied totaled over 
13,000 on January 1, 1938, and ranged from 150 to 2,263 at individual 
auctions. This membership equaled 64 percent of the 20,464 members 
who were or had at some time been members. The original member
ship at each association averaged 44; at the beginning of 1938 the 
average auction memhership was 594. For the auctions as a group, the 
membership has increased at an average yearly rate of 76 percent 
over the previous year. 

In 1937 the 22 auctions marketed 947,210 cases of eggs and 172,314 
crates of poultry by the auction method. The combined value of 
these products approximated 9" million dollars. -

Routemen, jobber-wholesalers, and chain stores furnished _ the 
principal outlets for auction eggs, purchasing about 75 percent of the 
volume._ Routemen were the most important buyers, purchasing an 
average of 29 percent of all auction egg receipts. The combined pur

-chaseS of retailers and jobber-wholesalers constituted 83 percent of 
all poultry hMdled. 

Although grading standards used by the auctions are relatively 
similar, there is a wide variation in the percentage of eggs which are 
of top grade; the range for the associations was from 0 to 79.9 percent. 
Wide differences are found among auctions within a State using 
similar grade standards. During the last 4-year period, 1934-37, 
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seven auctions showed a decrease in the peroon tags of eggs of the top 
grade, four associations maintainNl the same percentage, and four 
showed an increase. 

The auctions have maintainNl relatively low handling costa. In 
contrast with the far western producers, auction memhel"8 in the EBlIt 
enjoy relatively low marketing costa through their B88()('iation. Mem
ben! of the eastern auctions usually pay less than 2 centa JlflT do,,('n 
for marketing eggs, while producel"8 from the west c088t II<'lJing eggs 
in New York City through their cooperative 8SSOCiations pay nearly 
four times this amount. 

The average income per unit of volume handled by 18 auction. in 
1937 was 44 cents, while operating costs averAged 37,6 cents per unit. 
Principal fseton! affecting per unit costa were volume handled and 
operating methods and practices. Operating costa tend to decrease 
with increased volume, but some costs closely related to management 
and to the rendering of additional l!ervices have increased fig the 
auctions have matured. 



Cooperative Egg and Poultry Auction 
Associations 

SLOW development of the cooperative marketing of poultry and 
eggs in many parts of the United States hIlS been largely the 

result of failure to choose the type of association best adapted to the 
individual section or area. Important and interesting developments 
in the cooperative marketing of poultry products have taken place 
during the PlISt 15 years, however. Rapid growth in the marketing 
of eggs M<J poultry through cooperative IISSOciations selling by the 
auction method hIlS been notable in the Northeastern States since 
1930. 

Purpose and Scope of Study 

Development of this new type of cooperative association to market 
poultry products almost immediately created widespread interest in 
its organization, operations, and aeoomplishments. In the fall of 
1932 the Cooperative'Division of the Federal Fann Board made a 
preliminary survey of the 11 auction associations then op .... ating. 
At that time only 4 of these associations had been operating for as 
long as 1 year and little evidence was available to show their degree 
of success. 

During the years following the organization of the first auctions, 
interest in them increased. Reflecting thia interest, the Northeastern 
Poultry Producers Council in January 1935 requested the Fann 
Credit Administration to make a business study of the egg and 
poultry RUCtiOns to determine the volume of business, financial organi
zation, and tbe operating policies necessary for the intelligent extension 
or limitation of auctiona in the Northeastern States. Similar requests 
were made by several of the bureaus of markets and eolltJg8S of agri
culture of the Northeastern States. 

NOTB,-The authors wish to express their a.ppreciation to the officers, managers, 
employeea, and mem.be1'8 of the auction associations for their excellent coopera.
tion in the etudy. Acknowledgment is aIBo due the officials of the State 
ooUegee. bureaus of markets, and State departments of agriculture for their 
valuable suggestions and for information furnished. Miss Helen J. Saari and 
Miss Jennie Piraino,. Cooperative Research and Service Division, Farm Credit 
Administration, rendered valuable assistance in the preparation of this publicatioD. 

1 



2 FARM CREDIT ADMINI8TRATION 

As the auctions had now been in operation for a 8ufficient number 
of yeo.rs to establish their relative permanency and to afford a atatill
tical basis for mell8uring their 8Uccee8 118 marketing mediums, 8uch a 
study was actively begun in July 1936. 

The four main purposes of tlus study were: 
1. To make available in published form information and data PilI'

taining to the development, importance, location, legal and organi7.8-
tional set-up, method of operating, business policies, factors of SUOOtlM, 

benefita derived, and other important facts of interest cont'-eming the 
cooperative egg and poultry auction associations. Several publica
tions (1, B, S, 4 in literature cited, p. 101) have been issued dealing 
with the operations of individual associations but none covering these 
auction associations on a comparative basis, as a group, or 8s a 
defuUte type of association. 

2. To determine the suitability or adaptability of this type of 
cooperative association to the marketing of poultry and eggs in arellA 
other than the Northeastern States and under dift'erent production 
and marketing conditions. Inasmuch 118 the auction associations 
apparently hOO filled a need for a new type of cooperative marketing 
association to serve the poultry producers of the NorthOOSltern States, 
it seemed desirable for other producers, and especially those in other 
arell8, to have information which would help them to decide whether 
this type of association might be useful to them. 

3. To make comparisons and evaluations of the different auctions 
studied to determine the conditions, policies, management, and other 
factors affecting their operations and degree of success. Although 
nearly aU the egg and poultry auctions are located in the North
eastern States and were set up on much the same basis, there are 
sufficient differences in their respective areas and organizations 88 

such to inOuence their operations. Because 22 associations were 
studied valuable comparisons could be made regarding location, area 
of operation, production conditions, market outlets, member rela
tions, operating policies, costs of operating, commodities handled, 
services rendered, changes in operations, and other pertinent ph_ 
affecting the success of individual associations. 

4. To obtain facts which would be helpful in guiding the present 
auction associations in their operations and policies. Besides wishing 
to benefit from the experiences of their own or other auctions, the 
associations desired an analysis from an economic standpoint to 
determine how they could better serve the producers, eliminate weak
nesses and objections, and be assured of continued operation under 
current marketing and economic conditions.' 
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The study covered all the producers' cooperative egg and poultry 
auction associations operating at the time of the study.2 These 
associations were located in eight Northeastern States, as follows: 
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New 
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Ohio,S 

Several of the associations studied began to sell by the auction 
method but later abandoned this method of sale either in part or 
altogether. Except for historical phases: the associations which aban
doned the auction method of sale entirely were not studied. 

The study covers the important phases of auction operation, includ
ing historical development, legal and organizational set-up, methods 
of. operation, quality standards, policies, costs of operation, outlets, 
produceI' arid buyer attitudes, and conditions affecting operations 
from theheginning of each association to January I, 1\'138. 

Proced1.l3'e.-Much of the information on which this study was 
based was obtained from association records, association officials, and 
producers. This material was supplemented by information from 
buyers, haulers, State colleges of agriculture, State bureaus of markets, 
county agep.ts, and others. 

Four questionmi.i:re forms were used in the study; these were for 
associations, producers, buyers, and haulers. 

Personal visits were made to each of the associations studied. 
From 1 to 3 weeks were spent at each auction. Personal interviews 
were also held with 675 poultry producers, 80 buyers, and 20 haulers. 

This bulletin deals with the auction associations in a general and 
nontechnical manner for the benefit of producers and others interested 
generally in these associations. 

Development of Auction Associations 

Conditions Favorable 

T WO basic conditions have been favorable to the development of 
cooperative associations for marketing eggs and poultry in 

many sections of the Northeastern States. These favorable circum
stances are (1) suitable production conditions and (2) a need for 
improvement in marketing agencies and practices. As a result, 
when, after 1930, the auction type of cooperative association was 

IThe names and -addtum of these auetlon 88IOclatIons appear in table Z. appendix B. At the time of 
thi! study there were two prlvately operated loc6l aUC'tions, 1 marit-etlng ega and 1 poultry; 8 terminal t!R 
&uction was operated In NfoW York City by the Acm& ItKl Co~ lno.. a IUbsidiary of the Pacillc Ell ~ 
duoer!l C.ooperaUve, Inc. A study of coopen.tive aIIIOOiat1ons mark.etlDg qp and poultry by other than the 
auction method was started in Februar? 193'1} by the State agrioultural oolleges of Maine. New Hampshire. 
Vermont. Massachusetts,. CODDeCtlcut, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey~ DelaW8l"&. Maryland. 
VirR1oia. and '\.Vesl Virginia in oooperatloo with the Farm Credit Adndntstration. The two stndia5 DlQ 

be oonsldned as parallel or companion atud!es of the cooperative marhtlna: of poultry prodnoss :In the 
Norlheo..g;m BtatfB. 

.. Arter tbe completion of tbeftekt work for tblsstudy, auction BSIOmaUons wwnorganl_ at 0...,.. Ind.; 
Versa1Ues. Ohio; KnonUle. Tenn" WIlStmlnat«. Md.; Napoleon. Oblo.;snd Yorkville" m. 
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tried and found satisfactory for UI!8 in the Northl'8l!wrn Stat..., its 
adoption there W8l! rnpid. 

A Specialiud Production Area 

Cooperative marketing of poultry products has UlIually be!'n m""t 
successful in areas where production is relatively henvy and specialiwd 
and where the producers rely upon these products for a major part ot 
their cash income. On the contrary, they have been Ip88t BUCC868ful 
in the so-called farm-flock areas where flocks are 8lJ,lall Bnd wherl' 
poultry production is a minor farm enterprise. 

The two most important commercial' poultry-producing areas 01 
the United States are in the Pacific Coast and Atlantic C088t States. 
Outside of these two areas there is little concentration of commercial 
egg production, altbough there are small scattered commercial 8et'tions 
in the Com Belt. 

Flocks of 400 or more chickens are commonly and arbitrarily 
designated as commercial flocks. F'tgUnl 1 shows the distribution 
of these flocks in 1935. Table 21, appendix B, gives the percentages 
by geographic divisions and selected States of the flocks which in 
1930 were of the commercial type. The Pacific division, with 9.1 
percent as compared with 1.3 percent for the United States, had the 
largest percentage with the Middle Atlantic, New England, and 
Mountain divisions following in order. As individual States, New 
Jersey was the highest with 14.4 percent, followed by CallComia, 
Washington, Utah, Connecticut, Massachusetts, and RllOde Island. 

From the standpoint of marketing, the percentage of all chickens 
in the larger flocks is a more accurate measure of the actual volumes 
of poultry products coming from the commercial or specialized type 
of flock than the number of commercial flocks. In 1930, 13.\ percent 
of all chickens on farms in the United States were in flocks 01 400 
or more chickens. In the Pacific, New England, and Middle Atlantic 
divisions the percentages were 65.2, 35.2, and 29.1 percent, respectively. 
For the selected States, CallCornia was first with 75.7 percent of its 
chickens in the larger flocks, followed by New Jersey with 61 percent, 
Washington with 55.1 percent, Utah with 50 percent, and then by 
four of the New England States. 

The United States Bureau of the Census claseifies farms which 
obtain 40 percent or more of the total farm income from poultry 88 

poultry farms. On this basis, as shown in appendix B, table 21, in 
1930, only 2.6 percent of the farms in the United States were poultry 
farms. However, 10.4 percent of the fanns in the Pacific division were 
classed as poultry farms, 8.0 percent of tbe farms in New England, 

• InUds pablkBtlon UIe term "eom:nerdaI :loeb" b appUed 10 poultry en£erpriaet (I) OIl ~HACIi 
poultry farma. (2) 011 farma where pooltl7 II one of tbe major IOW'CeI of lDcome, « (3) 011 .ran:.. .. ida <KI1 
or more chidr:-. 
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FtGUU 1.--='NvuBElt or FLOCKS OF 400 01\ MOkE CHtCKENS OK FARMS, JANUA1tY 1, 1935 
The greatest con.centrations of the larger flocks are chiefly in the Pacific and North Atlantic 

Coast Statea with a heavy scattering in the Com Belt. 

and 7.4 percent of those in the Middle Atlantic States. As individue.l 
States, New Jersey, Rhode Island, and Massachusetts had higher per
centages of farms classed as poultry farms than even Washington or 
California. 

On the bases of the number of large flocks, the number of chickens 
in these flocks, and the income from poultry, both the Northeastern 
States and the Pacific Coast States show definite specialization in 
poultry production. This specialization, because of the large volumes 
and relatively high quality of the products, has made these two areas 
the most favorable for the cooperative marketing of eggs and poultry, 
from the production standpoint: As a result of differences in other 
respects, however, cooperative marketing of eggs in the Pacific Coast 
States and in some of the Mountain States prior to 1930 had been 
relatively successful and important, but in the Eastern States it had 
been relatively unsuC<'.essful and unimportant. The reason for this 
contrast may be attributed probably to marketing factors rather than 
to production factors. 

Mark~ting Agmciu Unsatisfactory 

Nearness to large consuming centers was a primary cause for the 
development of specialized poultry production in the East. This 
area had the important advantage of nl'arby markets. BuJl'fS in 
these markets were usually willing to pay premiums above the regular 
quoted prices for nearby eggs which were likely to be fresher than eggs 
received from more distant, less specialized areas. 
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Specialized production on the weet (,088t, on the other hAll«, W8ll 

largely the result of favorable climatic and other ('onditions. AI ..... 
producers felt a need for commodities whi .. h could be produ .. ",1 pm
ciently, transported, and,marketed to advantage in distant markrt .... 
Dietant growers must usually oller produ('ts high in value relative to 
bulk, if they are to prevent the cost of transportation from makinA' 
the net returns unprofitably low. TWa means that the pmdllt't8 
usually will be in c.oncentrated form and of exceptionally hiil:h quality. 
Eggs of high quality are seldom produced in important mark('t 
volume except on the farms where egg production is a major fann 
enterprise. 

When the raising of poultry becomes a major farm enterprise in an 
area, specialized poultry farms or even entirs c.ommunities may be 
developed, 88 in parts of Washington, Oregon, California, Utah, 
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, IUld other Statee. . 

In the Northeast there was no lack of nearby market outlctll. It 
was a deficit production area and the buyers commonly went to the 
farms of the producers for eggs and poultry. Table 1 indicat"", the 
chief types of marketing outlets for eggs and the estimated percentoA'NI 
801d through each prior 00 the establishment of the auctions. In most 
of the present auction areas the bulk of the eggs, especially those from 
the smaller producers, were sold at the farm to hucksters, !!Orne of 
whom were local established truckers and others irregular, itinerant 
buyers. After the hucksters, terminal market outletll, Buch lUI whole
salers, jobbers, and commi..uon men to whom the producers shipped 
directly, were most important. Sales direct 00 consumers or 00 retail 
sooras, hotels, and restaurantll were prominent in many localitillll. 

According 00 information obtained, farm-oo-fann and local buyers 
prior to establishment of the auctions usually purchased eggs on a 
basis of from 2 00 8 cents a dozen below the metropolitan-market 
wholesale quotations. Little attention was given 00 payment 8C<',ord
ing 00 quality. Many producers considered the spread between farm 
prices and metropolitan prices for nearby eggs excessive. Produ('~ .... 
who shipped direct 00 the metropolitan handlers often obtained 
quoted or even premium prices, but this method of sale was bother
some IUld the net return waS often no higher than the farm pri,·e. 

Several years prior 00 1930 some receivers on the New York market 
began to pay a premium of several cents a dozen above the New 
York Mercantile Exchange quotations 00 certain producers or 00 mem
bers of the several egg clubs in New Jersey. By 1930, however, the 
excbange quotations no longer reflected accurately the actual prices 
of the bulk of the Egg1180ldin New York City and, consequently, there 
was no longer a satisfactory base price 00 which to add the premium 
(6, p. 13). As a result, even with the premiums added, the prices 
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TABLE t.-TYPES OF FORMER MARKET OunETS AND THE ESTlllATED 

PERCENTAGE OF EGGS SoLD THROUGH EACH TYPE PRIOR TO THE 

FOlU4ATlON OF THE AUCTION ASSOCIATIONS 

New Jel'8eY: FlenUngton _____________ _ 
Vineland _______________ _ 
Mount Holly ___________ _ 
Higbtstown _____________ _ 

Paterson _______________ _ 

Pennsylvania: 
DoylestoWD _____________ _ 
Betblebem ______________ _ 
Center Point _____________ , 
Coa!esville _____________ _ 
IluUer _________________ _ 

New York: 

85 
25 
90 
75 
20 

75 
30 
90 
20 
15 

Pougbkeepsie____________ 15 
Albany__________________ 40 
Central r.lip __________________ _ 

Connecticut: 
Hamden_________________ 20 
Hartfor<L_______________ 45 
Willimantic______________ 60 

MBSBaChusett&: Brockton _______________ _ 
Sjningfi<Od ______________ _ 

Ohio! 

60 
60 

15 __________________ 100 
60 ______ ______ ______ 15 100 

5 5 ____________ . ____ . 100 
17 8 __________________ 100 

40 40 ____________ 100 

15 10 _________________ _ 
20 50 ___________ _ 
S ______ ______ 5 _____ _ 
5 10 ______ 55 _____ _ 

85 

40 25 ______ 20 
15 15 30 _____ _ 
60 40 _________________ _ 

40 40 ___________ _ 
45 ______ ______ ______ 10 
30 10 _________________ _ 

20 
10 

20 _________________ _ 
15 15 ___________ _ 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

100 
100 
100 

100 
100 
100 

100 
100 

Woo~ ________________ _ 60 ___________ _ 40 ___________ _ 
100 
100 Bucyrua ________________ _ 10 40 

New Hampshire: 
DelTy __________________ _ 85 35 _______________________ _ 

100 
Rhode Island: 

Providenre ___________________ _ 45 50 ___________ _ 

1 ilmallltlnem.nt or established trncken who buy from tum to fann.. 
J Direct shipments \0 w~ Jobbers. and cmnmissioa men in lupr mlll'kelB. 
I At tarm or on routes. 
, CbieOy to batebar1es. 

Source of data: Estlmatu of atKItloo maIIIIgm& 

S 100 

paid might be no higher than those obtained by most other nearby 
producers. 

Not only did the country prices seem to be unduly low beside those 
of the terminal markets, but there were frequent instances of un
ethic-al praetices, such as the giving of bad checks, dishonest weights, 
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improper grading, unjustified complainta on quality of PN'viOUII 

purchases, and unreliable service. Ownenl of amall f1iwks particularly 
were at the mercy of unscrupulous buyers. 

In addition to diSSlltisfaction with prices, salca outleta, and D1ark"t 
practieee, the northeastern producers observed that the o'1{aniZ«! 
producers in the Pacific Coast and Mountain StateR wl'I'e 8uppl.villg 
a steadily increasing percentage of the New York ~ J'C'Ceipts. ]o'mm 
1922 to 1931 New York egg receipts from thl'88 StateR incN'IW'<I rn.m 
8 to 31 percent and Pacific Coast Specials bmuj1;ht prit'('8 higl"'r than 
those received by nearby producers for eggs of simil"r quality. 

Early Cooperative Efforts 

Although two conditions essential for the Bucceeeful operation of 
egg and poultry marketing associations W"r8 present in the nearby 
northeastern production areas, cooperatives for this purp0!!6 were 
slow to develop. In most sections local markets were 80 r .. a<lily 
available that unified or centra.lized selling effort seemed I ..... eAAlmtial 
than in the commercial, surplus-producing areas distant from the 
large consuming centers. Still some attempts at marketing f'!WI and 
poultry cooperatively were made in the Northeast as early as 1905. 
Most of the associations formed were short-lived; among th"m a large 
assocjation organized to serve several of the Atlantic Coast States. 

For the period, 1927-28, available information shows that there 
were only six associations marketing poultry and poultry products 
cooperatively in the New England and Middle Atlantic States (8, p. 
10). These were small, local associations; they had a total memher
ship of only 1,100 and an estimated total business of $960,000 that 
year. At the same time there were in the three Pacific Coast StateR, 
plus Idaho and Utah, 18 associations with a total membet'!!hip of 
21,800; these did a busineee totaling $24,820,000 in the year ]927-28. 

After 1925 there developed a general feeling among producers in 
the Northeast that group action was necessary to provide continuous 
and reliable outlets for eggs and poultry produced in the nearby 
commercia.l production areas. Experiences with the formal pool type 
of cooperative marketing assoeiation, BUch as the type operating in 
the far West, had not been fully satisfactory when adapted to pm
duction areas adjacent to the large markets and consuming centers of 
the East. 

First Auction Associations 

It appeared therefore that some new type of cooperative marketing 
association should he developed to replace selling by individual 
producers or through egg clubs. It seemed difficult, however, to 
choose and develop the type of assoeiation entirely suitable for 
poultry producing and marketing conditions in the East. The 
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officia.1s of the New Jersey Bureau of Markets were of the opinion that 
the 8.1lSWer was to be found in the successful marketing of New 
Jersey fruits and vegetables by producers' country-point auction 
88SOCiations. Two fruit a.nd vegetable auction associations had been 
formed in New Jersey in 1928 with the assistance of county agricul
tural agents and representatives of the Bureau of Markets. These 
had operated successfully, 

Following a 3-year study of the marketing programs, practices, 
and policies of the States near the New York City wholesale market, 
a plan for selling eggs and poultry at country points in New Jersey 
by the auction method was outlined early in 1930 by the New Jersey 
Department of Agriculture, assisted by the Agricultural Extension 
Service. This plan included adaptation of the auction system of 
selling fruits and vegetables to the marketing of eggs (1, p. 5). It was 
designed as a 5-year program for improving the marketing of New 
Jersey poultry products. The plan contemplated the establishment of 
auction associations at three strategic points in the State. It was 
proposed that one would operate in the northwestern section, another 
in the eastern section, and another in the southern section of the 
State (1, p. 9). 

In accordance with this plan and in spite of predictions of failure 
(7, p. 3), there was organized on May 19, 1930, at Toms River in the 
eastern part of New Jersey, the Toms River Auction Market Associa
tion, Inc. This was the pioneer organization in the United States 
selling eggs cooperatively by the auction method at the shipping 
point. This association held its first sale on June 2, 1930 . 

. Although the beginning at Toms River was not too promising and 
some opposition from New York receivers and groups of local shippers 
developed, the Bureau of Markets persisted in its eil'orts and 2 months 
later, on August 1, 1930, started the second egg-a.uction sssociation. 
This was the Flemington Auction Market Cooperative Association, 
Inc.,located in the northwestsrn part of the State. Nearly a year later, 
on June 4,1931, a third egg-a.uction association began to operate in the 
southern part of New Jersey as originally planned. This, the Coopera.
tive Egg Auction Association of South Jersey, Inc., was in the heavily 
specia.lized egg-producing area at Vineland, N. J. In about a year, 
therefore, cooperative egg-a.uction associations had been formed in 
each of three sections of New Jersey. 

The auction association at Toms River, N. J., ceased to operate as 
such on March 13, 1931, after about 9 months of sales during which 
it handled 9,196 cases of eggs. This, as the pioneer 88SOCiation, had 
no model to follow in its operations; it accepted only in part the 
auction system as outlined by the officials of the New Jersey Bureau 
of Markets (8, p.16). Some of the specific causes given fortheassocia.
tion's failure were: Lack of experience and information; unwilling-
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ness of the management and board of directors to accppt ad,;cp; failure 
to adopt satisfactory egg grades and standards; ex('t'88ive ovt'rht'ad 
cost (caused largely by moving the 8S8OCiation office from Toms Riv"r 
to Newark and later to Elizabeth, N. J.); financial 100000s from bad 
aooounts and on "stop-bid'" eggs; lack of hsnnony among diro.-tono; 
lack of patronage from producers; insufficit'nt memb .. rship oonwt; 
unwise selling of stop-bid eggs on the 888OCiation premises afoor auc
tions; the fact that producers had been led to expect too mu .. h from 
the association; and insufficient deductions to cover opt'rntulg t'xppn_ 
(deductions were on the basis of 3 percent of the groM sal ... price) 
(8, p. ]6). 

While the TOmB River Auction Market Association is usually ron
sidered the only such association that has failed to make a 8U("('t'!411 

of this type of selling (8, p. 16) thin is not entirely true. As shown 
later in thin report, a number of the associations originally using tl,e 
auction method of sale have departed in whole or in part from this 
method. 

The second auction association formed, the F1l'nUngton Auction 
Market Cooperative Association, Inc., adopted in ell its phllll<'8 the 
system proposed by the New Jersey Bureau of Markets (8, p. 16) 
and has continued to adhere closely to the policies originally ~t forth. 
It is the oldest of the existing auction associations and h!18 oocn one of 
the most successful. It has served as a model for at )(l88t the original 
auction association for poultry products established in each of the 
Northeastern States. 

Expansion of Auction Selling 

The rapid expansion of auction selling of poultry products in the 
Northeast after 1930 indicates that the area was receptive to coopt'r
ative selling through a well adapted type of association. Moor the 
first few associations had proved sstisfactory, this type received much 
attention and was promptly copied in other communities. The 
number starting to operate by years is shown in appendix B, table 22. 
The three first auction associations were in New Jersey; the fourth 
was at Doylestown, Pa. In 1932, associations were formed in four 
States: Massschusetts, New York, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. During 
the next year the movement spread to Connecticut and New Hamp
shire. Laoor auction associations were formed iII Rhode Island, 
Indiana, Tennessee, Maryland, and Illinois.' Figure 2 shows the 
number of auction associations operating at the end of each calendar 
year through 1937. The rate of increase fell off sharply afoor ] 933. 

-This term II ddDed em p. 3'1_ 
• See footIloIe 3, p. 3. 
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FIGURE 2,-NVJ4DU OF AUCTION AssOCIATIONS IN OPERATION AT END OF EAcn YEAR, 

1930-37. 

There were 26 auction associations formed during the 8-year period 1930-37. The first 
association (Toms River, N. J.) failed a.nd three associations (Buffalo, N. Y., Brooklyn, 
N. Y., and Lynn. Mass.) ceased to Ule the auction method of aelling. Four auctions 
were formed in 1938 and 3 in 1939. 

Type of Organization 
Local Associations of Producers 

I N GENERAL the auction type of cooperative association is a 
relatively simple, independent' local agency. It is an incorpo

rated cooperative association of poultry producers, with an office, a 
salesroom, and other necessary facilities in the production area. 
It has no marketing agreements or contracts witii its members, 
but sells their poultry and eggs on an individual-producer basis, 
usually once and twice a week, respectively. The member's produce 
is sold on a graded basis over the auction block to a relatively 
large numher of buyers. Most of the buyers make rather small 
purchases. Fixed deductions per unit are made to cover the cost 
of operations, and payments are made to the producers after each 
sale or once a week. Returns to the producer are equal to the auc
tion-block price for each case of eggs or crate of poultry less the 
predetermined deduction. 

While the auctions are similar in many respects, not all of them 
operate in exactly the same manner. As indicated above one of the 

T The llve associations formed under the O. L. F. &0 mmel egp and poultry by the atretion method. while 
aeparately incorporated. 'mire- in realit7 subsidilU'ies of the Cooperatite Orange lArague Federation h· 
_In<, 

161019·~2 
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purposes of this study W88 to discover the important ,digm.sions from 
original methods and policies of operation by individual llS.'IOCiationa, 
the cauaea for these adjustments, and the further changes that might 
be advisable. 

Legal Set-Up 

Incorporation 

All the auction associations stuclied were in"orporated under the 
laws of the State where located and all except one under a ('ooperative 
marketing statute. 

The articles of incorporation are usually very broad in the state
ment of purposes, powers, and proposed operations." In only three in
stancee was it stipulated in either the bylaws or the artides of incorpo
ration that the association must use the auction mflthod of !!elling. 
The associations are, therefore, usually free to change the method or 
sale. 

Stock 01' Nonstock 

All the auctions except five were of the nonstock type. One 811-

sociation was originally a nonstock organization but W88 reorganized 
in January 1937 with stock having a par value of $5 per share. An
othe~ association, organized origllially as a stock association, had 
stock with a par value of $10 per share. Three auctions organi7.oo 
as stock associations issued both preferred and common shares; the 
preferred at $10 per share and the common at $5 per share. Re880ns 
given for the prevalence of the nonstock type are: The original capital 
required is small; membership is informal; the type of operation is 
simple and more easily adapted for local use than the stock type. 

It is often feasible to change to the stock type of organization after 
buildings and other facilities representing fixed assets become neces
sary or have been acquired by the 88BOciation. However, a require
ment that each member purchase stock costing more than a nominRi 
sum, as in associations having considerable fixed _ts, would tend 
to discourage membership. An important influence in the rapid 
growth in membership of the auction associations is the fact that fow 
were organized with a large capital structure. 

Coop~rativ~ Prooisions 
Mem1Jership requirements.-The chief requirements for membership 

in the auction associations are: (1) Members must be producers or 
organizations of producers of poultry or of agricultural products, (2) 
certain entrance fees and annual dues must be paid, and (3) the mem
ber must be acceptable to the association . 

• MimeognI.ph coplaI of a ~taUY8.& of utidee of tDeorporauoa aDd by"" • .-d bJ' &be .-kID 
8II8OCiaiIoDs UtlavaUable from tbe Farm CnIdll Adm..InIRrWon upoo nqgesL 
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Eligihilitll.-The only important restriction on membership is in re
gard to location. Three associations have definite geographic limita
tions specifying that membership is restricted to producers living 
within certain counties or within the State. Six additions.l s.sso
ciations specify the counties in which they are to operate but do not 
limit operations to these counties. In actus.l practice a number of the 
associations set definite geographic limitations on membership. 

Enlronce fees and annual d'Ue8.-Most of the associations have an 
origins.l entrance or membership fee and annus.l dues payable each 
year after tbe first year. The entrance fee ranges from nothing in 
the five New Jersey and in two of the New York auctions to as much as 
$5 in the five Pennsylvania associations and in the Rhode Island as
sociation. Annus.l dues range from nothing in the five Pennsylvania 
and the three New York associations to $5 at one New Jersey auction. 
Of the remaining 13 associations; 12 have annus.l dues of $1 per year 
and one association $2.50 per year. Two of the New York associa
tions have neither an entrance fee nor annus.l dues. It was observed 
that while there are wide ranges in the entrance fees and annus.l dues 
between the auctions operating in the dilferent States, there is a rather 
close uniformity in this respect for the associations operating within 
a particular State. 

The feee and dues usunlly are collected, not in cash, but as deduc
tions from the returns due the producers. The annus.l dues usunlly 
are not collected until after the first year of membership or after the 
beginning of the next fiscal year. 

Acceptance by a8sociation.-In addition to being a producer and pay
ing the membership fee and dues, most of tbe auction associations 
require that the producer be approved for membership by the major
ity of the board of directors and assert his willingness to abide by the 
bylaws and other regulations. One association requires acceptance 
of producers by the auction manager only. The three New York 
associations require that producers, to qus.lify for membership, must 
consign products to the tots.l wholess.le vs.lue of at least $100 during 
the association's fiscs.l year. 

Eleven associations make provision for the issuance of membership 
certificates but 10 do not. One Pennsylvania association requires 
each member to purchase at least one share of its common stock. A 
New Jersey association issues two classee of certificates; the member
patron's certificate, issued only to holders of common stock, and the 
nonmember-patron's certificate issued to producer!! in New Jersey 
who are not holders of common stock. 

No marketing agreemenIs.-The auction associations do not have 
marketing agreements or contracts, as such, with their members. 
The two Ohio associations have what are termed marketing agree
ments, but they are merely signed agreements signifying the producer's 
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willingness to abide by the articles of in('orporation, bylaws, and mar
keting rules of the association. The articles of in~.{)rporation, bylaw". 
or marketing rules of none of these _iatiolliJ have provi.-.ions 
requiring delivery of any part of the poultry producta markpt<>d. 

To be assured of the requisite volume. before beginning operations 
four of the associations had producers sign a statement promisinl{ t.o 
deliver a minimum or specified number of CIL8(l8 of l'j(1{8 for a d .... ilt
nated period of time, usually 6 weeks. (See appendix A.) At. one 
New Jersey auction the produ{,Brs were merely requested to 8(111 one 
crate of poultry through the auction for the first sale rego.rdl""", of 
consequences. At a Massachusetts association the producers pl"dgoo 
themselves to sell at least one CIIBB of eggs per week through the 
auction. At the first auction formed in Ohio producers signed rather 
rigid agreements whereby they bound themselves to {'.{)nsiwt all th"ir 
eggs to the association for a period of at lellllt 3 months heginning with 
the first auction. 

Votinuri!Jhts.-In all but 1 °of the 22associationsselling by the auction 
method, voting is on the basis of one vote per member or stockholder. 
In the three N ew York _iations each holder of common stock hns 
one vote but all the stock issued is held by the five managing directors 
and not by the patrons or members generally. Each patron-member 
of the above associations, that is, each producer consiwting to the 
auction farm products of a wholesale value of at least $100 during the 
fiscal year, has one vote in choosing the members of an advisory 
committee but no vote in electing the board of direet.ors or in the di
rect determination of the policies of the association. In the Patel'8On 
association only the member-patrons who hold common stock may 
vote; the nonmember-patrons are those producers who patronize the 
auction but who do not hold common stock. The Providence auction 
limits the right to vote to those members who have UBed the facilities 
of the association during the 6 months immediately preceding the date 
of the annual meeting. 

Only the New York associations allow voting by proxy. 
LimUatUm of dWidends on stock aM membership capiJal.-or the five 

auction associations with capitol stock all limit the rate of intere8t t.o 
6 percent per year except the Paterson auction which allows 8 percent. 
Only four of the nonstock associstions make provision for the payment 
of interest on members' capitol. The four nonstock Pennsylvania 
auctions limit the rateof interest on share80f indebtedness to 6 percent. 

LimUatUm on'1IOnmember bu8i1le88.--{)n)y the Wooster and Derry 
associations specify in the articles of incorporation or bylaws that the 

t In the Derry 8I!IOCia1km each member has ODe vote for eaeb 100 CUM of eut ot fractlon tbenlol ptorfutel 
and marketed. by him throudI tbe aaoc:latioo durtnc tbe 7e8I' preeedinc. He II eutlUed Coo ODe eddlUanaJ 
vote tor eacb addiUoDallOO caaes of eus or h'adion thereof., produced aad matUted by blm tbfOUlb thl 
89I8OCiation during the pJ'8l'ed1DJ: ye&I'. 
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value of the products handled for nonmembers shsJI not be in excess 
of the value of those handled for members. The statement of this 
cooperative provision is unnecessary, however, since sJI but one of the 
associations are incorporated under cooperative statutes and since, in 
most of them, the producers become members by merely patronizing 
the auction. The result is little or no nonmember business in most 
instances. On the other hand, in many associations in which most of 
the producers selling through the asaociation do not have the privilege 
of voting, the products handled for them might legsJIy be considered 
nonmember business. 

Payment of patronage dWiden.d8.-AJl the auction associations except 
the one at Mount Holly have, in either the articles of incorporation or 
the bylaws, a provision that after the payment of expenses, allowance 
for depreciation, reserves, and a contingent fund, the surplus remain
ing may, at the discretion of the hoard of directors, be divided among 
the members in the proportion that the total business done with 
each bears to the total volume of business transacted by the asso
ciation during the fiscal year. 

Eight auction associations have paid cash patronage dividends to 
producers amounting to $38,243 since 1933. Largest amount of 
dividends returned to members by an individual asaociation since its 
organization was $9,440 in cash, plus $14,495 in certificates of patron
age. Another association, in addition to paying cash dividends 
totaling $6,445, has issued $8,084 in certificates of equity. Fourteen 
associations had not paid cash dividends or issued certificates of equity 
or patronage in any form prior to 1938. 

Management 

As in most cooperative marketing associations, the management of 
the auction association is dclegated to a hoard of directors. In a few 
associations, the hoard appoints an executive committee. The im
mediate management is always under a general manager, sometimes 
called a manager, auction manager, or auction master. 

Boord of director8.-The number of directors ranges from 5 to 12 as 
follows: 

Numbuof~ lJirultmfHT~ 5 ______________________________________________ 12 
10______________________________________________ 9 
3______________________________________________ 7 
1______________________________________________ 6 
3______________________________________________ 5 

With the a'<ception of the three New York associations which elect 
all directors annusJIy, the auctions elect their directors for terms of 3 
years, ususJIy choosing one-third of the directors every year. 
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AU the auctions ele('t the directors at large, with tJle m .... pl,ion of thp 
two Ohio auctions which elect throo dirretors at llil'Jt8 and four by 
districts and the Center Point auction which elects fOllr at large and 
four from each of two counties. 

Eleven of the boards meet monthly although the byla," of only 
six make specific provision for monthly meetings. One board mN'''' 
bimonthly. AU the other associations meet only upon caU, but fOllr 
specify at least four regular board meetings each year. 

Only four associations have in their bylaW!! provisions for the ap
pointment of an executive committee. The frequent mootings of the 
boards, the provision for meetings at ea1l, the nearn_ and availability 
of the board members, and the relatively small number of membllnl 
on tbe board make an executive committee unneceesary. 

Method of Operating· 

I N GENERAL the operating methods of all au .. tioD8 are .. imilar 
and the number of services performed rather few. The prorlu('('r ill 

responsible for packing, grading, and delivering the product to the 
association. Upon delivery the BIISOCiations' principal scrvi .. "'11 are 
those of inspecting, selling, and making returns to the producer. 

Few associations have found it necessary to make major .. hwlg"" 
in operating policies or methods from those adopted at the outset. 
Minor adjustments have been found advisable and have bt><>n m&fle to 
meet local produrtion and marketing conditions or to facilitate opera
tions. As the individual auctions continue to expand the operating 
methods may become more complex and the number of l!('l"ViOO8 
performed for members more numerous than those now rendered. 

Assembling 
Territory Seroed 

During the early period of operation, the area from which an 
auction drew its receipts was often about the size of 8n average 
county. The present associations, as shown in figure S, uauaUy draw 
products from several counties or a large portinn of a State. One 
association serves the greater portion of two States. 

As already stated, mp.mbersbip in three _iations is limited to 
definite geographic areas by the articles of incorporation. Some other 
888Ociations have voluntsrily established boundaries to their procure
ment areas, mainly to eliminate competition between adjacent auc
tions. One association limits its membership to the county in which 
the auction is located. 

There is relatively little overlapping of areas served by the atretwll8, 
except in New Jersey and Connecticut. There is none among the 
auctions in eastern Pennsylvania, where the associatioo.e have mutually 
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FfGUllE 3.-Loc&nox OF 22 CooPUATIVB EGG. AIm POV1.n.T AUCTION AssOCIATIONs, 
TEIUI'O"Y SBllVED"AlfD TYPR or POULT1Y PacmvC1S Sow AT AUCTION, 1937. 

The g><ater part 01 Vermont, New HampehiIe, Maasachuaetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, 
and New Jersey is served by the auction associations. Some of the auctions serve small 
areas; othera,. the Derry and Butler auctions in particular, serve extensive territories. 

agreed to limit their areas of receipts. The overlapping of procure
ment areas in New Jersey and Connecticut, particularly in Connecticut, 
become more pronounced when consideration is given to other 
coopera.ti ve egg marketing associations operating in these States. In 
addition to the three auctions there are two cooperative egg pooling 
associations operating in Connecticut and two auctions in neighboring 
States receiving a portion of their eggs from Connecticut. In some 
sections of the State producers have the choice of selling their eggs 
through at least five cooperatiye egg marketing associations, only 
two of which require marketing agreements. 

Competitive relationships have been comparatively friendly among 
n.l.l the associations marketing eggs and poultry in the auction areas. 
In numerous instances producers are members of more than one 
association and market through either at will, or market eggs through 
one association and poultry through another. 

Farm Grading and Packing 
An important and relatively unique feature of the auction system 

of selling eggs is that the producer assumes the responsibility of 
preparation for sale. Eggs sold at the auction, except for the smn.l.l 
portion received as part """es, are sold as packed by the producer 
(fig. 4). This means that the member must perform n.l.l the functions 
of the egg packer. The auctions have sent out instructions, met 
personn.l.ly with the producers, encouraged them to maintain wellbred 
!locks, properly fed and housed (fig. 5), arranged demonstrations, 
and otherwise assisted producers to improve the quality and pack of 
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FJGUU 4.-GaADUIIG "'XD PACIUMG Eeoc' AT TH& FA.,.. 

Egga are graded for lize, color, and clcanlineaa by the producer and packed in ulf:d Clift 

of 30 clauD each. MOlt of the producer. ute .mall egalCl.1ea: to obtain the uniformity 
of ,ile required by the auction. 

their eggs. Members have been infonned as to the advantages of 
marketing clean and preferably infertile eggs whic.h have been gath
ered. and cooled promptly and graded and pac.ked properly (fig. 6) 
In packing, the producer must obtain acceptable flnlA, fillers, and 
cases. Nearly aU cases used by the auction members are once-used 
cases containing clean and sound, but not nece888rily new, flats and 
6llers. 

In packing his eggs the producer considers three primary grade 
factors for uniformity in each case: Size, color, and cleanlineM. 

Size designation is an important price factor in. selling eggs, eaped
aUy by the auction method (9). Producers are advised to pnck by 
individual-egg-size and case-weight requirements 88 Bet forth by the 
associations in their adherence to State, Federal, or other grades. 
(See p. 26.) Most of the producers sort eggs according to size by 
using small egg scales to weigh individual eggs (4, p. 12); some of the 
larger producers have egg-grading machines. The time required to 
sort and pack & case of eggs varies from half an hour to 2 hours or 
more. Half an hour is considered ample time if the volume is con
siderable and good handling methods are employed (S, p. 27). 

Most of the flocks of the auction members are of one breed only. 
This means that s producer's eggs will be either white or brown, but 
in white eggs there msy be "tinte" which must be packed Beparstely. 

Eggs which have been soiled and hsve not been sufficiently cleaned 
either by hand or by machine (fig. 7) are to be packed 88 "Dirties" 
and sold 88 such. 

'I, 
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The auctions do not insist upon the production of infertile eggs 
although they advise it. Auction eggs are not sold as infertile eggs 
although the eggs from many of the larger flocks sold through the 
auctions are infertile. . 

Few producers candle their eggs (4. p. Ie). Since the eggs are 
inspected by the association to obtain a grade designation prior to 

. FICUU S.-SOllE POULnY HousES JM TBB AUCTION A»s.J.a. 

The Northeutem poultrymen UK varioul kinclt of poultry houaes; converted bams are 
not uncommon ooq. 
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FIGUILE 6.-COOLING METHODS USED BY MEUBZU 01' THE EGo AUCTION'. 

Theac; picturel .how the methodt Uled to obtain rapid cooling of eggl before packing and 
the places where they are kept prior to delivery to the auctionL 

F JCUllE 7.-Ecc CLEAICUCC:; MACHINE UnD BT A MtMREa or AN A UC'TlOIf AllOCtAno 

The aucUona ba\'t encouraged the packing of eggt by aiz..e, color, and deanlineu. Nurly 
aU prodUutl u" lOme =thad of mDOring dirt and manurelrom the _ Hand buff ... 
are commonly Ulcd, but. few of the larger pI'Oduccn have automatic cleaning mubina. 
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sale, candling the eggs at the farm would be a duplication of effort 
and probably would not be worth while except as a check on egg 
quality from time to time for the producer's own information. 

Naturally the extent to which a producer can grade his eggs accord
ing to size, color, and cleanliness so as to make full cases of one grade 
and size will depend upon his volume. As an illustration, it may be 
difficult for a producer with only 50 or 60 dozen eggs to grade out even 
1 full case of eggs of a given size, of uniform color, and of the same 
degree of clea"liness. Consequently, small producers ship part cases 
of various grades and sizes; these are combined at the auction with 
similar eggs of other part-case shippers to make full cases of uniform 
grade, size, and color. A full case containing the eggs of more than 
one shipper is usually sold under the term "pooled" and does not 
carry the producer's number. For producers having .. substantial 
volume there is little grading and packing difficulty. 

When full cases of graded eggs are delivered they are sold as packed 
and bear the number of the producer as well as the grade and the 
weight information. If it is determined upon insl.'ection, however, 
tbat the full or part-case of eggs shipped has not been well graded, or 
if the eggs have heen packed on .. "nest run" basis, the ease will usually 
be sold as "Producer Grade," "Ungraded," "Out of. Grade," or under 
some other descriptive term. 

Transportation 

When the operating areas and the number of association members 
were small the producers hauled their own eggs and poultry to the 
auctions. As the areas expanded, the membership increased and the 
associations became better established, producer hauling began to 
give way to hauling by commercial truckers (fig. 8). Some of the auc
tionsreceive eggs by express, but this method of transportation has been· 
little used except at three associations. 

FIGUllIl 8.-Tl.ucltS WHICH COLLECT EGcs AT THE FAlUI FO" SALE AT AN AVcnON. 

In ]937, about-half the eggs sold at the 20 auctions were collet:ted by commercial haulers. 
None of the auctions had their own trucks. Many of the haulers have proved to be good 
fi~ldm~n :11 well AI truckcn. 
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While many producers, especially those with 1 .. 1')t6 volum6l!l and 
those who live near the auctions, still haul th"ir own ~. tmlUl
portation by paid haulers operating over definite routH hM J1,'rown 
rapidly. In 1937, the unweighted average of the pert'entlllle of !'fOOl 
hauled by producers for the 22 auctioIUI handlinll' eggs W88 55.3 pel'<'.ent 
(table 2). The pel'centsge at individual auction8 ranged from 10 to 

TABLE 2.-TIlANSPORTATlON MEANS EMPLOYED BY MEMBERS 0' 22 
AUCTION ASSOCIATIONS, 1937 

P"'''t1l'nbJt'i of ton n!C!l\tpt. 
deUvl'_l1'd.l,y-_ .... 

Avoclatiou haulla. e .... · rou~,1 Pro- m .. • JP,:l'. 
d .... clal 

""cit -----
New Jersey: F1enrlngton ____________ 

Vineland ______________ 
Mount Holly __________ 
Pa~n ______________ 
Hightstown ____________ 

Pennsylvania: 
Doylestown ____________ 
Bethlehem _____________ 
Center Point ___________ 
Coatesville ____________ 
Butler ________________ 

New York: 
Central Jslip ___________ 
Poughkeepsie __________ 
AJbany ________________ 

Connecticut: 
WiJlim&ntic ____________ 
Hartford ______________ 
lIaDlden _______________ 

M ....... husetts: 
Broekton ______________ 
Springfield _____________ 

Ohio: WOO8ter _______________ 
Bucyrus _______________ 

New Hampshire: Derry _________________ 

Rhode Island: 
Providenoe ____________ 

Total or Average , ____ 

• M of Jan. I. 1938. 
, A.!IIIoc:I8tkm tnliler • 
• Unweighted. 

Number p",,", 

7 86 
7 40 
0 100 
2 75 
1 93 

6 60 
2 67 
4 60 
5 25 

12 20 

2 50 
6 10 
0 50 

1 95 
12 25 
1 76 

6 45 
4 25 

Ii 50 
3 65 

23 23 

0 90 

108 55_3 

80ur0eof data: Baaed Jatpl,. on Jl1alr&pn.' MUmatea. 

P ..... , Puml' 
16 ------
60 ~-----

------ ------
25 ------
7 ------

40 ------
33 ------
40 ........ --
75 ----.-
60 20 

49 1 
85 5 
45 5 

Ii ---.--
74 1 
20 /; 

50 5 
65 20 

50 ------
' 46 ------

67 10 

10 ------
4L4 a3 I 

---- -
""'"'"t.JlP nfpmlltry 

1'f'CI'1"tI drll'l'f>t'Pf! bJ-

-
('om· 

Pr0- mPT· lis· ....... ('IAcI 
Irurir 

.-
----I- --

i'nunt - Pm<.u 
96 /; ------
70 30 ----.-

100 ------ ------
98 2 -...... _-

100 .----- ------
100 ---- -- ------

------ ---- -- ------
------ ------ ------

75 25 __ a ___ 

------ --.--- -.----
70 30 ------

------ ------ ------
90 10 ------
95 /; -.----
75 25 ------

100 ____ a_ 

----.-

77 20 3 
60 Iii 25 

100 ------ ------
------ • ___ a_ ------

------ ---- -- ------
100 ------ ------

81.8 10.4 1.8 
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100 percent. At all except two auctions commercial haulers collect 
auction eggs. None of the auctions operate their own trucks, but 
one auction has done some assembling of eggs in a small trailer 
attached to the manager's automobile. As low as 5 and as high as 75 
percent of the eggs are collected by the paid haulers at 20 egg auctions. 

Most of the poultry is delivered to the auction by the producer. 
The average percentage of the live poultry delivered to the 16 auctions 
handling poultry by commercial haulers was ouly 10.4 pere<lllt in 1937, 
largely because the poultry sales of members were comparatively 
infrequent as well as seasonal. Prompt delivery is necessary to 
avoid shrinkage and death loss. The producers continue to haul 
practically all the auction poultry except at 7 auctions where from 10 
to 30 percent is hauled commercially. Except at the two Mass&
chusetts auctions, no live poultry is received by express. 

The total number of regular egg and poultry collection routes 
operated by commercial haulers at the 22 auctions was 108 in 1937. 
Three auctions had no collection routes as such; two auctions had 12 
routes, and one had 23 routes. The associstions with large tributary 
UrBas generally had the largest number of routes. 

There was considerable range in the rates charged for hauling eggs 
and for hauling poultry at the diHerent auctions. The most common 
charges for hauling eggs were 15 to 25 cents per case although many 
rates were as low as 10 cents and as high as 50 cents per case. The 
factors most commouly considered in the determination of rates were 
distsnce and volume, but a number of different bases were used-as 
50 cents for one case and 30 cents each for two or more additional 
cases, 1 cent per mile per case, and flat rates per case or per dozen 
irrespective of distance or volume. 

The charge for hauling a crate of poultry was usually somewhat 
higher than for a case of eggs. A few haulers charged 15 cents as the 
minimum; 25 cents was a more common charge, and some rates were 
as high as 50 cents. 

All but 4 of the 22 associations gave receipts when eggs or poultry 
were deliverad to the auction plant by the producer. Receipts were 
not issued at the farm by the commercial trucker for 7 of the 20 egg 
auctions. For the protection of producers receipts should be issued 
to them when products are delivered, whether at the auction plant or 

. at the farm. 
Development of priva.te hauling routes has played an important 

part in the ro.pid growth of the egg ~d poultry auctions. Collection 
routes usually have been developed under the guidance and super
vision of the associations. In this manner route owners and their 
employees have frequently developed into field men for the association. 
An increase in the number of members and volume of receipts benefits 
both the auction and the hauler. Also the contact of the member with 
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the truckmlln" frequently repl"IlI!eIlta the only pel'llOnw contact bet "'tieD 

the member &lid the 88SO('iation. 

R~aiving 

The auctions have stipulated certain duys and hours for r""",ivillR 
eggs and poultry. Eggs are usuwly received daily, MC('pt on the 
days of sales, between the hours of 8 a. m. and 5 p. m., and on S .. tur
day afternoon and Sunday. A few of the smaller BSSOciations rereiv .. 
eggs up to or near the hour of sale on auction days. Since tho Wl8ot'ia

tions have no refrigerated rooms for holding eggs they do not encour
age delivery before the day prior to sale. 

Since live poultry is sold only once & week and e,annot be h .. ld over
night without suffering rather heavy shrinkage, it is usually rooeivf1d 
on the sales day during the hours just preceding .the 8ale. 

Of the 20 associstions which sell eggs at auction, t 7 have two "!1;1! 
sales per week, and 3 have only one &ale per week. When two auctions 
per week are held, they are usually either on Monday and Thursday, 
or on Tuesday and Friday. No auction association holds sales on 
Saturday since, because of a lack of refrigerating fu.ciliti .. .s, any unsold 
surplus should be moved into the regular channels of trade not later 
than the following day. None of the auctions have egg sales on 
Wednesday, either because they operate on a two-aales per W8!'k bMis 
or because Wednesday is the day on which the powtry sale is held. 

The hour most frequently designated for the sale of eggs is 1 :30 
p. m. The second most popular hour is 10 a. m. Other hours of 
sale run from 9 a. m. until 2 p. m. One auction has ita Tuesday egg 
sale at 2 o'clock and its Friday sale at 10 o'clock. 

When two auction associations are close together and may, there
fore, compete for buyers, the auction hours or days are ·usually so 
staggered that sales at two points will not be in progress at the Bame 
time. 

Seven of the 16 associations selling live poultry have the sale on 
Tuesday, 5 on Wednesday, 3 on Thursday, and 1 on Monday. The 
time of the poultry sales varies from 11 a. m. to 2:30 p. ID. The most 
common hours are at 1 p. m., 12:30 p. m., and 11 a. m. At 7 auctions 
the poultry sale is held on the same day as an egg swe, usually after 
the egg sale. 

Handling Eggs 

Inspection. by Association 

After packing his eggs the member tacks on the end of each C88e & 

card showing his name, address, and number. The card also has 
spaces for indicating the number of cases and dozens in the ~hipment, 
the dozens according to size and color, and whether the eggs are UIl-
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FICUJlI: 9.-bsPJ!:CTIJfG EGGS AT THE AUCTION PLANT. 

Licensed candler. determine the gradCli of individual easea of eggs by mlpecting 100 eggs to 
the case. The 100 eggt are candled and arc .cheeked for size, shell color, and deanliness. 

graded for size and color. The producer does not indiCAte the grade 
of the eggs packed, AS this is determined by the association upon 
inspection. 

Upon receipt at the auction plant the eggs are inspected for uni
formity of aize, shell color and cleanliness, and for interior quality 
(fig. 9). Inspection for interior quality consists of candling 100 of 
the 360 eggs which a full CASe contains. The 100 eggs are usually 
selected at random on the basis of 10 eggs from each of the ten 3-
dozen layers in a case. Generally pullet- and peewee...ized eggs are 
not inspected; this limits the inspection to eggs of large and medium 
aize. Eggs received ungraded in either whole or part cases and eggs 
improperly packed or graded by the producer are sometimes fully 
graded and repacked by the association. A charge is usually made 
for this extra service. 

At several auctions not all cases of eggs from the larger shippers 
are always actually inspected; the inspector or grader may assign to 
the entire shipment the grade of a sample number of cases which he 
hAS inspected. This is called the "block" or "lot" method of inspec
tion. It is based on evidence that there is little variation in interior 
quality among sample cases from a large number of C8Sl'S from one 
producer. 

At first, some auctions candled all eggs received rather than rely 
upon the inspection method as used by other associations. It soon 
became clear that the added cost of candling all the eggs increased 
the handling cost to an extent not justified hy the prices received. 
Consequently the associations soon abandoned the practice. At one 
association a few individual members ... ,k that all their eggs he 
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candled and BOld as all-eandled ~ An extra rhal'!!t' iA marle tor 
this service. 

The ~ are inHpet"ted usually by a State or Fp<\pral lir .. n.ro in. 
8pet"tor, generally refelTed to &8 the h .. ad ('andl"r, or by rlUl,IIt'1"II who 
are under his d~t supervision. Alter inspoction the I'lUldl"r spocifiM 
the grade for the eggs of each case and lists or cheek.. on the r_ rard 
comments regarding the number of replacements, their ('ause, and 
other defects found in the eggs or in their parking. This rase rard 
is later sent to the auction offil'e where the infonno.tion thereon ill 
transfelTed to the producer's grading, sales, and settl .. ment report 
(fig. 18). The settlement report, which is mailed to the produ .... r 
with a che<'k covering the net retums,likewise showa deductions made 
for handling, candling, hauling, supplies, and other item~. 

Gradts Ustd 

All but /) of the 20 associations selling eggs at auction UIIG the 
State official wholesale gradee. The 2 Ohio auctions use the U. S. 
wholesale grades; the 3 New York auction 888OCiations use their own 
grades. The requirements are much the same for all the auction 
888Ociations; the chief differences are in the percentages of tolerance" 
allowed and in the minimum weight requirements. 

At all except 3 of the 20 auctions a tolerance of 10 percent is allowed; 
atl auction /) percent is allowed; and at 2 auctions, 2Q percent (table 
15). The tolerance allowance is especially important in determining 
the percen tage of eggs at each auction which will full in to the two 
top grades. 

or the 20 associations selling eggs at auction, 13 sell on the buais of 
gross weight and 7 on the basis of net weight. In table 3 are shown 
the minimum case weights hy egg size at different aUl'tions, and 
whether the net-weight or the gross-weight basis is used in grading IUld 
selling. The net weights per case for large eggs show only one devia
tion. There are, however, differences in the net weights in the medium, 
pullet, and peewee sizes. There is more variation in gross weights. 
These gross weight variations are caused not only by differences in 
the basic net weights, but also by differences in types of cases, fillers, 
and flats used. 

At some of the auctions where the official State egg grades are used 
there is a State licensed egg inspector wbo is usually the head candler. 
At all other auctions using State grades, no licensed inspector is 
employed by the auction, but the eggs are subject to ooclLBional or 
periodic inspection by It representative of the State bureau of markets. 
Most of the head candlers are men who have had some years of 
experience candling eggs or who have been trained at college egg
grading schools. Where ILB8Ociations use their own grades there is no 
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TABLE 3.-MINIMUM WEIGHT SCHEDULES FOR STANDARD 3G-DoZEN 
CASES OF EGGS ACCORDING TO SIZE GROUPINGS USED BY 20 COOPERA
TIVE AUCTION ASSOCIATIONS, 1937 

Minimnm jm)S9 weight Minimum net wclgbt 
ro>- for-

Association Wt'iJ!:ht 

""'" Luge Medium Pullet La,.. MenLum Pullet ..... - .... - ..... .... cgp;st 

--._---------
New Jersey: - Poond. Poond. FUonington __________ Gross __ 58 52 48 

Vineland. ____ • ______ Gross __ 58 52 47 
Mount Holly ________ Gross __ 58 52 48 
Hightstown __________ Gross __ 58 52 48 
Paterson ____________ Gross __ 58 52 48 

Pennsylvania.: 
DcylestoWD __________ Net ____ ------ ------ ------
~eheD1 ___________ Net ____ ------ ------ ------
Center Point _________ Net ____ -._--- ------ ------Ceatesville __________ Gross __ 57 52 45 
Butler ______________ Net ____ ------ ------ ------

New York: 
Poughkeepsie ________ Net ____ ------ --._-- ------
Central Islip _________ Gross __ 58 52 48 

Connecticut: 
EI~den _____________ Gross __ 57 52 46 
HartfGr<L ___________ Gross __ 57 52 46 
WillimB.ntic __________ Gross __ 57 52 45 

Massacl).usetta: 
Brockton ____________ Gross __ 57 51.5 46 

Ohio, 
VVooster _____________ Net ____ ------ ------ ------Bucyrus _____________ Net ____ ------ ----.- .. ----

New Hampshire, 
Derry _______________ Gross __ 57 52.5 48 

Rhode Ioland, 
FTovidence. _________ Gross __ 57 52 47 

Average. ________ ._. -------- '57.5 '52 '46, 9 

I ERgs wel,l!:hing Jess than minimum pullet weight.. are classified as Peewees, 
! A vemge of 13 auctions. 
1 A verqe or 141luctlons. 

Souto& 01 data: Compiled (rom assoolatlon gJ1lde speciftcatiODlt. 

Poond. Pfmnd8 Pound. 
---.-- ------ ------
45 39 34 

------ ---.-- --._--
45 40 35 

------ ------ ------
45 40 

. 
35 

45 40 35 
45 40 35 

----- - ------ ------
45 40 35 

46 40 36 
------ ------ ------

45 40 34 
45 40 34 
45 40 33 

45 39.5 34 

45 39 34 
45 40 35 

45 40. 5 36 

------ ------ ------

'45 1 '39.9 '34. 6 

inspection for adherence to grade standards but there may be inspec
tion at the reto.il outlets for violation of State I&ws. 

Grade .u.ignatiom.-Besides designation as to weight such as 
large, medium, pullets, and peewees, there are qu&lity designations 
which vary chiefly by States. Eggs in the top grade are commonly 
calii'd Fancies, Specials, Or Blue Labels; eggs of the secoDd grade are 

181018°-40----8 
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Extras, Grade A, Red Labt-Is, or Fresh; and those of the third grn<1 ... if 
one is used. are usually Standanls. Anoth .. r third'grade ort ... n u ..... -
the fourth grade at auctions where tile Standard grade is the third-is 
known as ProdUCl.'.l'!I, Unclussifit>d, Out of Grade, or Gatl",red. Tbl'l'6 
are usually eggs not sufficiently well graded as to uniIonnity of size 
and interior quality to be given the regular grade designation. Mill
eellaneous other grades are Dirties (or Soiled), Tints (or Tintt'd). 
Checks, Craeks, Undergradl'8. At some of the auctions du('k and 
turkey eggs are sold in 86880n. Extra large eggs are 801d at 51WPrnl 

of the auctions as Jumbos, Double Yolk, or Very Large. Somo or 
the auctions sell the Checks, Crax, and Leakers to the surtion em
ployees, or at retail on the premises in cartons or paper bags. 

The percentsges of eggs falling into grades other than the two 
top grades (table 15), is relatively small except at season. when the 
volumes of smaller eggs chieOy pullet eggs and peeWOO&-lU"e largt'. 

When producers deliver part cases, the t'ggB of several of these 
part cases must be combined in order to obtain full cases of the aame 
size, color, and quality. At most auctions these combinations, and 
at some auctions ungraded cases of eggs 88 well since tiley also must 
be repacked according to size, color, and quality (unl688 80Id 118 

Ungraded or Producer's), are sold 88 "pool" cases rather than by pro
ducer number. At least eight auctions do not sell them under the 
pool title or grade. Instead, these auctions use a number or numbera 
unassigned to any producer, sometimes number 13, under which to 
sell these eggs. The number for the pooled cases is often recognized 
by ilie buyers as representing ilie eggs of several producers. As the 
eggs in tilese C88e8 are graded at ilie auction and often all candled, 
in some instances tile pool C88e8 are preferred by tbe buyers and receive 
higher prices. Many buyers, however, prefer the full C88eB of individ
ual producers because of tile greater likelihood of more uniform 
interior quality and yolk color. 

According to information obtained from 20 auctions, an average of 
9.5 percent. of tile eggs are pooled. At six auctions, 1 percent or 
less are pooled; at two auctions, as high as one-tlUrd are pooled. 
Most pooling is done at tile auctions where the flocks are small, part 
case deliveries common, and where tbere is no charge for part CIIBeIl 

above tilat for full cases. 

Labeling 

When tile eggs have been inspected a label is pasted or tacked 
on tile end of each case (fig. 10). On tile label the grade, the net or 
gross weight, ilie producer's number, tile shell color of the eggs, and 
at some associations tile date of sale are stamped. The label8 on 
cases containing eggs meeting official State or Federal grade standards 
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FlGUU 10.-80ao CuE LABELS USBD BY THB EGc AUCTlOKS. 

After inspection, the proper label i. placed on the end of each case. Beside. the official 
certificate Qf grade. the labela show the oct or groat weight, the producer's number, and the 
sheU color of the eggs. 

also bear the official grade label or insignia. On these grade labels, 
which are of various colors and patterns for the purpose of distin
guishing different grades and sizes, are printed the official standards 
of quality which the grade requires. 

Cases containing eggs which have not been graded officially or 
which failed to mast the standards bea.r no official grade label. Labels 
on cases of eggs of this type are stamped or printed separately so as 
to describe the quality and size of the eggs. For example, at associ
ations where pullet eggs &r.e not sold according to official grade. and 
are, therefore, not inspected, a speeial case label bearing the term 
"Pullet" is used and the only additional information sta.mped on the 
label is the producer's number and the weight. 

Cartoning 

Sale of eggs in cartons has been of little importance at the auctions. 
During their early development most &S8ociations attempted to 
promote the sale of eggs by this method, but with little success. 
There was lack of demand on the part of the buyers, the majority of 
whom were hOllllB-to-house peddlers and jobbers, who preferred to 
buy eggs loose or packed in 3O-dozen standard cases. A secondary 
factor was the added cost of the carton and the additional handling. 
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FIGUI.E ll.-EGG CARTONS USItD BY TUB AUCTION ASROCJATIOJlf •• 

The ute of cartons i. limital monly to canoning eJ!:ga for the buyers who ulually ute their 
own carton.. The ute of carton. bearing the auction name h .. not met with much .ueeeu. 

Chain stores and wholesalers, who have become important auction 
buyers in recent years, prefer either to candle and carton the eggs in 
their own establishment or to sell the eggs without repacking. . 

More recently associations have become aware of the advantage 
of c:arrying the identity of their products through to the consumer. 
With this in view considerable attention has been given by some 
associations to the possibility of developing & marketing program 
for State certified eggs in cartons bearing the B880Cmtion's brand 
name (fig. ll). 

So long as present wholesale buyers refrain from purchasing egg!! 
in cartous, however, the responsibility for the promotion of auch 8ales 
methods haa rested with the associations. Realizing this, & few 
associations have actively promoted sales of certified eggs in cartons 
direct to retail stores. The extra costs of cartoning, advertising, and 
delivery service proved discouragingly high. A long-range, well
planned, conservative program in this direction might eventually 
prove worth while. 

Insp~ction by Buyus 

All buyers have the privilege of inspecting eggs prior to sale. Once 
labeled the CILS88 are stacked, usually in racks to facilitate handling, 
in lots of similar grades and weights, in a separate room-often in. the 
basement (fig. 12). Here the buyer may inspect the eggs, aacertain 
the quantities of each grade and weight offered, lW:qullint himself 
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with the producer numbers, I\Dd make notes of the cases on which he 
may wish to bid. As stated above, all cases are offered for sale 
according to producer number, grade, I\Dd weight. 

During the first few months of an auction's operation it is usually 
the practice of buyers to inspect the cases offered for sale. As the 
auetion becomes established the buyers come to accept the asso
eiation's grades and do less and less inspection. New buyers are 
likely to inspect the cases, to become familiar with the grades and 
producer numbers. 

Handling Poultry 

I nsPl!chon by Association 

At most auctions poultry is subject to less rigid inspection thl\D 
eggs. The principal reasons for this are: (1) Little time is available 
for inspection as the poultry is usually received only a short while 
before the sale begins, (2) poultry grades are not as well established 
and as readily accepted by poultry buyers as egg grades, I\Dd (3) live 
poultry, iIi contrast with eggs, is relatively difficult to grade. 

As with eggs, the produeer is responsible for the proper grading, or 
grouping, of poultry at the farm. Poultry is graded according to 
class, breed, I\Dd weight. The number of birds to be placed in a crate 
is specified by the association in its poultry-marketing rules. At 
some of the auctions where neither State nor Federal grades are used, 
live poultry is not inspected except at the buyer's request. At other 
auetions each bird is handled and judged ae it is trl\Dsferred from one 
crate to another before the sale (fig. 13). 

F1CUkE 12.-<:ASss OF Eccs IN STACKS AWAmNG SALE. 

When in' prcted, wei~hed. and labeled. the eggs are . taded in a cool room prKx" to sale. 
Buyen may inspect the eggs before the sale begins. 
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FlGU&a 1l.-LlvB POULTaY AT TU& AUCTION'. 

The poultry i. usually inspected, graded, and ugged before the .. Ie. State or Federal 
gradca for live poultry have been used very little at the auction •. 

Three methods of ha.ndling empty poultry crates are used at differ
ent auctions or sometimes at one auction: (1) The crates may be 
rented (usua.Ily for 10 cents) to producers upon a deposit; (2) crates 
may be exchanged when the producer delivers his birds (giving rum 
in return a crate of similar type and condition as the one received); 
or (3) the birds may be transferred from the produrer's crate to the 
association's crate upon delivery to the auction pla.nt. The time a.nd 
labor involved·in tra.nsferring birds, the possibility of spreading 
disease 11 by excha.nging crates, and the 1088 incurred when IISBOda
tion crates are lost or excha.nged for poor, damaged, or worthl""" 
crates, are among the factors determining the method or methods 
employed. At some of the auctions the expense for crntes is large. 

After inspection, weighing, and tagging, the crates of poultry of the 
same class, type, or grade are stacked together on the floor of the 
poultry room (fig. 14). The crates are then listed on a c1erk'a record 
which shows the producer's ·number, lUnd of poultry, and the number 
of crates to be sold jn the lot. The poultry is then ready to be sold. 
It is customary for the poultry buyers to ha.ndJe or inspect the crates 
of live poultry in wruch they are interested before, or even during, 
the sale. 

Gradn USl!d 

All except 2 of the 16 &88OCiations selling live poultry at auction in 
1937 used their own grades. One New Jersey auction used the New 
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Jersey State live-poultry grades; an Ohio auction used the Tentative 
U. S. Standards for Grades for Live Poultry. 

Several of the auctions (Albany and Central Islip) sell their live 
poultry only by breed and class designations, such as Leghorn Broilers, 
Leghorn Fowl, N. H. Red Fowl, Roasters, Capons, Ducks, and Leg
horn Roosters. Most of the auctions using their own grades have 
two to four grade designations. The top grade is usually No.1, but 
it may be Grade A or Straight. Sometimes a No.2 grade is included 
but more commonly the second grade is "as is," indicating that the 
birds in the crate are ungraded, may be of mixed classes, and are not 
~aranteed as to quality except that the birds are not Culls or Rejects. 
rhe bottom grade is Culls. Birds falling into this grade are those 
~en out of other crates during inspection or brought in by the 
producer as Culls. Sick or inedible birds are not accepted. 

Description of Selling Methods 

When the cases of eggs and crstes of poultry have been stacked 
and listed for sale in auction lots, they are ready to be sold by the 
auction method; that is, "knocked down" to the highest bidder. 

Stlling Eggs 

The auction room in which the eggs are sold is usually on the first 
or groUnd fioor, separate from the room where the eggs to be sold are 
stacked. This room is arranged so that the buyers sit in seats as in 
a theater, facing the auctioneer, who stands on a raised platform fae-

FICUU 14.-5u,clts 0,. POULTa.V IN CJlA.TSS, AWAITlNG SALE. 

The crates ofinspc<:ted. graded, and tagged poultry are ltacked and may then be iniilpected 
prior to .. le. During the laic the auctioneer. followed by the buyers, usua.lly paS5eS from 
one ltack of crates to another as they are aold. 
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FIGUU IS.-SELLING EGGS BY THII AUCTIOM' MltTUOO AT FLEMINOTON, N. J. 
The auctioneer and auctioo. clerk lund or .it in the front of the room, lacins the buyen, who 

.it in BeaU.I in. theater. The tale of eggs, in CODua.l with the hie of poultry, it u,u8l1y 
not held in the room where the eggs are kept. 

ing the buyers (fig. 15). Immediately behind and to one side of the 
auctioneer and in full view of the buyers, there is usually a divided 
or double blackboard on which a clerk writes the color, grade, number 
of cases, weight, and producer's number of each auction lot as it is 
offered for sale (fig. 16). 

While the auctioneer is selling the lot of eggs listed on one hall of 
the board, the clerk writes a description of the next auction lot on 
the other hall of the board. A light or an arrow indicates to the 
buyers the half of the board on which the lot of eggs being !!Old is 
described. 

At several auctions the sales board has been replaced by different 
devices and at others it has never been used. The Flemington auction 
uses an electric projector to throw the lot specifications on a screen. 
The Doylestown and Center Point auctions distribute to the buyers 
mimeographed lists from which the eggs are sold (fig. 17). The 
Derry auction uses a file of lot sheets hung in the front of the auction 
room. Each sheet contains the detaile of one auction lot; the front 
sheet is tom off as each lot is sold exposing the specifi~ation8 of the 
next lot. Several of the smaller auction.. have never used an aUdion 
room or sales board; instead the eggs are sold in the egg-holding room 
and directly from the specifications on the case labels. The auctioneer 
and buyers move from case to case as the eggs are sold. 

Ortkr oj sau.-At egg sales the best or top grade is usually sold 
first. In this grade the large eggs are sold first and then the IDj>-<lium
sized eggs, and so on to the sma1ler sizes. The reason given for this 
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procedure is that the best and largest eggs set the high price for the 
sale and the prices for the other grades are based on these prices. 
Also the best eggs are sold before the buyers have satisfied their 
needs, while the ma.ximum number of buyers a.re present and before 
any surplus supply has become evident and caused a falling off of 
prices during the sale. This order of sale is said to give the producer 
a price more nearly commensurate with quality and size for the top 
grades than would be obtained by selling the lower grades and smaller 
sizes first. 

On the other hand, several auctions sell the smaller and lower 
~ades first or at least hold the best and largest eggs until the last. 
Those who employ this order of sale claim that it tends to keep the 
buyers from leaving before the sale is over. Also, if any eggs are 
to remain unsold, it is considered best to hold over the higher 
~ades because these can usually be marketed to better advantage 
after the sale. Some associations sell all the large eggs first, irrespec
tive of grade, and then sell the medium pullet, and peewee sizes in 
this order. · A few auctions mix the gradps and sizes and follow no 
definite grade or size plan. Some auctions state in their rules that 
eggs will be sold in the order in which they are received except for 
preference given to the regular shippers by placing their eggs at the 
beginning of the sale. 

In actual practice single-case lots are the most numerous for the 
auctions as a whole. Although groups of from two to five cases are 
common when it is desired to hasten selling,lots containing more than 
four eases are unusual except at several of the largest auctions where 
as many as 10 cases may be sold as a unit. 

In making a sales lot of two or more cases, eight of the auctions 
use eggs of a single producer and usually eggs of the same grade and 
similar weight. Six of the auctions may group cases from different 

The auction lot of 
eggs being IOld is 
usually lined on a 
di'-;ded blackboon!. 
This board ,hoWl the 
ector; the membo-'I 
numbu; the number 
of t.lleI; and the 
w~ght. grade. and 
size of the: partieu
I.r auction lot being 
sold. Some of the 
auction. now ust: 
mimeographed lists 
(fig. 17), • 61. of lot 
~u. or cl«tric 

projeeton (6g. I") 
tnste:ad of the bla k
.,.n!. 

FICU1t.E 16.-AN EGG AUCTION SALES BOAII.D. 
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FIGUaE J7.-TH& EGG Aueno. AT DOTLUTOWlf III OP&J.ATlOIif. 

The Doyleatowo auction DO" Ulel mimeographed lista of offerings in.t~ad of the dividcQ 
blackboard .hoWD in the background of the picture. 

produce1'8 of the same grade and weight. In grouping cases of .imilar 
weights a variation of from one-half to 1 pound per ease is allowed. 
Grouping the eggs from several produce1'8 tend. to destroy the value 
which goes with the identification of producers' numbers ond the 
quality of their eggs. 

Bids.-At the appointed hour, with gavel in hand, the auction~.er 
takes his position in the front of the auction room and olfe1'8 the 
first lot of eggs for sale. The opening bids usually come from the 
buyers but they may come &!eo from an auction employee whose duty 
it is to bid for absentee purchase1'8 who submit their orde1'8 or bids 
by mail, telegraph, or telephone. This representative of the absentee 
buye1'8 usually sits in a front row and is known to the buye1'8 who are 
aware of the fact that he is either buying on an order or for the 
8BSOCiation under the "stop-bid" policy. (See p. 37.) 

The bids are always on a per dozen basis. The succeeding bida or 
"raises" are usually one-fourth of a cent higher than the previous bid 
but in tbree &8SOciations ~nt raises are customary. Two 8uctiotUl 
initiate each auction lot or offering with ~nt raises but use X-cent 
raises as the bids approach the final limit for each lot and before the 
lot is "knocked down" to the highest bidder. One aseociation WIeII 

~nt bids up to about 20 cents per dozen and then accepta Y.-eent 
bids for prices above this. Another auction accepta ~nt bids on 
one-case Iota and Y.-cent bids on larger Iota .. The ~nt bid basis 
resulta in more rapid selling of auction lota-than the x-cent bids but 
bidding on the latter basis may give a slightly higher pri~Al. 
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Rat. of sal •. - The rate of sale in tenns of sales lots varies rather 
widely among the a.uctions depending upon: The method of posting 
the sales, the speed of the poster or marker and of the a.uctioneer, 
the number of buyers, and the proportion purchased by the a.ssocia
tion. The rate of sale in terms of cases depends not only upon the 
number of auction lots sold per hour but in great pm also upon the 
sizes of these lots. According to estima.tes of 18 auction managers, 
the number of cases sold per hour varies from 200 to 600, with 300 
and 400 cases as the most common rate of sale. Generally, the sales 
la.st from an hour to an hour and a half. The actual rate of sale 
a.pparently is often considerably in excess of the estimates given by 
the auction managers beca.use the lots purchased by the auction-buyer 
at the minimum or "stop bid" price or to :fill orders for chain stores 
or other large buyers may be sold rather quickly. 

Stop bids.-0ne of the first problems confronting the a.ssocistions 
at their early sales was establishment of a satisfactory ba.sis upon 
which to base their initial. or opening bids. Several attempted to 
open the bidding at the wholesale price for eggs of a comparable 
grade as quoted that day in the terminal ma.rkets such as New York, 
Philadelphia, or Boston. Such prices proved to be too high at certain 
periods and for certain grades, SO this policy had to be abandoned. 
Eventually the making of opening bids was left to the buyers or their 
representatives. 

Following this procedure it soon became apparent that on numerous 
occa.sions the higheat bids for auction lots failed to equal. the prices 
obtainable through other market outlets. In a number of instancea 
it is alleged thet buyers by mutual agreement decided not to pa.y 
more than a certain price for eggs of a given quality and size, decided 
to whom each lot should be sold, and agreed not to bid against each 
other. It became evident that some method wasnecessa.ry to prevent 
the continua.nce of such a practice e.nd to promote a. condition of 
truly competitive bidding in which the buyers could not maintain 
pricea a.t unduly low levels. 

At the first egg auction sales at Toms River, N. J., the pricea 
received were somewhat below the prices obtainable through the regn-

. lar market chnnnels. As a result, the association permitted each 
producer to set a minimum price by hidding once on his own eggs and 
also stipulated that no eggs were to be sold at a price lower than 
the price thus set by the producer. This policy was opposed by the 
New Jersey Department of Agriculture which felt thatit would defeat 
the purpose and principle of auction marketing. The policy did 
CRuse many lots to remain unsold. Although the eggs were not sold, 
the producer was required to pay the auction charges (1, p. 16). 
It wna soon found necessary to discontinue the practice of allowing 
the producer to set a. stop or minimum price or allowing any producer 

• 
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to make any bid on his own eggs for the pu~ of fordng a high 
price. As a result of the experience of the Toms Rivl'lr ~)ciation, 
none of the auctions permit any producer to bid on the l'fQtII wbirh 
be has offered for sale. On the other hlUld, any produ .... r may bid 
on any other member's "IW" which he actually wish .... to pureh ....... 
As indicated in table 12 (p. 66), producers buy a considerable pro
portion of the receipts at some auctioIUl. 

The instrument which most of the auctioIUI have adopted and u-t 
to prevent unduly low prices caused by buyer collusion or in .... tive 
demand at any partieular sale is the "stop" price, "hid in" pri('s, or 
"stop-loss" price as it is variously called. When a bid is offered by 
the auction as the minimum pri<'8, it is commouly calIi'd a "stop" hid. 

The stop price is the minimum price which Will be &c('opted for a 
given grade, size, or lot of eggs at a particular sale. It is usually 
determined by the manager. Should buyers tail to offer bids equal to 
this predetermined price, the associstion takes title to the eggs by 
bidding the stop price in the manner of any regol&!' buyer. The stop 
price is not announced to the buyers before the sale begins, but, as 
the sale proceeds, it may be indicated by the bids of the auction'. 
buyer. 

Most of the auction BSSOCiations have been compelled to make use 
of stop bids from time to time. In the opinion of the managers of the 
associations, the price protection afforded by the stop-bid practil'.e 
has been of prime importance in the continued operation of the 
auctions. Without thia protection, the returns to the producers at 
times would have discouraged their further patronage. Some_ 
ciations have been compelled to stop sales entirely on a few occllllions. 
Not only have the auctions refused to sell below the stop price at 
auction, but they have also refused to sell the eggs 011' sale to the 
buyers after the stopping of sales." 

The stop price is usually determined by taking the market quota
tion of a nearby terminal market for a comparable grade of egg'!! and 
deducting from thia quotation the cost of transportation, the selling 
charges, and other costs which would be incurred if the eggs were 
sold at the terminal market. As an illustration, if the New York 
quotation on Large Extras on a certain day was 35 cents, the trans
portation cost to New York City plus selling and other costs w ... 
4 cents per dozen, the stop price might be set at 31 cents for eggs of 
this grade_ Them is no strictly uniform method of calculating the 
stop prices, however. Not only are different methods used by differ
ent auctions, but the method may vary seasonally at the same auction_ 
The distance from market, comp&rability of grades, market conditions 
or prospects, auction volume, probable buyer demand, volume of 

tI One or tbe ~ ~ the faiI~ fit tbe Toms Rlnr IIUetioa ... &be -1l1oc or QDIfIJd flIP olIlIIt Ioar .n.t1be __ ..... 1IOpped. 
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buying orders, and other factors may determine whether the minimum 
price to be accepted is several cents below quotations, equal to 
quotations, or above quotations. 

Several of the auctions have never used stop bids as such; these 
associations simply used the prices offered in their absente .... buyer 
orders as a stop price. While some auetions assert that they still 
employ stop bids in some way during every sale, their use has become 
less essential since mail, telegraph, and telephone orders have become 
more important and actually amount to a stop price when accepted. 
Furthermore, as the auction method of selling ergs has become fully 
established, the possibility of buyer collusion which makes necessary 
the use of stop bids has lessened materially. 

Also, the auction buyer who serves both as the agent for absentee 
buyers and as the placer of the stop-price bids for the association is 
in an opportune position to prevent.buyer manipulation. Although 
the auction buyer is known to the other buyers they usually do not 
know whether he is buying on order or bidding to set the stop price. 

The auctions have realized that unduly high prices are as much 
to be avoided as unreasonably low prices. The arbitrary maintenance 
of prices at a high level tends to discourage buyer attendance and 
causes them to obtain their supplies elsewhere. On the other hand, 
relatively low prices will attract a sufficient number of buyers to give 
fuller play to the supply and demand factors. The result will be that 
auction prices will soon find their proper level in relation to terminal
market prices. 

All the auction managers expressed the opinion that the employ
ment of stop bids had been helpful in maintaining the auction prices 
in accordance with the market level, that they had served to protect 
the price level, or had prevented buyer manipulation of auction 
prices. 

Disposition of stop-bid eggs.-Ai! a rule few of the eggs purchased 
or "bid in" by the association can be sold locally. For this reason 
most of the associations have established jobber and wholesale outlets 
in the nearest terminal markets. Several of the auctions have sent 
their stop-bid eggs to the G. L. F. Egg Marketing Service in New 
York City. This is the only affiliation with a cooperative sales out.
let reported by the auction associations prior to 1939. As egg receipts 
increase beyond the point where they can be sold to advantage at 
auction, the egg-auction associations may find it advisable to develop 
joint surplus sales outlets in New York and other terminal markets. 

Eggs bid in and sent to terminal-market outlets usually bring a 
lower net price than the net price received for similar eggs sold at 
auction. If the producers whose eggs are bid in are paid the same 
average prices as those sold at auction, the association may lose 
money on these 6I:gS because of the lower gross price received, the 
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transportation, and the additional selling costs. Several 8S8OCiations 
have lost substantial sums of money in this way. The UAS of egg 
orders instead of stop bids. as such, and the paymllnt to the produoors 
of the actual prices obtained are two suggested mf'thods of avoiding 
the losses incident to the handling of stop-bid and surplus ('Kg... 

Absentu lntying.-As stated above, not all eggs sold at the auctions 
are sold to buyers who are actually present to bid on the eggs. The 
auctions either delegate an employee of the association or employ 
BOme other person to bid for buyers who are not preaent but who 
previously have mailed, telegraphed, or telephoned orders for egJ1;II 

to be purchased for them. Sueh orders usually state the volum!', 
grode, and weights desired and in some instances even the producer 
numbers preferred. A maximum price to be paid on these orders may 
be stated or it may be left open as an order for a certain numher of 
CBSeS of certain grades and weights with no price limitation set. 
Buyers usually understand that this service is available and know that 
they can place orders with the association, whether they are able to 
be present or not. 

This order method of buying is being used to an important and 
increasing extent. In 1937, a tabulation for the 20 egg-seIling 
auctions indicates that on an average they were selling 28.1 percent 
to absentee buyers. Three auctions sold more than 50 percent of 
their eggs on order in 1937. The percentage of snles to absentee 
buyers varies seasonally and tends to be highest in ths spring when 
prices are relatively low and production and auction volumes high. 

During the ea.rly development of the auctions. one of the deterrents 
to order buying was the lack of satisfactory delivery service. The 
buyer was compelled either to make the trip to the auction or to hire 
a truck for transporting the eggs. With the development of collection 
routes, BOrne associations have a.rranged to have auction haulers 
deliver the eggs purchased on order to the buyers. This service, 
paid for by the buyer, has been helpful to both the buyer and the 
auction and has increased such purchases, espeeially by large buyers. 
Such an arnmgement has likewise enhanced the ea.rnings of the hauler 
and incidentally the association volume because these haulers have 
encouraged membership in the auctions. 

In the early yea.rs of egg-auction marketing, BOrne of the absentee 
buyers had the haulers purchase the eggs for them. This practice 
did not prove satisfactory and has been discontinued. 

"OjJ &Uee"."-Although the auetion associations were set up 
primarily to sell by the auction method about half of them now sell 
eggs by other methods as well, to meet the needs of their Cll8tomers 
and to realize the best returns for their members. Three main reasons 
have been given (4, pp. 14-15) for selJing eggs by other than the 
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auction method: (1) The volume hIlS been so large at times that it 
was impossible to sell all eggs to advantage at the auction; (2) some 
buyers prefer not to buy at auction and it was desired to supply their 
needs; (3) space to hold all the eggs for one of the two sales per week 
would necessitate additional room for handling and storage . 

.Another reason given is that selling eggs between auction sales 
distributes the handling, inspection, and office work uniformly and 
thus tends to level off the undesirable work peaks which occur when 
auctions are held once or twice a week. 

Ten of the auctions sell no eggs off sale. Five sell small volumes 
to accommodate the buyers who occasionally need eggs between auction 
sales. Two sell from 5 to 10 percent off sale, while three auctions 
sell about a third of their eggs in this manner. One of the auctions 
normsIly selling one-third off sale hIlS sold over 50 percent of its receipts 
thus during certain months; during other months this percentage hIlS 
dropped to less than 10 percent. . 

There is littJe relation between the volume of egg receipts and the 
percentage sold off sale. Among the 10 largest auctions, 5 sell no 
eggs off sale, -4 sell between· 1 and 5 percent thus, and 1 sells about 
one-third off sale. On the other hand, two auctions selling a third 
of thsir volume off sale are relatively small a.ssoeiations measured by 
volume of egg receipts. . 

Delivery.-Al! soon as the eggs listed on eooh page of the auction 
clerk's record (where the double blookboard is used) are sold, the 
page is sent to the auction office where tbe amount of each lot is com
puted and noted on the buyers' sales slips. This makes it possible 
for the buyer to pay for and receive the eggs soon after he hIlS made 
his purchases and even before the day's sale is over. When such 
payment hIlS been made, the buyer is given a receipted duplicate of 
the ssIes slip which he presents at the delivery room, where he receives 
his eggs. 

The buyer attending the auction in parsen nearly always loads his 
purchases in his truck or automobile and takes them away with him 
at once. Most of the auctions require that all eggs purchased at a sale 
shsIl be removed from the premises not later than noon of the following 
day. Eggs left at the auction after purebase remain there at the 
buyer's risk. The mail, telegraph, and telephone purebases are 
shipped by truck or express IlS designated by the buyers, usually 
immediately after the ssIe. 

Sales on a cash. ba&is.-The rules of the auctions (appendix A) uni
formly stipulate that all eggs are sold for cash or certified check, f. o. b. 
the auction. Exceptions to this rule have been made; uncertified 
checks are generally accepted from regular and established buyers. 
Some associations have allowed eggs to be taken on open account but 
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this practice is recognized as dangerous and contrary to BII8Ol'iation 
policy; it has resulted in substantiall088e8 to some aUl'tion B880('iations. 

Payments for orders of absentee huyers all! handled in several ways. 
New or irregular small buyers may be required to submit payment 
with the order or may bave the eggs shipped c.o.d. Large tlIItahliKhed 
buyers, such 88 chain stores and organizations which do not customarily 
pay for merchandise at the time of purchase, may be allowed to 
purchase on open account. 

S~lljng Poultry 

The method of selling poultry at the auctions is MRentially the Mme 
as the method of selling eggs, except that the auction is usually held 
in the poultry room where the buyers can actually 800 the poultry 88 

it is being sold. At some auctions each lot is wheeled in front of the 
auctioneer's stand as it is offered for sale. At most auctions, howev"r, 
the auctioneer, surrounded by the buyers, passes from one lot to an
other. The crates may then be removed to indicate that thPy have 
been sold and are ready for weighing and completion of the sales rerord. 

There is no uniform order of sale among the auctions in their poultry 
selling operations. Generally, however, the better grades are sold 
first. 

The auction lots of live poultry are usually one crate or coop, but 
some of the larger auctions group 88 many 88 four or five crates of 
poultry of the same grade and class to form a sales lot. 

The selling of live poultry is usually slower than that of eggs. From 
200 to 300 era tes of poul try per hour is the usual rate of sale. This 
is not only because time is consumed moving from lot to lot, but also 
because the egg lots tend to be somewhat larger than the poultry lots. 
As in selling eggs, the bids are usually raised one-fourth cent per bid. 

Comparatively little use is made of stop bids in selling live poultry. 
It is regarded 88 a weapon which may be employed if neOO8llary to 
guard against unduly low selling prices. Also at most auctions the 
volume of poultry purchased by absentee buyers is relatively unim
portant. The live-poultry grades used are generally association 
grades, and poultry buyers feel the need of seeing and inspecting the 
poultry. There have been few "off-sale" sales of poultry. 

When the crates of poultry are 80ld the buyer's name is written on 
the crate tags. The net weight of the birds may be determined 88 

soon as the lot has been sold and the birds transferred from the auction 
crates to the buyers' crates. As with eggs, the poult,ry is sold for cash 
or certified check, f.o.b. the auction. Very little poultry is sold on 
open account. 

While the auction is still in process, or immediately thereafter, the 
poultry is loaded onto the buyers' trucks and hauled awsy_ 
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Payments to Producers 

Frequency 

43 

Cooperative egg marketing associations operating on a pooling basis 
usually make payments to the members at the end of each pool period, 
which is generally a week. The first egg auctions made payments to 
producers after each sale. Later some of the auctions changed to 
weekly payments so that., at the end of 1937, 10 of the 20 auctions 
selling eggs made payments once a week. The 10 others, however, 
still paid the producers twice a week. Two auctions which handled 
both eggs and poultry paid three times a week, twice for eggs and once 
for poultry. At auctions where both eggs and poultry are sold and 
payment made for eggs weekly, the payment for poultry is, with two 
exceptions, made at the same time as the paym .. nt for eggs. Payment 
weekly instead of twice or more weekly materially reduces the amoun. 
of office work and expense, especially that for postage and mailing. 

Method 

All the associations pay the producers by bank check. These 
checks are usually mailed to the producer with the original of the 
grsding and sales report (figs. 18 and 19). Some producers who 
deliver their own eggs and poultry to the auctions receive their checks 

FIGlTllB lB.-EGo GllADlNG AND SALES 

REPOaT USED BY All Auenol{ 
ASSOCIATION. 

The grading and sales reports used at the 
different auctions are quite similar. 
The one shown is the egg-grading or 
patronJ1-setdement report used by the 
Center Point auction. 

.-
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st&ntially higher deductions on these. The anrage deduction JH'r 
case is 40.3 cents for full C8Sl'8 grsdl'd, 50 C"-llts fur part C_ grsdt'd, 
53.8 cents for full C8Se8 ungraded, and 66 cents for part c ........ unlO"OdPd. 
In effect the aseociations penalize more ror ungraded e~ than for 
partcases. 

The deduction for handling poultry is on a per crate bBRis at 12 
auctions, a basis of 1 cent per pound at 2 auetioM, and is Ii p"rc.,nt 
of the gross aales price at 2 auctions. Six auctions charge 40 c,ents 
per crate for handling poultry; others charge from 35 to 50 e<>nts. 
Only two changes have been made in poultry-handling deduction9, 
and these have heen decreases. 

Candling 

At the producer's request some of the auctions ,.-ill candle all bis 
eggs. The extra charge for candling all the eggs in a CIlll8 (in contrast 
with the regum practice of candling 100 eggs in inspection) is usually 
15 cents. When a producer's pack of eggs is qUll8tionable as to 
grading and quality, some of the auctions candle his eggs and charge 
him for this service. 

kplauments 

In inspecting or candling a producer's eggs, it may be nOOll8S8ty to 
replnce some as a result of shell condition, bloodspots, w.e, or other 
defects. Some of the auctions charge the producers for these re
plncements, others do not, and some charge only if the replacements 
exceed six eggs. The basis for replacement charges may be the price 
for a comparable grade at the previous sale, or the cost to the auction 
measured by the difference between the average selling price and the 
price of the rejects. 

Membtrship 

The amount of the annual dues may be deducted from the payments 
to the member. The amount of the annual dues is usually deducted 
from the returns for the first shipment made in the new membP",hip 
year. 

Other Deductions 

Deductions may be made for deposit or rental on coops, for postage, 
and for purchases made by the member of poultry cratllS, egg cases, 
flats and fillers, egg scales, and poul try supplies handled by the 
association. About 85 percent of the producers obtain their egg 
cases, and flats and fillers from the auctions. These are used contain
ers which bave heen purchased by the auctions, put in order by them, 
and sold at cost or at a small profit. At the time of the survey the most 
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oommon price to the producers for used eases, with flats and fillers, 
WlIS 15 cents, with a range in price between auctions of from 10 to 20 
cents. The producer survey showed that the producers had obtained 
their cases (with fiats and fillers) at from 5 to 20 cents Some pro
ducers buy their cases directly from local stores. When there has 
been a shortage, some of the auctions have been compelled to pay 
extremely high prices for used cases. Since the auction members 
employ used cases which cost them about 15 cents, they have a 
case-cost advantage over the members of the western pool associations 
whose cases (with flats and fillers) cost about 40 cents each. 

When eggs and poultry are delivered by trucks or express, the 
transportation charge is usua.lly paid to the hauler by the auction 
which makes the deduction from the returns to the producer. (See 
pp.21-23.) 

Financing 

In the original operation of the auctions little capitsl was necessary 
either for operating purposes or for facilities or equipment. The 
simple method of handling one product on a fiat per unit cash com
mission basis made operating capitsl necessary chiefly for current 
operating expenses. All the auctions at the outset rented rather 
than purchased buildings as little office or plant equipment WlIS 

required. The sma.ll amount of capital required to meet current 
expenses was supplied chiefly from membership fees, annual dues, and 
from handling deductions. Later, when supplies were handled, the 
margins on these afforded some additional capitsl. 

Only a sma.ll amount of operating capitsl was required as long as 
sales were made on a cash commission agency basis. No funds 
were needed for taking ownership of products or for buildings, and 
only sma.ll amounts for cases, crates, and office and warehouse sup
plies. As time passed, however, most of the auctions invested in 
buildings, gave short-time credit on sales to chain stores and to some 
other buyers, and increased the number of other capitsl-requiring 
serviOOS4 

Most of the auctions have wisely maintained the level of their 
.handling and other deductions in spite of lower per unit costs. The 
resulting earnings have usua.lly been accumulated and retained year 
after year to build up capitsl for anticipated future needs. Eight 
associations, however, have made some distribution of earnings in the 
form of patronage dividends, totsling $38,243. Prior to 1938 none of 
the auction associations had adopted the revolving fund or any other 
systematic method of building up capitsl. 

The finances of these associations are discussed in some detail in a 
later chapter. 
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Other Services to Members 

As time has p_d, the services rendered and fun('tions perionnoo 
by the auctions have increased and broadened, Eighw..n of the 
auctions undertook at first to sell only eggs and 3 to sell only poultry. 
Only one auction undertook to handle eggs and poultry aimultan .... 
ously." Later 15 of the auctions added either e!(g8 or poultry to the 
product originally sold, and at the end of 1937 all eX<'l'pt 6 of the 22 
auction associations were marketing both ~gs and poultry. 

In addition to marketing these products all the auctiona now bandle 
egg cases, flats and fillers, or poultry crates. Many bandle su .. b 
supplies as egg baskets, egg scales, candling lamps, nests, waterers, 
and egg cleaners. Several of tbe associations sell livestock at auction; 
during its 1936-37 fiscal year, the Flemington auction sold 7,485 bead 
of livestock for a total amount of $100,640. One association is now 
selling gasoline and oil; another sells paints, tires, batteM, oila, 
sprays, wire fencing, roofing paper, and brooders. None of the 
auctions handle feed, seed, or fertilizer in addition to poultry producta. 
The auctions usually handle the minor supplies at cost, as an accom
modation to tbe members. Some of the auctions expect eventually 
to handle additional items of poultry supplies. 

'In addition to the two important services, marketing poultry prod
ucts and purchasing poultry supplies for the members at cost, the 
associations render II. number of other important services, IIOme of 
which are intangible and difficult or impossible to measure. Im
portant among these ia the educational work in improvement of Hocks; 
in production, handling, and grading practices; and in care and fre
quency of marketing. 

Operating Results 

Number of Members 

AT THE close of 1937 the 22 auction associations reported a com
bined active membership of 13,068." Thia membership W83 

equal to 64 percent of the 20,464 producers who were or bad at some 
time been members of the auctions since the organization of the 
Flemington association 7 years earlier. (See fig. 20.) 

The original number of members reported for tbese _iatioJIJI 
when organized ranged from 10 to 100 and averaged 44 per associa
tion (table 5). At the beginning of 1938, the average active member
ship for each auction waa 594 with a range of from 150 to 2,263, lIB 

shown in table 5. 

It As an ......... motI·tkm ..... __ oteRI .... JOId by- 2 poaJtrJ aoctIou tit tbefr ftl'# ..... 
U AD a.ctIve memba'laooe wbo mara. one or mc:aeMpm ..... 7111'. TbemllDbarlhipplarOlilyODCt 

Ii year Ia re1allvaly smaIL 
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FICUIlE 20.-TOTAL ACTIVE AND- INACTIVE. MEKsEIlSBIP OF EGG AND POt11.TllY AUC'nON 

AssoClATtONS~ BY ·YEAllS" 1931-37. 
The Dumber of poultry producers using the auctions has grown rapidly.. The tota1 number 

of active members increased at an annual average tate of 76 percent over the previous 
year~ Of the 20,.~ producers- who were or had been members. 64 percent were actIve 
ml!Dlben in 1937. 

There is a wide range in the ability of the auctions to furnish a 
satisfactory market outlet for their members from year to year, as 
measured by the percentage of members who continue to use the 
auctions. In 1937 the percentage of the total cumulative member
ship which was active ranged from 28 percent to 95.6 percent at in
dividual auctions. The average for all auctions, as indicated, was 
64 percent. Certain factors responsible for the small portion of active 
membership at some auctions are beyond the asaociation's control 
On tbe other hand, most of the auctions have done little to increase 
the number of active members. 

Patronage of Members 

Although the number of active members is important as a measure
ment of member satisfaction, the extent to which active members use 
tl,e association as a sales outlet is more significant. Particularly is 
this true of the auction associations as all of them- operate without. 
any form of marketing agreement with members. 

During the survey 564 members in 22 associations furnished infor
mation on their market outlete for eggs sold in 1936. II Slightly 
more than 50 percent of these reported selling all eggs marketed 

"In lbe membanblp phase of the stody~ en produaen were hdervl4rwed. Of these producers. an W1ft 

memben.1i8 were nonmembers. and Ui bad bean members. 
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TABLE 5.-MEMBERSHIP OF 22 AUCTION AssoclATIoNa: NUMBER AT 

START OF OPERATIONS, CUMULATIVE TOTAL, NUMBEr. ACTiVit. AND 
AVERAGE YEARLY INCREASE SINCE ORGANIZING 

Adlft!llDPlhtwonhlp 
M .. mhlft ('"w,"' .... .-

LocatlODQf~ at """ 
tJ'rn tolal A ...... 

o~C;C. CO Jab. ~ M'fiftl A ........ 
IlQO .......... ........ .... """I" 11lll.1.lm ofrumu ... 1_ 

U""l!'wlal 
-

New Jeraey: 
N __ 

N._ N ...... "'"'"' -Flennogton _______________ 
36 3.3114 2,263 66. 7 27. II 

Vineland _________________ 35 1,150 691 00.1 29.4 
~Iount Holly _____________ 21 1.265 770 009 18. 6 
Hightstown _______________ 25 500 478 95.6 105. II Patel8OD _________________ 10 682 337 67.9 107.8 

Pennsylvania: 
J)oy~1VD _______________ 

44 914 600 75. II 1i1.8 
Bethlehem ________________ 30 370 270 73.0 32. 2 
Center Point ______________ 75 512 3:;1 68.6 25. II Coatesville _______________ 

33 430 310 72. 1 60.8 
Butler ____________________ 

6' 752 627 70.1 67.2 
New York: 

Poughk~e------------- 23 1,196 626 62. 3 19. 7 AJbany __________________ 
50 I, 155 324 33.7 -17.7 

Centrallslip ______________ 26 800 300 28. 1 47.0 
Connecticut: 

Hamden _________________ 59 1,238 937 75.7 88.11 
Hartford _________________ 59 1,193 846 70.9 17. I VVillino&nti. _______________ 

21 475 275 67.9 79.8 
M"""""husette: 

Brockton _________________ 42 1,464 1,009 68.9 25.6 
Springfield ________________ 60 695 400 67.2. 34.6 

Ohio: VVooeter __________________ 
68 823 616 62. 7 34.7 BueyruB __________________ 

100 297 175 68. II 2.7 
New Hampshire: Derry-------- 24 1,033 823 79. 7 8&8 
Rhode Island: Providenee ______ 50 236 150 63.6 50.0 

To~ __________________ 
-------- 20,464 13, 068 -------- --------

Averase ________________ 
44 930 5114 63.9 43. 4 

-

through the auc!.!on (table 6). An additional 14 percent marketed 
from 75 to 100 percent of their eggs through the auctions, 14.5 per
cent from one-half to three-fourths, and 21 percent less than half. 
The intervieW!! brought out that at one a&lOCiation 81 percent of the 
members used the auction as a sales outlet for all egglI marketed; 
whereas, at another association, none or only a small proportion, of 
the members sold all eggs marketed throUgh the auction. To approx-
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TABLE 6.-PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL EGG MARKETINGS SOLD THROUGH 
THE AUCTIONS BY 564 MEMBERS, 1936 

Eggs sold through auotions (peroent) 

100 __________________________________________ _ 
75 to 99. 9 ____________________________________ _ 
50 to 74. 9 ____________________________________ _ 
25 to 49. 9 ____________________________________ _ 
l<oo than 25 __________________________________ _ 

1rouu ___________________ . __________________ _ 

Mom_ 
intervi&wed 

Num/Jer 
283 
80 
82 
61 
58 

564 

Pereent8ge or 
total membershin 

Percent 
50.2 
14. 2 
14.5 
10.8 
10.3 

100.0 

80tJrce or data: Persona! interviews with 15M membels from 22 auction associations In HI37. by tbe 
authors, 

imately 80 percent of the active members the auctions were important 
or the principal outlets for the eggs marketed. To the remaining 20 
percent, the· auctions were more or less temporary or secondary 
sales outlets. 

In view of the competitive conditions in areas in which most of the 
auctions operate and the lack of marketing agreements, the extent 
to which members used the auctions may be considered satisfactory. 
As indicated above, there are many members who continue to sell a 
portion of their eggs outside the auctions. Apparently they still retain 
satisfactory outlets, many of which were established prior to member
ship in the auction associations. Reta.il routes, local buyers, and 
hucksters were found to be the most common alternative market 
outlets. Commercial hatcheries, although not yet common, are 
becoming more important as outlets for eggs seasonally and in some 
auction areas throughout the year. 

Members who sell eggs to outlets of the types mentioned tend to 
use the auction only when their production exceeds the demand of 
these regular sales outlets. This is natura.lly during the peak-pro
duction seasons. For this reason the auctions have become in some 
respects surplus outlets for sizable portions of their memberships and 
are, therefore, subject to wider fluctuations in egg receipts than would 
result from normal seasonal fluctuations in production. 

Data from eight of the associations indicate that the number of 
members selling eggs through the auctions weekly in 1937 was equal 
to 45 percent of the active membership. For the group, the percent
age ranged from an average of 31.6 percent for the week of the mini
mum number of shippers to 61.5 percent for the week of the maximum 
number of shippers. On an individual basis, one association had 89 
percent of its members shipping during its highest week, while another 
had only 22 percent during its lowest week. Corresponding figures 
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at eight additional associations, which provided data on shippers by 
individual &ales rather than by weeks, Mowed that on an avernge 
only 28 percent of the active members were represented at the indi
vidual &ales. The higbest percentage of the active members ropro
sen ted at an individual &ale during the year WBB 52 percent and the 
lowest, 13.5 percent. 

Membership Work 

As a group, the auctions bave done little membership work, either 
directly or indirectly. During their early development there WBB 
little need for such work, as the membersbip consisted of a smaU 
group of local producers engaged in an effort to improve egg.marknting 
conditions. As the membership expanded both in number and in 
distance from the auction, general satisfaction with prices, selling 
charges, and services rendered by the 8II8Ociation continued suffi· 
ciently strong to submerge any apparent need for memborship work. 
Contacts with the 8SI!OCiation were frequent, BB most of the producers 
delivered their products directly to the auction plan til: 

In recent yeo.rs expansion of the auction areas hll8 necessitated the 
development of truck routes which have elinIinated to a large extent 
the direct contact of the member with his Il8SOciation. Likewise, the 
increased numher of members hBB made close contactllless possible. 
Under such expansion, the benefits of the association, although 
equa.lly as great or greater, come to be taken for granted hy the 
member, or at least no longer fuUy appreciated. To countel1l(".t the 
effect of decreased opportunities for contact and diminishing of in
terest on the part of the member, it is essential as the auctioD8 grow 
to keep the members informed as to the ptll'p08e8, methods, and 
aceomplishmen til of the association. 

Only 5 of the 22 associations used their own house organ in the 
form of & weekly, monthly, or quarterly news letter as & means of 
regular contacts with members. At the other 8II8OCiations, contactll 
with members were limited to the occasions when the member deliv
ered his eggs or poultry to the auction plant and to annual meetings. 
Members serviced by truck routes seldom have contact with the 
association or its officials; this is particnle.rly true of those more distant 
from the auction plant. 

Realizing the danger of this situation, the Brockton association in 
1936 divided itll area into 12 districts for the purpose of holding 
regular local meetings. This is the only association which hBB 
developed a systematic plan for local meetings, although some ass0-

ciations have held local meetings occBBion&lly to help members im· 
prove the quality of their products. ~, 
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Membership Attitudes 

The cODtents of this section are based on information obtained 
during this study by personal interviews with 601 active members 
visited at random in the production areas of the 22 associations. The 
number of members visited in eaeh auction area varied from 20 to 50, 
depending chiefly upon the relative size of the association. 

The information presented deals with replies to qUestiODS which 
were asked in an effort to get some indication of the opinions and 
attitudes of the members regarding their expectations of the auctions, 
the ability of the auctions to meet these expectations, and the asso-
ciations' operating policies. . 

R~asons for Joining 

The most frequent reason for becoming members given by 601 
producers who sold eggs or poultry or both through the auctions was 
the desire to obtain higher prices (table 7). 

SecoDd in importance, particularly among those seIling poultry 
through the auctions, was the need of a more dependable sales outlet. 
The unreliability of the farm-to-farm buyers formed the hasis for 
numerous replies of this nature. 

The need of a new, special, or surplus outlet was the third most 
important reason given for joining. As stated above, many auction 
members continue to patronize outlets with which they had become 
associated prior to membership in the auctions and patronize the 
auctions only at times when production is in excess of these regular 

TABLE 7.-REASONS G,VEN BY MEMBERS FOR JOINING EGG AND POULTRY 

AUCTION ASSOCIATIONS AND REALUoED BENEFITS, AS STATED BY 

MEMBERS 

Antlclpated benetH:s 
RealIud from aelling-

Reaaou for Joining and benefits recetved benet!1sto ......... 
Egp Poultr7 - -- Pm<nt Higher prices __________________________________ 37.4 44.7 52. 7 

More dependable sales outleL ___________________ 18. 0 28. 1 10. 8 
New, special, or surplus outlet ___________________ 20. 1 7.3 12. 4 
More financially reliable outlet ___________________ 4.0 7.1 4.9 
Co • nven~06 ___________________________________ 

6.2 6.4 5.2 
Other advant8ges ______________________________ 14. 11 6.4 14. 0 

-ro~ __ , ________________________________ 
100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 

Stntroaof d81l\: Personal interviews by the BUthors with 001 ntembers from 22'assoc1aUons, In las'l. 
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demands. Consequently, the auctions receive the seasonalaurplu8 of 
this type of member. That a need exist.>d for a more eatisflU'tory 
outlet is evidenl"ed by the frequenry of this reBAOn for joining the 
auction. During periods of low produrtion, 80me produrers who 
sell only their surplus through the auctions purchase egjtB from the 
auctions to supplement their own production and satisfy the demands 
of their regular market outlets. 

The need for market outlets with financial relisbility WM the 
fourth most important reason influencing the members to join. This 
need arose from the increasingly common practice, on the pru1, of 
numerous farm-to-farm buyers and itinerant hucksters, of giving 
worthless checks. In some areas this practice W0.8 formerly very 
common. 

The convenience of auction selling was apparently about equally 
important to those selling eggs and to those selling poultry. It was 
fifth in importance as a reason for joining. 

Bnujits &aliud 

Nearly 94 percent of the members interviewed indicat.>d that they 
had realized the benefits anticipated from the auctions; only 3 perf'ent 
stated that they had not. An additional 3 percent gave miscellaneous 
replies. Table 7 shows the close relation between the benefits antic
ipated and the benefits realized; this table indicates in perrentages 
the relative importance of the reasons given for joining the auction and 
of tbe benefits reported to have been received. More than 50 percent 
of the replies indicated that the members had received higher prices 
by selling through the auction. Only 37.4 percent of those selling 
eggs and 44.7 percent of those selling poultry gave higher prices 0.8 

the reason for joining. Apparently higher prices were received more 
often than had been expected. Other reasons for joining and the 
benefits received likewise indicate a high degree of fulfilment of ex
pectations. 

Price e1!Mncement.-Inan effort to measure the price benefita re
ceived, the members were asked to estimate the amount of price 
benefit for which the auction could be given credit. Less than I) 

percent of those replying indicated that no price benefit resulted from 
selling eggs through tbe auctions. More tban one-fourth of the 
members stated tbat the price benefit was 3 centa per dozen. About 
an equal portion gave an estimate of 4 centa per dozen. A number of 
others replied that price benefits amounted to 5 centa or more per 
dozen. Thus, about two-thirds of the members stated that they had 
received price benefits of 3 or more centa per dozen over those obtained 
through their former outleta for eggs. About 13 percent of the replies 
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indicated that some price benefit had been obtained but did not 
estimate the amount. 

Of the members interviewed who sold poultry, 20 percent estimated 
a price increase amounting to 3 cents per pound; 21.5 percent claimed 
increases averaging 4 cents per pound. Slightly more than 18 percent 
estimated that the price advantage amounted to 5 cents or more per 
pound. Thus, about 60 percent were of the opinion that the price 
henefit on poultry amounted to 3 cents or more per pound. Twelve 
percent of those replying claimed there was no price advantage in 
seIling poultry through the auction. Almost 18 percent failed to give 
an estimate but indicated that the auctions had improved price con
ditions. 

Improved market C01Iditioos.-Approximately 85 percent of the 
memhers interviewed stated that the auctions had improved market
ing conditions of eggs and poultry in their respective areas. Only 
4 percent stateJ that the auctions had not, and 11 percent did not 
know. 

Almost a third of those stating that the auctions were responsible 
for improvements in egg and poultry marketing conditions felt that 
the chief improvement was the establishment of a dependable sales 
outlet. To an additional 18 percent the higher relative price level for 
eggs brought about by the auctions' operations was considered the 
chief improvement. A general improvement in marketing conditions 
was claimed by 15.6 percent, while the fact that the auctions have 
become price-establisbing mecl;umisIDS within their operating area was 
considered most important by 11 percent of those attributing im
proved market conditions to the auctions (table 8). 

TABLE 84-IMPRovEMENTS IN EGG AND POULTRY MARKETING CONDITIONS 
ATTRIBUTED TO THE AUCTION ASSOCIATIONS 

Beptle$ 

Improvements attrlbulOd to auctions 
-"n_ Numbe< o!total 

Established .. dependable outleL _. ____ .. _________ . _____ ._ 165 31. 4 
Raised relative price level for eggs and poultry _____________ 95 18. 1 
Made general improvement in marketing oollditions _____ ____ 82 15. 6 
Established prices for production a.rea ___________ • ___ - _____ 59 11.2 
Improved quality of products _______ . _. __________________ 37 7.0 
Decreased number of farm-to-farm buyeno _________________ 32 6.1 
~is~eoUB __________________________________________ 56 10. 6 

1rolal ___ ~ ______ . ____________________________ ... _ 526 100 0 
. 
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Attitud~ on Auction Chargu 

Closely aligned with price benefits is the attitude of the ml'!mlwl'll 
with respect to the cost of selling through tbe auctiollB. Almost 82 
percent of those interviewed stated that the charges made were mao 
BOnable and satisfactoty; 13.5 percent felt that the charges were 
excessive. About 4 percent stated that at times the charges were 
excessive in relation to the prices received. 

Attitude on GTadu Uud 

The policy followed by all the auctiollB of requiring the produrer 
to grade the eggs for uniformity, size, and color at the farm is uncom· 
mon among egg and poultty marketing associatiOIl8 However, lIuch 
a policy is responsible in great part for the relatively low cost. of 
auction selling as now practiced, since it eliminates a IlBl"Vice which is 
usually performed by the a.ssoeiation at the member's expense. 

As a further aid in the production of high-quality eggs, the members 
are instructed to gather the eggs frequently and to make proper provi. 
sions for cooling and holding until delivered to the auction. Conse
quently the member, in order to meet the auction standards for the 
upper grades, is required to expend more time and effort than the 
average nonmember. Apparently the members realize the need for 
such a system of grading as indicated in their replies to a question 
concerning auction grades. More than 87 percent expressed satis
faction with the grades used, wbile only 8 percent considered the grades 
too strict in one way or another. The remaining 5 percent gave 
miscellaneous replies. 

That the auctions may have been influential in improving the 
quality of eggs among their members is evidenced by the fact that 55 
percent of the producers interviewed stated that they bad improved 
the quality of their eggs through proper grading, eare, and feeding 
since becoming auction members. On the other hand, the remaining 
45 percent claimed that. the auction bad not been influential in 
improving the quality of eggs. The chief reason for this large pro
portion of negative answers seems to be that prior to the auctionl 
many producers in these areas were already producing eggs of bigh 
quality for other outlets. 

M~mber Loyalty 

A serious problem of practically evety auction, especially th088 
located in close proximity to summer resorts and urban centers, is 
the competition of other sales outlets. This is especially true during 
the summer months when production is at a low level and there is an 
active demand for fresh eggs. During the remainder of the year, 
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there may be local outlets which offer attractive prices from time to 
time but which rarely afford a constant demo.nd. 

Members of the auctions are free to sell their produce wherever 
they wish at a.ll times. The members were asked to what extent they 
sold to other buyers wben offered higher prices. Fifty-six percent 
replied that they would not sell elsewhere than to the auctions even 
when higher prices were offered; 32 percent indicated that they 
would accept higher prices. The remaining 12 percent qualified their 
reply in such a way that the answer was Dot clear. It is apparent, 
however, that at least a third of the membership is open to price in
ducements. On the basis of the sample taken at individual auctions, 
the percentage of members who would sell elsewhere whenever higher 
prices were offered ranged from 6.5 percent to 66.7 percent, while the 
percentage of those indicating they would not sell elsewhere when 
offered higher prices ranged from 11.8 percent to 77.4 percent . 

. Attitude Toward Marketing Agreement 

In further inquiry the producers were asked if in their opinion the 
auction should have a marketing agreement with its members re
quiring them to sell a.ll eggs, other than those used at home or for 
hatching purposes, through the auction. Almost two-thirds replied 
in the negative while about one-fourth were in favor of such an agree
ment. More than 10 percent were undecided. It is apparent that 
should the auctions consider the Use of a marketing agreement, the 
members will need to be informed as to its purpose, function, and 
need before they will sign it. 

Membership Interest 

More than 95 percent of the members interviewed felt that they 
were a part of the association, that the auction was their association 
and working for their interest. Ouly 15 percent, however, took an 
active interest in the operation and management of the auction. 
Only 28 percent had voted at each' annual meeting since becoming 
members, while 72 percent had failed to vote at annual meetings or 
had never attended one. 

Almost 90 percent of the members interviewed were persona.lly ac
quainted with the auction manager. Fifty-five percent had attended 
one or more auction sales to view the aetual selling of the product. 
This suggests an in terest in the unique selling methods used by the 
associations and implies that tours for members from the various 
sections of the auction area might be successfully planned and carried 
out. This should prove an effective means of informational work 
among members. 
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About 30 percent of the memhers have no ronwt with the &1!80-

ciation or its officials. The ('ontacts of the rpmaining 70 pprt'l'nt 
range from an OC<'.asional visit with the managl'r or a dirP<'tor to 
twiC(Hl-week contacts when the member delivers his products to the 
association. 

As the proportion of members in more distant areas incrOO8C8, it is 
evident that these incidental personal contacts will bec-ome {pwpr 

unless definite attempts are made to visit the memher at the {ann or 
to arrange locnI meetings. 

Volume of Sales 

During the 7 -year period following the organization of the first 
auctions in New Jersey the volume of eggs sold by the auction method 
increased from 13,510 eases sold by 2 auctions in 1930, to 947,210 
cases sold by 20 auctions in 1937 (table 9). (See also fig. 21.) The 
total receipts of poultry increased from 8,336 crates in 1931 to 172,314 
cra1e$ in 1937. 

From 1932 to 1938 the rate of yearly increase in egg receipts 
averaged 65 percent for associations selling eggs by the auction method. 
On the same basis the rate of increase in poultry receipts averaged 
72 percent yearly for those associations handling poultry. Most of 
the auctions have shown a fairly rapid and consistent inCreMe in 
volume. A few associations, however, have made little progress since 
the first year of operation. 

Yearly receipts at individual egg auctions ranged from 8,476 
cases to 123,139 cases in 1937. Two associations, the oldest, handled 
over 100,000 cases each, 5 handled from 00,000 to 100,000 eases each 
and 9 handled between 25,000 and 00,000 cases each. (See table 10.) 

TABLE 9.-GllOWTH OF EGG AND POULTIlY AUCTION ASSOCIATIONS, 
1930-37 

v __ 

y .... -'-fst_ Aellve 
."",,,,1De 

mom_ - Pool .... N._ N_ 
eo.. 0_ 1930 _______ . __ ._. ___ . ________ 2 350 13,1)10 

-------~ 1931 _______________________ .. 
4 751 67,236 8,336 1932 _______________ . _________ 

11 1,951 137,098 21, 198 1933 _________________________ 
18 4, 516 293,6111 49.610 1934 ________________________ . 
21 7, 139 422,210 66.112 1935 _________________________ 
21 8,595 628,3Il5 99, Of WI 1936 _______________________ ._ 
22 10,538 707,051 138.649 1937 _________________________ 
22 13,008 947,210 172,314 
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FIGUU 2l.-VOLUMES OF EGGS AND POULTRY MARKETED AT AUCTION BY COOPERATIVE 

AUCTION AssoCIATIONS, BY YEARS, 193~37. 

Volumes of eggs and poultry sold by the auction method have shown steady and rapid growth. 
Nearly 1,120,000 units of poultry products were marketed in 1937. 

Poultry selling is a relatively important supplement to the egg 
business at only 6 auctions; each of these handled more than 10,000 
crates of poultry in 1937. Receipts at 13 associations which handled 
poultry for the full year ranged from 1,369 to 46,357 cmtes. Three 
additional associations undertook the selling of poultry at auction as 
a supplement to the selling of eggs. 

The average weekly receipts of eggs at the 20 associations in 1937 
ranged from 163 cases per week to 2,368 cases. Average weekly 
receipts of poultry ranged from 26 crates to 891 crates during 1937. 

Value of Sales 

The sales value of eggs sold by the auction method by 20 associa
tions totaled $8,027,773 for the calendar year 1937. The two associa
·tions which sold poultry by the auction method but sold eggs on a 
pool basis reportsd combined egg sales of $345,340. Egg sales by 
individual auctions ranged from $58,604 to $1,060,246 (table 1O)~ 

Poultry sales for the 16 associations handling poultry totaled 
$1,688,465 during the year. The range in yearly sales for the 13 
associations which operated for the full year was from $15,385 to 
$443,333. 
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TABLE lO.-TarAL VOLUME AND VALUE OF EGGS AND POULTRY SOLD AT 
AUCTION BY 22 CoOPEllATtVE AUCTION AssOCIATIONS, 1937 

z .. .-... _.-... c..m..-.-.... 
Locatkm of aaoaIaUott 

1--Volomo _n!o. VolOlDl V ....... .... qJt. 

NewS.,...,.: a.... -.. <-- Dolle .. u. ... ' DtI/,.,. 
FlemIDJtOD. ______________ 123.,1. 1.DfII. )M: ... .., -.... . ..... I. 111\ m 
Vineland ________ .. ________ IlL_ .... 021 I~"" ....... ' ...... 1.OD.17" 
Mount BoDy ____ .... _______ , ..... ....... . ..... 1'11. WIt IT._ _&14 

B~btatowlL. --_ ....... _ .. --- "',om 381.U8'7 .... IUd ..... 141,1111 
Patenoa ••• __ •••••• _ ••••• "''108 ....... " .... ...... It..., ...... 

Pennsy)vama: 
DoyJeetcWll ________ • ______ n .... .... m "132 *"40 ...... .... ... Bethlebem _______________ .... '" ....... --0- ___ -.--- ----.------- ...n • ....... eenw PolDt _____________ ... "'" ....... ----------- ..... 0_- ______ ... ... ....... 
C~cavtUe _______________ ....... .... , .. 1l,3'l1 u..,,, ... " . ....... Butler ____________ .. _______ ...... .... IIB ------------ ------------ ...... "'IIB 

New York: 
Poo_poIo----......... 8 •• U '2M. 474 --._-----.-- --._-.-0- ___ al._ l1'li\414 
CentnLlllllp ______________ 11._ .... n. ,8&, ... .,. ""410 '11._ 
Albany __________ •••••• ___ -------_ .... . ----------- 1.1170 ..... I.m ' .... 

Connectieat: Bamda .. ________________ ....... "" . .., ...... 0.418 81.117& ....... Hartford. ______________ ....... ....... 17.049 .... - ....,., '''.1173 WllllmaDtIc.. _____________ 
8,4'16 18,2Il4 " ... 41 .... ...... 117._ _: 

BrocktotL. ______________ 
.... Mll 7lIe.1lO< o.n. ...... ... .... MI.4M s_ .......... ----- ------------ .----------- ..... ...... I .... . .... 

0 ... : 
W~ ________ • ________ 

... 7l1li .... ..,. .... 42," • "'711 -.411 
BuCJIUI_. ______________ 

8,'" ...... 
------~---- ------------ 8,'" ....... 

New Rampah1re: 
Derry ----............. _--- 86,""" 'l2I.m ------------ .----------- 86,""" ..... ,. 

Rbod8 bland: Prov1dence ______________ 
t3,.4&l 118,63& I._ tl,. I"'" ....... 

T ....................... 917,210 8,027.m 177.31' ......... 1. llD.94; 1.11,_ 

t A unit. a _ of egp or. cnt.e of pooJlzy. 

Source of data: Compi)ed from recorda of UIOdatIooa by ,be mUJon lD 1-' 

Combined saJes of eggs and poultry sold by the auction method 
totaled $9,716,238 for 1937. The inclusion of eggs sold on a pool 
basis by the two lISBOCiations operating poultry auctioIl8 would 
increase the total sales to $10,061,578 for 1937. 

In addition to eggs and poultry some of the auctions seU other 
farm products 88 a service to the members. The value of these 
products is insignificant except at the Flemington association where 
a livestock auction e.otablished in 1935 hu been remarkably successful. 
Livestock sales at this auction during the fiscal year 1936-37, amoun ted 
to $100,639, an increase of 124.8 percent over the previo\J8 year's 
sales. 

Sales of supplies to members of the auction 888Ociations amounted 
to approximately $125,000 in 1937. 
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Seasonal Volume of Receipts 

Eggs 

The prohlems generally inherent in the marketing of a perishable 
commodity such as eggs, have not been particularly acute with the 
egg and poultry auctions. They are located in deficit-production 
areas and handle relatively small volumes so that current demand has 
usua.lly been sufficient to move the receipts at all seasons of the 
year. Unlike some larger associations located at greater distances 
from market and operating in areas of surplus production, the 
auctions have not found it necessary to assume the added risk and 
expense of storing and planned merchandising. Furthermore, the 
method of selling and the relatively small overhead costs have made 
it comparatively easy to adjust operations to changes in volume. 

Recently, however, some of the larger auctions have recognized a 
need for developing broader market outlets for eggs during the peak 
months of receipts. Egg receipts during the peak period of production 
were more than sufficient to meet the demands of the retail type of 
buyer who provides the most satisfactory market outlet-from a price 
sto.ndpoint-for the auctions. In attempting to broaden market 
outlets, the auctions must give consideration to the buyers for whole
sale distribution, and must naturally accept lower prices from these. 
The problem, therefore, is to maintain prices during the surplus 
production period of the year when demands of the retail buyers are 
insufficient to move the bulk of the receipts satisfactorily. 

The need for developing broadsr market outlets for eggs is reflected 
in a number of ways among the auctions. Chain stores and jobber
wholesalers which have increased their purchases during periods of 
bigher-than-averagereceipts form an important type of outlet. The 
practice of "off-sale" selling is used extensively at two of the larger 
auctions and to a limited extent by some others. The possibility of 
developing outlets for eggs in cartons is being explored by a few 
associations and may prove successful, although the expense of 
selling in cartons has heen relatively high. Few of the auctions 
have stored eggs. 

Egg receipts at the auctions are fairly regular throughout the year 
in contrast with farm flock production in the auction areas. (See 
fig. 22.) This greater uniformity arises mainly from the fact that a 
large percentage of the auction members own la.rge or commercial 
lIocks. An indication of the commercial aspect of auction members' 
Hocks is found in the size of flocks reported by 675 producers inter
viewed during the survey. Approximately 87 percent of the group 
owned 400 birds or more IlJld 50 percent reported flocks of 800 birds 
or more; flocks numbering 2,000 birds or more were owned by 11 
percent. 
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FlGURE 22.-PERCEHTAGB: DEVIATION Faa .. NOKMAL or WEEKLY Eco RECEIP'T8 AT 18 
EGG AND POULTRY AUCTIONS AND NUMBER OF EGGS LAID PP.1l FA-AM FLOCK. ON FlltWf 
DAY OF EACH MONTH IN NORTH ATLANTIC STATU 1935-31 C)-YEn. AVEIlAGE BoUl.; 
AVERAGE 'OR 1935-37=100). 

The seasonal cycle of ~ re~ipt. at the auctions for the 3-year ~riod, 1935-37, does not 
awing as widely at the .eatonal cycle of the number of e,lKl Jald ~r hen in the luC"tum 
region. This limited cycle of e~g reccipu .Ueviatet the KalOna} .urplul problem which 
occurs at the flush period especially. 

There is considerable difference among the auctions in the extent 
to which egg receipts fluctuate weekly and eeasonally. For 18 
associations as a group, on the average, egg receipts during the 3-year 
period, 1935-37, fluctuated slightly less than 20 percent from week 
to week. At individual associations, however, weekly fluctuations 
averaged as much as 36.8 perer-nt and as little as 8 percent. The 
wide fluctuations at some associations indicate that receipts from 
week to week are relatively undependable from the standpoint of 
providing the buyers with a constant supply. (See fig. 22.) 

The total yearly range in egg receipts averaged 77.6 percent for the 
18 associations during the period 1935-37. Among individual _ 
ciations, however, the yearly range was from 41.4 percent to 133.4 
percent of normal. There is likewise a lack of unifonnity in the 
fluctuations in egg receipts with regard to eeason. Figure 23 shows 
the differences which exist in the seasonal cycle of egg receipts at 4 
selected auctions from week to week and between seasons. 

The extent to which the members use the auction seasonally like
wise affects the seasonal range in egg receipts. Tlwt the auctioI18 
are subject to periodic use by the members is clear from table 11, 
which shows the average number of shippers at each ssle or week 
during 4 selected montha of the year and the ave~ size of shipment 
per member, at 13 associations in 1937. 
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There is surprisingly little difference in the average size of shipment 
made by the members during any of the 4 months represented; it 
amounts to less than half a case on a sole basis and slightly more on 
.. weekly basis. The range in the average size of shipment is not as 
great as would normally be expected as a result of the seasonal 
production. It is noticeable, however, that there is a wide range in 
the number of members shipping during the 4 months represented. 
Shippers are most numerous during the months of January and April, 
representative of the peak production periods in the auction areas, 
and least numerous during July 8Jld October when production is at . 
its low point 8Jld demand for eggs is most active. 

It is noticeable, also, that at some auctions July is lower in number 
of shippers than October. This is true particularly of auctions along 
the Atlantic Coast, where the producers have "shore trade" outlets 
.during the summer months. The auctions located farther inland and 
farthest from metropolitan areas naturally tend to have less seasonal 
variation in the number of shippers under similo.r production con
ditions. . Apparently there is little relation between the seasonal 
change in the number of shippers and the av(>rage size of shipment. 

As already stated, some producers use the auctions to a large extent 
as an outlet for surplus production. As none of the auctions· require 

TABLE n.-AVERAGE NUMBER OF SHIPPERS AND USES SHIPPED EACH 
SALE OR WEEKLY DURING 4 SELECTED MONTHS, AT 13 ASSOCIATIONS 

IN 1937 

JRDU81'J' April July October 

Auoolstlon 
Shippers AWrnR6 flhippers ~~R& ShJppers Avetatw ShIppers Average 

5bipmen _nt shipment shipment 
------

Each sale: Number Qu .. Nu""'" CUU Nu""'" Ouu No""'" Ouu 
FIe_.N.I. m 3.1 ... 3.' ". ... ... ... 
Dorle:sWwn. Pa 258 '.1 "'. 0.0 ... .. . 213 2.7 
Bethlehem, Fa._ 1'" U 108 8.7 .. '.1 .. 3.' 
Cent« Pofnt. Pa. 162 lL7 146 • •• 11. 3.1 123 ... 
OoatesvUIe. Fa_. 1'" ... .08 • •• n. ... .23 2.2 
Butler, Pa .• ___ .. • 89 ... 177 • •• ." 3. • .23 3.l 
Poughkeepsie, 

N. Yo. __ ...... ... I.' I'" 8.1 90 '.0 71 ... 
---------

Avenge ..•.. 212 ... 201 &3 1 .. ... ... 2.1 
- = 

Eacbwook: 
Vineland, N. J .. ... ... ... U "" 4.' m t .• 
Dony, N. H ..... .... • •• 641 ... ... ... ... 3.. 
Hartford,Conn .. m ••• ... 8.7 "'" U 217 ... 
Wooeter. Ohio . :m u .., s.' 2M ... 281 ... 
Mount BoUy. 

N.l ..... ____ .. 122 2.7 1M 2.7 .. I.S 74 2.4 
Bucyrus.Ohlo_ .. .. ... .. ... n ... 80 2.2 

------AvetaR& ______ . ... ... 308 a.7 233 ... 208 ... 
~ or data: CompUed and oomputed from association ~d5 by the authors in 10. 
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FICUR.E 23.-SEASOMAL CYCLE OF WEEKLY EcG RECEIP"T'S AT SELECTED AUCTION" OJ( A 
3-YUI< AVE.....,. B ... ,8, 1935-37. 

The aeaaonal cyde of e~g ~ptl varies rath~ widely between auC'tionL Thit. it true Mt 
only in £egafd to the degree of seasonal range but abo in regard to the time of the cycle 
when thcc:xueme fluctuationaoccur. 

the members to sell any of their eggs through the auction, the membel1l 
are free to take advantage of any available outlets which might 
temporarily yield higher returns. 

Little consideration has been given by the IISSOciations to the use 
of an agreement requiring members to market all or any portion of 
their eggs through the auction. There'appears to have been little 
need for such an agreement except as a means of maintaining DWre 

constant·volume. As the auctions mature and their members become 
more appreciative of their services, the need for a marketing agreement 
diminishes. However, the need for membership work becomEII more 
necessary as the auction areas expand and include new members. 

The seasonal use of the auction by some m#lmbers will continue 88 

long as these producel1l feel that the prices received at timEI! through 
other channels are sufficient to offset the added risk, time, and in
convenience of selling obtaide the association. 

Hatchery demand has an important influence on the volume of eggs 
received by the auctions during the normal peak production 8eIl8OD. 

Commercial hatcheries operating in and adjacent to the auction area 
of receipts cause & marked reduction in auction receipts duri..-,g the 
hatching months. In recent Ye8l1l, increased demand for chicks for 
broiler purposes has caused the demand for hatchery eggs to be ex
tended Gver a longer period. During the early development of the 
auctions, spring purchases of eggs from the members by batchrM 
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worked to the advantage of the auctions in that receipts were materi
ally reduced at the senson when a surplus of eggs might have become 
burdensome. Most of the associations have now a greater variety of 
outlets through which seasonal surpluses can be moved. Conse
quently, purchases from members by hatcheries are no longer looked 
upon SO favorably. 

Poultry 

No evidence was found that the seasonal fluctuations in poultry 
receipts, although naturally greater than for eggs, created serious 
selling problems. It seems that the volume of poultry handled during 
any period has been no greater than could be sold readily. It is 
probable, however, that the volume of live poultry handled by the 
auctions Dear the large consuming centers in the East may become so 
great that difficult surplus-selling problems will arise. 

From the standpoint of efficient operation, the handling of poultry 
plays an important part in that associations which sell poultry are 
more likely to maintain a uniform volume of units of products through
out the year than associations handling eggs only. As indicated in 
figure 24, poultry receipts at the auctions are normally heaviest during 
tlle period of lowest egg reooipts and vice versa. Other factors being 
equal, associations handling poultry as well as eggs are able to utilize 
facilities and personnel to better advantage. This should result in 
greater operating efficiency and in lower per unit costs. 
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FICllR£ 24.-RELATlON OF WEEnT EGG RsCElPTS AT 19 Ecc AUCTIONS AND WEEKL"I 
POULTllY RECEIPTS AT 10 POULTaY AUcnONS AS A PERCENTAGE OF NOIUlAL RscElP'I'S, 
FOil l-YEAa PEIIIOD, 1935-37. 

The seasonal cycles of egg rettipta and of poultry receipts at the auctions are rather inverse. 
This makes possible more efficient utilization of capital, facilities, and personnd. 
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Market Outlets 

. Eggs 

Three types of buyers purch88l'd approximately 75 percent of th" 
eggs handled by the 22 auction associations in 1937. In ardor of 
importance 118 auction buyers, these types were: Routemen, jobbl'r
wholesalers, and chain stores (table 12). Other types of buy('\'8 wert', 
in order of importance: Independent stores, roadside markets, pro
ducers, dairy stores, restaurants, and a miscellaneouB group of BInall 
purchasers. (See table 12.) 

Routemen, who generally sell from bouse to house, purch_d ap
proximately 29 percent of the eggs handled by the auctions in 1937. 
The proportion of the eggs which this type of buyer purchased at 
individual auctions ranged from 5 to 80 percent of the total auction 
ro<'eipts. Five of the auctions sold 40 percent or more of their egg 
receipts to routemen during 1937. 

Routemen have been the most important buyers from the auctions 
as a wbole since their organization. Buying in BInalllots of from 1 to 
10 cases of eggs at eacb 88Ie or each week and selling these eggs at 
retail. these buyers have been able to offer prices favorable to the 
auctions. Eo.rly during the operation of the auctions, this type of 
buyer was the most numerouB and helped to create a competitive 
condition which was the major influence in establishing auction prices. 
The depression and unemployment prevailing Bince 1930 bas bad the 

TABLE 12.-PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL EGG AND POULTRY RECEIPTII PUR

CBASED FROM 22 EGG AUCTIONS AND 14 POULTRY AUCTIONS. BY 
EACH TYPE OF BUYER, 1937 

Perclmtap of "'l' PerfPtltan n1 ptJuJtry 

Type or bu18r 
rMf'i(.tA purchued rwoeipu purchaM4 

A_' _. 
A_' Ra_' 

P"U'OI. - Pm"" Per"" itouteDOBD ________________________ 
28.9 6.0-80.0 12.0 6.~35.0 

Jobber-wholesaler __________________ 26.3 4.~80. 0 40.7 0-86.0 Chain store _________ • ________ ~ ____ 20.0 • &-56. 0 -. __ .- .... _ .. __ ._.-.-
~er· _________________________ 

ILO 2.~38.0 42.2 6-90. 0 Producer _________________________ 
4.3 ~15.0 2.3 6-10.0 Dairy store _______________________ 3.5 0-12. 0 -------- --.- .. -----Restaurants and hotels _____________ L9 6-10.0 .8 ~ 6.0 

~i~U8 _____________________ 
6. 1 0-46.0 2.0 6-10.0 

Tots! or range _______________ 100.0 I 0-80. 0 100.0 ~.O 

I Uuweigbted a'ft1r818. 
• Far iDdivldnsJ aoctIom. 
S lDcIades lDdepeadeat retail at.oreB.. roedIIde mark$. lannen' marnt... and otben. 

Souroe of data: ObtatDecl.trom tbe aoedoD 8I8OdI&1ouI b7 the authors. 11138. 
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efl'ect of maintaining a large number of sucb egg buyers in the metro
politan areas. Routemen continue to be the most numerous buyers 
at most auctions and although they probably do not purchase· the 
bulk of the eggs, their influence is still important in establishing prices. 

Second in importance as auction buyers are the jobber-wholesalers. 
Although soles of this group are predominantly of the jobbing type, 
some are of a wholesole nature. During 1937 buyers of this type 
purchased approximately one-fourth of the receipts of the 22 auctions. 
Their purchases rauged from 4 percent to 80 percent of the volume 
at individuol associations (table 12). 

The jobber-wbolesalers are generolly unable to ofl'er buying prices 
equal to those offered by the routeman and other retailing types of 
buyers. Consequently, the volume of eggs purchased by jobber
wholesalers at any auction will be limited by the purchases of the 
retailing group. As receipts have increased at the auctions beyond 
the needs of the retail buyers, the jobber-wholesoler has become 
increasingly important as an auction sales outiet, particularly during 
seasons of peak receipts. When they consider egg prices reasonable 
at the auctions, jobber-wholeso.lers purchase large volumes of auction 
eggs. 

Until recently chain stores were not important as an outlet at most 
.. uctions nor are they yet important at some .. uctions. For the auc
tions as a group, however, chain-store purchases a.ccounted for 20 
percent of the egg soles in 1937. Eight auctions sold more than a 
fourth of their toto.! receipts to the chain stores while ~es at individuol 
.. uctions ranged from 1 percent to 56 percent. 

The bulk of the chain-store purchases a.re ma.de during periods of 
heaviest receipts when competition is lowest. Some auction. obtain 
bids from chain stores for each sole throughout the year. This is 
particularly true where loeo.l chains have created a market for a 
speciol brand of high quolity eggs. The auctions have been fortunate 
in h .. ving the patronage of the chain stores, particularly during the 
periods of heaviest receipts. 

Of the 22 auctions, 14 reported in 1938 that chain stores were 
purchasing an increasingly larger proportion of the yearly receipts. 
At 5 associ .. tions chain-store purchases ha.d shown no change; a de
crease was reported at 3 associations. 

The average yearly volume of egg receipts purchased by the remain
ing types of buyers were as follows: Retailers, 11 percent; prod uesrs, 4.3 
pere.<mt; dairy stores, 3.5 percent; restaura.nts a.nd hotels, 1.9 percent; 
and miseella.neous types, 5.1 percent. Such retailers as independent 
stores and roa.dside markets were rela.tively important at a few auc
tions; they purchased !loS much !loS 38 percent of the toto.! receipts of 
eggs at one associ .. tion. This group, strictly retail buyers, have .. 
definite influence in the making of prices at the .. uction. 
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It is significant that the buyen plil<'hssing at the aU{'\.ion n ..... 11 
principo.lly direct to the consumer. Approximawly '70 ,...rel'nt or all 
eggs ha.ndled by the associations in 1937 were resold by ouly onn 
distributor before reaching the consumer. In addition, beraullC! of 
nearness to market and the simple method of sale, handling ...,..1.11 
from producer to consumer were kept relatively very low. The {'.om
bination of these two conditions hss undoubtedly boon important 
to the success of the auctions in that it hBS made possihle gn'tltrr 
net returns to members aud hss enabled the buyers to srll to the 
consumers without paying mo.rgins to a number of other middlrmen. 

Poultry 

The combined purchBSe8 of two principal types of buyel'A-retllilp .... 
and jobbers-absorb approximately 83 percent'of the poultry ""lei 
by the auction associations. Tbe retailers purch_d on the averRj(e 
42.2 percent, and the jobbers 40.7 percent of the poultry roceipte of 
14 auctions. Tbe group clB&Sed as retailers in table 12 purehased 
more tban 75 percent of the poultry at 6 associations, with a range of 
from 0 to 95 percent for the 14 associations. The mnge in percentage 
of total poultry receipts purchased by jobbers was from 0 to 85 pereAlnt. 

Routemen purcbased an average of 12 pert'.mt of the totall'8("sipts 
while producers, restaurants, and otbers combined purch_~1 the 
remaining 5 percent of all poultry sold by 14 auction associations. 

• Numb~f of Buyus 

The auction method of selling presupposes a number of comprting 
buyers ror each lot of produce offered. Consequently, the number of 
buyers present at each sale, or represented by bids plaeed with tho 
manager, is of particular importance to the association. 

Following the first sale, which was generally well a ttended, buyer 
attendance at some auctions was insufficient to move the eggs offered 
lit favorable prices. During their early operations, a number of 
auctions were forced to use the stop bid, described in an earlier 
section. (See pp. 37-39.) .AB the auctions became established and 
developed broader market outlets, the need for stop bids was practical
ly eliminated. Phone orders or standing orders are now being UBed 
effectively and are more dependable as to price and delivery than the 
stop bid. 

The information available with respect to the number of buyers 
purchasing at each sale, their frequency of buying, and quantities 
purchased was very limited at most auctions at the time the study 
was made. That the associations are beginning to realize the value 
of more complete records on buyer performance is indicated by their 
rscen t interest in keeping such records. 
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A cross section of buyer repreSentetion at the auctions is ava.ilBble 
in the date collected from nine associations which kept records of 
buyers. 

These data indicate that as receipts at the auctions have increased, 
the number of buyers purchasing has likewise increased, but not pro
portionately. It will be observed from teble 13 that the average 
receipt of eggs per sale or per week has practically doubled for the 
nine auctions as a group and even tripled at several individual asso
ciations from the firstfull year of operation to 1937. During the same 
period. the average number of buyers purchasing each sale or each 
week did not increase more than a third. The effect of this slower 
increase in the number of buyers was an increase in the average num
her of cases purchased per buyer from an average of 5.5 cases at each 
sale during the first year of operation to an average of 7.1 cases at 
each sale for 6 associations, and from an average of 10.2 cases to 14.1 
cases each week at 3 auctions. 

As indicated in tsble 13, there were marked differences in the 
average !,ize of purchase made at different auctions. Likewise, there 
was a great difference in the increase in the average number of cases 
purchased during the first year of operation in contrast to 1937. 

TABLE H.-AVERAGE EGG RECEIPTS AND AVERAGE NUMBER OF BUYERS 
PURCHASING PER SALE AND PER WEEK AT NINE AUCTION AsSOClATIONS 
IN THE FIRST FULL YEAR OF OPERATION AND IN 1931 

A ...... 

Per sale basis: 
Doylest.own, PL ______________ 
Bethlehem, Pa. _______________ 
Center Point, Pa. _____________ 
Coatesville, P&. _______________ 
Butler, Pa. ___________________ 
Poughkeepsie. N. Y. _________ . 

Avera~------_------------

Wceklyb .... : 
Hartford, COnn. ______________ 
Wooster,Ohio. _______________ 
BucyruBJ Ohio ________________ 

Average. __________________ 

I 193i da\a. . 
t U\13da1&. 

.First )'8BJ' of operation 

Cases A""", .. A ...... 
receipts buy ... ~ 

au.. N • ...., N._ 
• 375 84 4.5 

151 18 8.4 
208 60 3.5 
103 22 4.7 
184 33 5.6 
189 29 6.5 

202 41 5.5 

453 87 5.2 
• 507 58 8.7 

149 9 16. 6 

370 51 10- 2 

IlI37 

ea..s A..,... A ...... 
......0"' ".,.... PO' 

buyer 

"' ... N • ...., N._ 
68& 91 7.5 
348 36 9.7 
443 78 5.1 
313 39 8.0 
508 13 7.0 
304 68 4.5 

433 64 7.1 

1,220 123 9.9 
880 56 15.7 
161 10 16.7 

756 63
1 

14. 1 

SounJt 01 data: Compiled and aomputed. fnllD the auetioD association hOOI'ds by Ute anthon, li138. 
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At the Poughkeepsie auction, the average pUl'<'ha81l<in 1937 WIIA 1_ 
by 2 cases than that during the first year of operation, indicating that 
the increase in the number of buyers pUl'<'hasing at each sale Willi 

greater than the increase in receipta. In contrast, the averRltf! pur
cha..e in 1937 at the Doylestown auction was larger by 3 C88<l8 than in 
1934, the earliest year for which information was available. 

The increase in the average size of purchase appt'ars to be not 80 

much the result of generally larger purchases by individual buyers l1li 

of a tendency for a few buyers to take larger volumes. The number of 
cases bought at each &ale or during each week has varied little from 
year to year on an average for the routeman type of buyers. On the 
other hand, as egg receipta increased beyond the needs of II more 
slowly increasing group of buyers, an increasing proportion of the 
receipta was purchased by the wholesale buyers and by chain stores. 
This development indicates a need for buyers of large quantitillll, l1li 

the auction volumes become too large for the demand of a limited 
number of small buyers. 

Buyer patronage at the auctions is highly seasonal. In general, 
fewest buyers patronize the auctions during the period of heaviest 
receipta while largest numbers purchase during seasons of lowest 
receipts. For this reason most of the auctions were organized to 
begin operations during the summer months when, although rer,eipta 
were lightest, demand for fresh eggs was at ita mRXimum, thereby 
assuring the auctions of sufficient buyer demand during the early 
and critical months of operation. 

The seasonal nature of buyer patronage is indicated in table 14, 
which shows the average number of buyers purchasing and the 
average size of purchase at each &ale for 6 associations and each week at 
3 associations for the 4 months of January, April, July, and October, 
1937. For the months shown, October is the month of maximum 
competitioD; altbough receipta were greater than in July at all but 
two auctions, buyers were more numerous in October than in any 
other month and the average size of purchases was smaller. In con
trast with January, the number of cases purchased per buyer in Octo
ber was less than half. October representa the period of the year when 
the demand for large, fresh nearby eggs is at ita peak in relation to 
supply. This resulta in a comparatively large number of buyers being 
attacted to or forced to buy at the auctions during this season of the 
year. 

Buyer Survey 

Personal interviews were bad with 80 buyers patronizing the 
auctions. AI though this number was small in contrast with the 
total number of buyers, it afforded a good indication 01 the types 
of auction patrons. The buyers interviewed were predominantly 
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TABLE H.-AVERAGE NUMBER OF BUYERS AND AVERAGE SIZE OF PUR
CHASE MADE EACH SALE OR EACH WEEK AT NINE AUCTION ASSOCIA
TIONS DURING FOUR :MONTHS IN 1937 

''''''''' April luly 0"""" 
A58OOlatlon 

Buyers I~ Bu",," A."""" Bu_ A vt!r&fl(l Buyers A..,... .- pure!> ... purchase 

Each ... , Nu,""" ""'. N.,""" OJ,n NY,""" "'''' N.""", a.... 
Doylestown, Pa. 75 10.1 '" 11.9 .. U m "" Bethlehem, Po._ 33 ,U ZI 14.6 '" "" '" ... 
Cents Point. Fa. 81 7.5 56 7.' T< ... 8' ... 
Coatesvtll&. PiL .. &2 .. 12.3 4! ... .. ... 
BoUBr. PL. ____ 00 11.0 .. 10.S ,. .. , .. ... 
Poulthkeepaie. 

N.y .. __ ...... 41 '.6 .. ao .. ••• 71 !to 

Averap. ____ .. 57 ••• .. 10.9 .. '.0 " '.S 

Each week: 
HartfIrrd. Conn .. '06 , .. 112 ,.. no ••• n • 8., 
WOCl8t8r,Ohio. __ •• 23.' •• 227 eo IS. 1 71 ,2.4 
Bucyrus, otlliL. • .... • 16.8 • 20.' , . '4.4 

Averag& _______ .. 24. , .. 17.2 .. 13." I .. ,La 

BoutOt of data: Compiled and eomput.ed fram auction association reoords by the authon:, 1938. 

handlers of eggs although approximately 20 reported handling poultry 
in addition to eggs. 

Distance to auction.-FrequentIy buyers wore looated in the same 
town or city as the auction. The distance froLl the buyer's place of 
business to the auction was less than 10 miles for a fourth of the 
group interviewed; less than 20 miles distant for 45 percent, and 20 
to 40 miles for an additional 20 percent. This indicates that, for 
about two-thirds of the buyers, the auction is within an hour's drive. 
Five of the buyers interviewed reported driving 100 miles or more; 
the extreme was 145 miles. 

Other B0urce8 of 81Lpplll.-Of particular interest is the apparent 
effect the auctions have had in displacing the former huckster or 
farm-to-farm buyer. Questions were put to the auction buyers con
cerning their former sources of egg supplies. The replies indicate 
that about 57 percent of the buyers now purchasing at the auction 
formerly bought all their egg supplies direct from the farmer and that 
an additional 10 percent obtained a portion of their supplies from 
the farmer. Other present sources of egg supplies given by the 80 
buyers, in the order of their importance, were the buyer's own fiock, 
hucksters, wholesalers, and cooperative associations other than the 
auctions. Five buyers were not in business prio~ to buying at the 
auctions.' . 

Replies' to the question concerning the present sources of supply 
show that slightly more than 56 percent purchased all their eggs 
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from the auction and 25 pel't'ent of the group PUl'('hruoM from 50 to 
99 percent. Of the I'f'mainder, 10 buyers puroha.ro 11'108 than 50 per. 
('ent of their ~ from the audiolUl. The aoove filrl'''''' indiraUl 
that the 8urtion was the prinripalsou .... e of supply for aoout 80 perrent 
of the auction buyers since 65 of the 80 buyers in I .. rviewed obtainoo 
50 percent or more of their egg 811ppliEOl from this SOIlI"t'e. The "hipf 
sources of eggs not purohasl'd at the auction wl're the producer or 
the buyer's own floek. PUl'('h88t'll from hucksters and " .. hol .... a1PMI 

are apparently negligible. Almost 30 percent of the buyers I'I'ported 
pUl'('hasing eggs from more than one auction. 

Size and frequency oj purchasea.-Slightly more than 25 percent of 
the group pureh88l'd ordina.rily less than 1 0 C881'8 of eggs per week, 
aoout 20 percent from 10 to 19 C881'8, and an additional 20 percent 
from 20 to 99 cases per week. One-third of the .80 buyers purchased 
50 or more C88I'8 of eggs weekly. Generally those buying 1_ than 
50 cases of eggs weekly purch88l'd all of them at the auction; whereas, 
purchasers of 50 C88I'8 or more, particularly purchasers of more than 
100 cases per week, obtained their supplit'tl from more than ons 
source. These large buyers purobasl'd usually from the auction and 
direct from the producer. As about two-thirds of the buyers pur· 
chased at two sales eaeh w .... k, it is apparent that the average number 
of ctlSCS purchased at individual sales was small. 

Two-thirds of the buyers usually pllrchasl'd at each sale; 30 per
cent purchasl'd only once a weekj and 3 percent bought occasionally. 

Disposallry bullera.-More than 75 percent of the buyers replying 
to the question concerning their method of resale indicatOO tho&. all 
or part of their weekly egg sales were made direct to consumprs, by 
peddling from hOllse to house. An additional 10 percent sold directly 
to consumers through retail stores. Therefore, about 85 percent of 
the auction buyers interviewed t"el!old some eggs direct to the oon
sumer. The other eggs were sold to stores, restaurants. and hotels. 

Appeal oj audWna to buyera.-Fou:r reasons why buyp.r8 prefer the 
auction over other sources of supply were indicated in replies to 
questions concerning their reasons for buying at the auctions. The 
advantage most frequently .mentioned wae that the auctiolUl 8re 8 

source of adequaUl supplies. Second in importance wae the superior 
quality of offerings at the auctions. The value of the grading and 
standardization of the eggs handled was third in importance. The 
cost of assembling necessary supplies from other so~ wae given 
as a fourth reason. 

Surprisingly few objections to the auction method of selling were 
expressed by the buyers. The most frequent ohjection was that the 
prices were at times excessive. . 
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Egg Quality 

Improvement in quality of the product to be marketed is an 
important function of any farmers' marketing association. It is 
particularly important in the field of cooperative egg and poultry 
marketing. No better example of the advantages of quality improve
ment can be found than the results of the programs carried out by 
the large western egg and poultry cooperatives. The western ass0-

ciations have had a part in "raising the standards of egg .quality in 
practically every important market in the East, have enabled their 
members to oompete with producers much nearer the eastern markets, 
and have indirectly made it necessary for other groups selling on these 
markets to meet these standards of quality. 

An important objective of the ori"oinaI auction associations, and 
later of all auction associations, was to improve the pack of loca.! eggs 
to meet the oompetition of "western" eggs and command premiums 
equal to those being received by the western oooperatives on the· 
eastern markets. 

Conditiens in the East are favorable to the production of high
quality eggs. Commercial poultry production, which is quite local
ized, is based on flocks in which producing high-quality eggs had 
been developed extensively prior to the auctions. Many producers 
were already getting premium prices in the nearby markets. On the 
other hand, most of the nearby eggs were being sold at or from the 
farm, ungraded and of undependable quality. As the membership 0.£ 
the auctions was to include all types of producers, a uniform quality
improvement program was essential. 

Efforts have been made by the auctions, the State colleges, and the 
State bureaus of markets to assist producers in the auction areas 
to produce eggs of higher quality. These efforts have, of course, 
gone beyond the auction member and the auction territory. That 
these efforts should be eontinu8d is clear from the variation in im
provement shown in the quality of eggs received at the auctions. 

Peruntage in Top Grade 
Although all but two auctions use grade standards and tolerances 

which are practically iden tica.!, there is a wide range among the 
auctions in the percentage of eggs which meet the top grade require
ments. This is true even among auctions within a State which use 
identical grade standards. 

The 15 auctions which allowed a 10 percent tolerance and used 
practically the same other grade standards showed a range of from 
o to 63.4 percent meeting the top grade requirements in 1937 (table 
15). At the Vineland and Hightstown associations in New Jersey, 
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TABLE H.-EGG GRADES USED, TOLEIlANCII ALLOWED, AIID PEkCENTAGIt 
OF EGG RECEIPTS G&ADED INTO Top OR SECOND GkAD£ AT 20 ASSOCIA

TIONS, 1937 

....... , ... I 1-........ :::-
T::i! ~.., 

I jT .... ..-..-
-------,--------- -

New Jeney: ",urAl P"~I 
Flemington__ _____ __ _ _ New JenM"y ________ . 10 6.4 
Vineland _____________ . _____ do _____ .. _. __ . 10 26. a 
Mount HoUy _______________ do ___________ _ 10 1.0 
Hightstown ________________ do ___________ .. 10 23. 1 
PateI'8OD____ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ AMociation. ____ w. __ Ii ' I. 8 

Pennsylvania: 
Doylestown_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Pen""ylvania ______ . 10 3&2 
Bethlebem _________________ de ____________ _ 10 49.6 
Center Point _______________ do ____________ _ 10 21. 5 
CoateoviUe _________________ do ____________ . 10 l1li.8 
Butler _____________________ do ____________ _ 10 22.0 

New York: 
Poughkeel"'ie __________ G.L. F ___________ _ 10 (I) 
Central Islip _______________ do ____________ . 10 (1) 

Connectiout: 
Hamden___ _ _ __ _ _ _ ___ _ Connectiout _______ _ 10 30.0 

·~~r::!ti;~::::::::::I:::::::::::::::::::: 
10 &5 
10 P) 

MaosacbUBetlB: Brockton__ _ MlI88&Obu .. U .. _____ _ 20 79.9 
Ohio: 

Wooster ______________ Foiled States _____ _ 10 6.7 
Buoyrus. _________________ .do ____________ _ 10 .0 

New Haml"'bire: D..rry _____ New Hampsbire ____ . 20 77_ a 
Rhode Island: Pn,,-idenOE'___ Rhode Iolaod ______ _ 10 63.4 

Average __ ----- _ -- __ 1_ --- ----- ----- ---- --1-- -- --- - • 32. 2 

t New 1..,. end_ 0!Ied. to NO'T. 15. lr.. 
I' Data noe: available. 

f 17 --.oat' .... 

p-
71.0 
DaS 
6&4 
l1li.6 
714 

211.0 
21.0 
60. 7 
25.0 
67. ,; 

65.7 
82.2 

(1) 
6.7 

65.8 
61. 6 
2.3 

17.0 

• 47. 9 

Source at data: Comp8ed aDd mmputed from auctIon.-dation reeoI'tD by tbe autOOn hi I .. 

approximately one-fourth or the receipts graded Fancy, while at 
Flemington the portion WBa 6.4 percent. At the Mount Holly and 
Paterson auctions the Fancy grade constituted less than 2 percent 
of the association receipts. In Pennsylvania. the range in FBIll'J' 
eggs was from 21 to 60 percent among u.. 5 auctions using Pennsyl
vania State grades_ In Connecticut 30 percent of the receipts at the 
Hamden auction were put in the top grade and at Hartford 8.5 percent. 

Where a 20 percent tolerance was allowed and the other grade 
requirements were the same, a much larger percentage of the eggs 
were of the top grade. At the Brockton and Derry aBIIOCiatioll8. 
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the percentages of top-grade eggs were 80 percent and 77 percent, 
respectively. 

Factors influencing grade perce~es.-In addition to dissimilar 
grade requirements, four principal factors affect the percentage of 
eggs which meet the top-grade quaIifications at the auctions: 

1. Eggs from commercial flocks are usua.IJ.y of higher quality than 
eggs from farm flocks, as commercial egg producers take a greater 
interest in the production, handling, and marketing of the eggs. 
Consequently, the quality of eggs at any auction should show some 
relationship to the portion of eggs obtained from commercial flocks. 

2. The size of the area served is important, as the distance of the 
average producer from the auction may necessitate transporting the 
eggs long distances by truck or express. The additional jolting and 
handliog to which these eggs must be subjected has been found 
detrimental to the interior quality. Also, producers who are distant 
from the auction will tend to market their eggs less frequently than 
producers who live nearby. 

3. In some areas the auctions apparently show graater price 
advantages over the nonauction outlets for high-quality eggs than in 
other areas. This price advantage attracts the producers of the 
higher quality eggs. 

4. Uniform interpretation of similar or identical grade standards 
among individuals is difficult to ohtain and equa.lJ.y difficult to main
tain.· Apparently some auctions interpret the grading requirements 
much more strictly than others. 

Conditions of production and procurement are relatively similar 
in the auction areas. Differences in the percentage of eggs in the 
top grade can be attributed only in part to either of these as 
quality factors. To what extent the higher prices received at some 
auctions for the top-grade eggs affect the additional care and expense 
of producing such eggs is difficult to determine. It seems probable 
that this difference between the auctions has little effect on the per
~entage of top-grade eggs received. For example, there is a difference 
between the percentage of top-grade eggs at the Flemington and the 
Vineland associations. but it is doubtful that the reward for producing 
top-grade eggs is any greater at Vineland than at FlemiI!gton. Like
wiseinPennsylva.nia, the rather wide percentage differences in auctions 
which are in close proximity to each other and are dependent on 
practicaJly the same market outlets seems unexplained by the price 
differential for tlte top grade of eggs. 

It is apparent that tlte ohlef factor influeneing the differences in 
the percentage of top-grade eggs between the auctions is grade inter
pretation. Especially is this true of the auctions within 0. State 
where production and other conditions are largely the same. 

161019~--4~ 
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Changes in percnuagfs.-An analysis of the data on elQt gr8.h'S shnWl! 
t.hat at seven ourt.ions which operalRd for 4 ypaTS or more on on offi
cial grade hasis. the perc'lntage of eggs in the top grsde has dOOl"t'1l8Pd. 
At 4 associlltions the proportion remained about tIle Mrne and at 
only 4 of 15 auetiens hIlS there been a marked incrf'llB6. In other 
words. the percentage of eggs going in to the top grade hM f8il(1(1 tQ 
show substantial improvement at 11 of the 15 8!IBOCiations. At 
Flemington the percentage of eggs of top quality has decrellBed from 
about 50 pereent in the first full year of operation to 6.4 perrent in 
1937. At Vineland, the decrease was less marked, from 48 )l<'l'f'ent 
in 1933 to 26 percent in 1937. Therateofderreasein theotht'rIi 8IUIO

ciations has boon less marked. In general, the decrease in the per
centage of top grade eggs is reflec.ted in an increase in the percentage 
of eggs of the second grade. 

Numerous causes have been advanred to explain the decrellRe in 
the percentage of eggs of top quality in view of the intensive educa
tional programs carried on in the auction areas. or major importance 
is the fact that interpretation of grades hIlS become more strict at 
many auctions. or equal importance. however. is the increase in the 
volume of eggs received from smaller flot'kB and from more diRtant 
flocks. Eggs from both sources require additional handling Bnd trans
portation. 

Again original members of the auctions were generally the more 
enthusiastic and progrl'88ive flock owners, interested in improving egg 
quality and market conditions. As the area of receipts expanded and 
as the membership became more inclusive within each auction area. re
ceipts of eggs from smaller flocks and from members less intereslRd 
in quality increased in volume. The development of tnlCk routes 
also increased the percentage of the auction receipts to receive addi
tional handling, which is generally considered harmful to the interior 
quality of the egg. 

Another fact advanced to explain the apparent lack of quality 
improvement is that the price differential of the top grade above the 
second grade is not sufficient to warrant the extra work, care, and 
cost involved in producing eggs of the top grade. 

Despite these various influences. four auctions have shown improve
ment in tIle quality of eggs handled as indicalRd in the percentage of 
eggs in the top grade. 

Nudfor Uniform Quality 

The preceding information with respect to differences in the per
centage of eggs grading top quality suggests that there is a definite 
and real need for uniformity in grade specifications and interpreta
tions among the various States and associations. Relisble quality 
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and price comparisons under present grade standards would be difficult 
and inaccurate. In the event coordinated selling in terminal mar
kets becomes necessary as volumes attain surplus proportions, the 
present differences in grade interpretation among the auctions would 
create confusion and make such selling difficult. Likewise, any 
attempted measurement of the relative effectiveness of quality 
improvement programs in the auction areas can be questioned under 
present conditions. 

Financial Condition 

As most of the auctions early adopted adequate bookkeeping and 
accounting systems, information with respect to the financial con
dition and the costs of operation were readily obtained on a comparable 
basis. Of the 22 associations, 19 had balance sheets and operating 
statements over a period of years. Only 1 association could not 
supply such information, as no audit had ever been made; the infor
mation contained in the financial statements of two other associations 
was not sufficiently complete for analysis. 

Averages of balance-sheet items for 19 associations &re shown in 
table 16. The aver&ge of balance-sbeet items is contrasted for 9 
associations h&ndling 50,000 units 17 or more during the year and for 
10 o.ssoci&tions handling less than 50,000 units. 

Assets 

Total &SSets for the 19 associations averaged $17,373 of which slightly 
more than 50 percent was in the form of current assets. Total assets 
of individual associations ranged from less than $3,000 to almost 
$70,000. The associations handling more than 50,000 units had more 
than four times the average total assets of the smaller associations. 
The cash items of the three groups amounted to about 50 percent of 
the current assets; they ranged for individual associations from an 
overdraft of $2,736 to a credit balance of $18,791. 

Accounts receivable constituted about 18 percent of the total assets 
and about a third of the current assets of all associations. In amount 
they ranged from $76 to $11,6'77 for individual auctions. -Accounts 
receivable are generally liquid at the auctions; they usually run over 

. a period of a week to 10 days and constitute the value of produce sold 
on open account to chain-store and other wholesale buyers. 

The bulk of the inventory account at the auction represents the 
value of egg cases and poultry crates on hand; the remainder that of 
office and plant supplies and poultry products. The average value 
of inventories amounted to 10 percent of the total assets of all associ
ations. At.olle auction the inventory amounted to more than $7,000. 

11 A unit is a CHll8 01 ens or a crate of poultry. 
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TABLE 16.-AvERAGE OF BALANCE SHEETS FOR 19 COOPERATIVE t:CG 

AND POULTRY AUCTION ASSOCIATIONS AT THE E"D OF TilE FISCAL 

YEAR 1937 

A~tnr1~ 
A~. 9 IUIIInri&- I Aft.,....ln ...... 

tkHu han<1Unc !liM'" (Ion. h""'llIn .... -- un". and mont thaD 8WW uruY 

1- I,,-nl- Pc-mmt- I~ ADlOUD-t =r Amount .. eol Amooat 
Mal ..... 

. , ... ... 
Current 1l&'M!tII: DoI'on -..., Doll.,. PeMo' DoII.r. -C88h.~. ___ ._ ------_ .. -, 4,104.84 .... ft,tIN.22 :II .• 2.3,11 118 "'1 

Account.s reoolvable ..• -- -- _. --.- .,072. .. 17.1 4. 764.38 Ie. t I,MIL'1113 111.6 
Invent.or1M. __ --_. - _ ........ -.-- 1,188.12 .... 2,801.10 •• 1M ... 117 
Olber ___ . ________ - .. _ .. _._ ••. - ..... .3 lIO.lIft .1 8." .1 

Total current UMta ......... - 0.001.87 31.8 ta. 787. III ~. 4.112.10 f .... 
FkedUl8tS: 

Land and bnftdinp - - .. -- .... 8.M3.38 ... 12. 743. 41 .... l.lttl . ., 18.. 
Fnrnlture and equipment,. I, J83. 4t .... 1 .... 18 ... /IIIl'" '.7 

Total Axed asseta ...... - • - . - . 7.846.82 .... 14.578.06 ... 1.M··i ... , 
... .. ! , 

Otbar _1;8 ____ .. _ •.••. - -- - ---- _. - 6'J4. !II a.o a. ]11.11 ... 
Total _ta ... ____ ........ _. 17.373.17 100.0 _,a:w.12 HllO I.U.fll l(lJ.O 

UABIU'ftU .om NaT 'WORm 

Current liabilities: 
AccounL1 payable .. __________ . __ 3. 487. 03 .... 7,018. 21 .... lOll" '.7 
Dererred cbarps _____________ ._ ..... •• lJ.73 . __ .. ... .. • •• OtherCUl'l'8Jlt lIablllUea. ____ . ___ ._--------- --- -- .... ... . ....... 

Total current liabUitie!l_ . ___ 3.643.11 .... 1.036.62 .. .. ..... 1 '.1 

Flsed IlabiUUes: 
MOI1pJe payable ..•• _______ ~Ot8. 83 u_s -to 42ft 2:a .... .. ... -. --
Loan& payable ___ ._. _____ • ____ ._ ...... ... ...... .. . .....", '11 
Other fb:ed liabtUtlel __________ . 7." . ----- .. - ........ . . 14.36 •• 

Totalfhed Habmu. ____ ••.. _. 2,874.98 .... -5.184.61 17.1 814.3& 12.3 
. 

Totalliabilltiea ____ . _________ a.4l8.1» ... 12,_.09 4l.f) 1,214.lIJ I'" 
Nat worth: Surplus and I'1!S8rVI!I!I _ lo.W!6.08 01.1 J7. taU, Oi M .• ,,_ .. .... 

TotaIUabillties 1Uld IIUl'Plua . 11.373.11 100.0 21.839.12 l(1l0 6,0.11 . .... 

Six of the nine associations handling more than 50,000 units during 
1937 owned their own plants (fig. 25). This accOlmts for the fact 
that 50 percent of the total assefa of the large associations W88 in the 
form of fixed assets in 1937. As only two of the smaller associatiOJl!l 
owned their own plants the amount of their fixed assets was lower, 
averaging 25.7 percent of the total assets. 

The average value of land and buildings owned by 19 associations 
was $6,663, eq ual to 38 percent of the total assets. The range in 
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FIGUllE 25.-PLANTS OWNED BY AUCTION ASSOCIATIOl'fS, 1938. 

At the time of the .urvey 8 auctions owned their plants. Since then 5 additional usociation$ 
bave constructed or purchased buildings. 

value of land and buildings owned by individual associations was 
from $5,617 to $41,445. 

Furniture and fixtures constituted about 7 percent of the total 
assets of the 19 associations, amounting to slightly more than $6,000 
at one of the largest associations in contrast with $1,183 for the 
&vemge. 

Deferred assets, chiefly prepaid charges, averaged about 3 percent 
of the total assets for all groups. 

Liabilitiu and Net Worth 

Approxilnately 37 percent of the liabilities· a.nd net worth of 19 
associations was in the form of current and fixed liabilities. Current 
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liabilities, which were almost entiTl,ly &cwllnts payable 10 the pm
ducers, averaged $3,543 or 20.4 percent, and fixed liabilitit'Ol, $2,R75 
or 16.5 pereent. The p('reentage of total liabilities of the I) large 
associations was more than twice WI groat WI those of the lITtuill('r 
associations principally because of more 8(,COImta payable and th .. 
long-tenn obligations in the fonn of mortgages and loana on land and 
buildings. 

R('Serves, capital stock, and surplus-which make lip n(Ot worth
averaged $10,955 for 19 associations, or 63.1 percffllt or totalliuhility 
and net wortb. Individual allctions show a range or from minus 
$1,775 in net worth to a plus of $42,276. The n .. t worth of the Illnrgo 
associations averaged $17,139 or 58.4 p .. rct'nt, in contrast with a n .. t 
worth of $5,389, equal to 81.6 percent of the liabilities and net worth, 
in the 10 smaller associations. 

Further calculations indicate that on the whole the auctionR wpre in 
a favorable current financial condition at the ('lid of the 1937 fi .... .al 
year as indicated in tbe ratio of current assets to cnrrent linbilitil18. 
At only five associations was the ratio of current _ts to current 
liabilities less than 2 to 1 and at no association was it I"",,s than 1.4 to 1. 

The average equity per member for 18 associations included in the 
calculation was $18.49, with a range of from $5.63 to 135.27. Of 
further interest is the fact that in 1937 members sold poultry products 
valued at $44 for each dollar invested in their association. Sales per 
active member averaged $815 during 1937 with a range of from 5333 
to $1,491 among the individual associations. 

Working Capital 

The amount of working capital (current assets minus current lia
bilities) available at any time is becoming of greater importance to the 
auctions as sales to buyers of large volumes, such as wholeeruel'B and 
chain stores, increase. Generally there is a lag of from a week to 10 
days before the auction receives payment for the eggs purchased by 
these larger buyers, while sales to other buyers at the auction are cash. 
The greater the purchases by the large buyers, tl,e greater is the need 
of working capital by the auction to meet the payments to prod Uool'8 

in the interim. 
The amount of working capital is likewise reduced to the extent 

that inventories constitute a portion of the current assets. As already 
indicated, inventories averaged 11,769 for the auctions and amounted 
to as much WI 17,327 at one association. 

The average cash balance of $4,105 is likewise subject to current 
operating expenses which were estimated at approximately $.160 a 
week per auction on the average, leaving but $3,745 in actual cash on 
hand. 
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The average amount of working capital for the 19 associations was 
$5,459 with a range of from $590 to $15,428. The 9 large associations 
averaged $6,732 while the small associations had an average of $4,312 
in working capital. From the standpoint of the volume handled, the 
smaller associations were in a more favorable position in respect to 
working capital. 

The position of the auctions with respect to the amount of working 
capital appears generally satisfactory, the ratio of working capital to 
the average weekly value of sales shows that the 19 associations had 
an average of 65 cents of working capital for each dollar of sales. 

The range in the ratio of working capital to the average weekly 
sales was from 7" cents to $1.32 per dollar of sales. Three associ .... 
tions had $1 or more for each dollar of average weekly sales, six had 
from 50 to 75 cents, and three had less than 25 cents for each dollar 
of sales. Since at least five auctions sold more than 25 percent of the 
eggs to chain stores which ordinarily require a week or 10 days' credit, 
it is apparent that at some associations there is need of considerable· 
operating capital. 

Ratios Itre more favorable during the slack months of receipts and 
less favorable during periods of heavy receipts when the chain stores 
and wholesalers make the largest purchases. 

Means of increasing capital.-There are four practical methods by 
which the auctions cnn increase. their amount of capital. These are: 

1. By an ac.cumulation of the earnings from overdeductions; 
2. By setting aside entrance fees and annual dues; 
3. By borrowing from individuals, banks, or other lending agencies; 

. 4. By obtsining funds from those whom the auctions are serving 
by making definite deductions or retains from the proceeds of sale for 
enpital purposes. 

One or more of the first three methods have been used by the 
auctions. The last-mentioned method of obtaining capital is that 
used by the larger western cooperative egg and poultry associations; 
this method ho.s been found equiteble, practical, and highly successful. 

By tIlls method 8. uniform per unit or percentage retain is with
held on each unit of product marketed, in addition to the usual charges. 
These retains are credited to each member and from time to time 
certificates of interest or certificates of indebtedness are issued in 
denominations of $1, $5, or $10 to the contributing members. When 
the borrowings from the members by this method furnish more capital 
than is necessary for the peak of operations, the first certificates issued, 
i. e., the oldest certificates, are retired in cash in an amount to be de
cided by the management. These certificates should have no due date 
and often bear no interest. This is the most common type of the re
volving fund plan of financing cooperative associations. (10, pp. 
705-710.) 
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On the basis of loan retains of Ii cents Jlllr unit (8 (\1186 of {>IQ!:tI or a 
crets of poultry) of product handled in 1937, the av~rage amount of 
deductions per auetion for revolving funds would hove bl'!'n about 
$2,650. For the largest association it would have bl't'n more than 
$8,500, and for the smallest association $432. OVl'r a p .. riod of Yl'ano 
substantial funds representing members' invl'Stm{'n t8 ('ould he built up 
hy this method. Retsins smaller or largl'r thnn 5 t'l'nts a unit might he 
tabn but this is a convenient rate and is frequently used. 

During 1938, two auction associations adopted this revolving
fund method of increasing their working capital. 

Income and Expenses 

An importsnt factor responsible for the popularity and rapid 
growth of the auction associations has heen the relatively low CORt or 
their marketing service. From the time of their organization rl'w 

. associations have operated at costs to the producer exceeding 5 pm'cent 
of the gross value of the product sold. (See table 17.) Generally the 
cost has been less than 5 percent of the gross sales value. In addition 
to maintaining low handling costs, most associations during their 
short period of operation have paid considerable amounts in ('ash divi
dends to the members or have accumulated impressive """"ts in thl' 
fom of plant facilities and working capital in which the members have 
a definite equity. 

There are numerou8 C8Uses for the auctions' being able to brgin 
operations with little capital and to mnintain relatively low operating 
costs. The principal ones are as follows: 

1. The simple method of handling and selling requires no proellfl8ing, 
complicated operations, or extensive record keeping. 

2. The services rendered are few and simple. 
3. Interest costs have heen low because little or no borrowed 

capital has been necessary. 
4. Practically no facilities have been owned until recently; this 

has meant negligible upkeep or deprecia tion costs. 
5. The cash method of operating has resulted in Ii minimum o( 

credit losses. . 
6. Expenditures for membership work and advertisement have boon 

kept at a minimum. 
7. Surpluses of receipts necessitating stop-bid purchases and cold

storage operations have been relativ('ly unimportant. ConSC(IUently, 
losses from these operations have been small. 

S. Volumes of receipts have increased more rapitlly than the ex
pansion in auction facilities, personnel, and overhend expenses. 

9. No exorbitant salaries have been paid. 
10. Diligent efforts have been made to keep costs low. 
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TABLE 17.-COMPAIlATIVE DATA RELATIVE TO OPERATING INCOME AND 
COSTS PER UNIT OF VOLUME HANDLED AT 18 COOPERATIVE AUCTION 
ASSOCIATIONS, 1937 

lnoolDe BDd costs per' unit otvolwne 
TotAl ..... 

AssoefBtion QUmber Handling 
.. a_ 

"'fB' 
__ 01 

and Other 0""" op",,"1Dg Net ""'" .... mndllng Inaom. J • ..,.. Inoome Vf!.lU6 
inoome """ 

""'" ""' .. CnM Cffi. ""'" """'" 1 ___________________ 
38. 23 _ 21 38. 44 M57 3. 87 "2 2_: _________________ 
45.85 2. 27 48. 12 « 17 3.95 "9 3 __________________ 
48. 09 3. 56 51. 65 « 61 7.04 5.5 4 ___________________ 
51. 14 -------- 51.14 48. 59 2. 55 5.0 5 ___________________ 
40.06 1. 58 41. 64 35. 32 6.32 "1 6 ___________________ 
45.99 1.24 47.23 30. 17 17.06 3.7 7 ___________________ 
39. 30 .08 39.38 30.96 8. 42 3.7 8 ___________________ 
38.09 5. 18 43.27 37. 94 5.33 "3 9 ___________________ 48. 38 5. 93 5" 46 51. 10 3. 36 7.4 10 __________________ 42.32 .36 42.68 3" 87 7.81 "0 11 __________________ 3" 74 .03 34. 77 25. 33 9.44 2.4 

12 _______ : __________ 32. 59 1.54 34.13 26. 61 7.52 3.0 
13 __________________ 40.47 .46 40.93 37.46 3.47 4.6 
14 ______ , ___________ 40. 79 2. 91 43. 70 33.06 10.64 3.6 
15 __________________ 48. 31 2. 13 50_44 49. 79 .65 liS 16 __________________ 

49.83 -------- 49.83 41.76 8. 07 iiI 
17 ___________ 

- - - - --- 40.41 .11 40.52 36. 15 " 37 4.3 
18 __________________ 38. 36 1.05 39.41 M03 5.38 4.0 

Aver&ge _______ 42. 39 1.59 43. 99 37.58 6.41 "4 
80tmJe of data: ComputAld from records of the auetion SSSOCiaUOllS by th8 author.s In 1938. 

Operating Income 

Approximately 97 percent of the auction income is derived from 
charges made for handling and candling; the remaining 3 percent 
consists of income from miscell8Jloous sources. The average gross 
operating income per unit .. of volume handled in 1937 was 44 cents 
(table 17). or this amount 42.4 cents represented income from han
dling and candling; and 1.6 cents, income from profit on the sale of 
poultry supplies, cases and crates, the resale of poultry products 
purchased by the auction, and from other miscellaneous sources. 
These figures do not include income from membership fees or annual 
dues. 

The gross income per unit, as shown in table 17, ranged from 34.1 
cents to 54.5 cents; whereas, the range of income from handling and 
candling was 32.6 to 5l. 7 cents. Income from other sources ranged 
from 0 to '5.9 cents per unit. Four auctions showed a gross income 

"This term is defihGd on p:n. 
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of more than 50 eents per unit; nine averagl'd I ...... than 40 ('ent .. pt>r 
unit. 

Operating Costs 

Operating costs of the 18 associations averaged 4.4 peJ'{'.ert of the 
gross value of sales in 1937 with a range of from 2.4 percent to 7.4 
percent. At only 4 auctions did the cost of operating exceed Ii peJ'(".ent 
of the gross value of sales, while for Ii associations operating costs 
amounted to less than 4 percent of the value of produce sold. 

There are apparently two principal factors directly or indirectly 
affecting total per unit operating costs of the auctions. These are, 
briefly: (1) the total volume of receipts handled, indicated numerically 
by the total number of units handled yearly; (2) the operating 
methods and practices of the association. Other factors, individull.l 
or separate, are influential but not to the degree; nor 80 generally ap
plicable, as these two factors. 

With few exceptions the auctions have decreased their total per 
unit operating costs from year to year through an increase in volume. 
There is, however, no indication that per unit costs have decreased 
with the age of the association except as a result of increaaed volume, 
indicating that little has been done to increase operating efficiency. 
On the other hand, certain costa closely related to manage men t and 
the 'rendering of additional services have increased as the auctions 
have matured 80 that, without increases in volume, per unit costs at 
the auctions have a tendency to increase over a period of years. The 
increase in volume, therefore, is generally responsible for the de
creases in per w.it operating cost. •. --h -- ~ a.-..-,... *-.,,... .1 ___ -,.. 
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FIGUllE 26.-bLATlOJil OP CoSTS TO VOLUYE OP PRODUCTS HANDLEt) BY 21 Coonunv& 
EGG AND POULTS.Y AuenoR AsSOCIATlOJfS, 1931~ 

TItere it a generally inverse relation.hip between volume of products handled and toUJ 
per unit costa.. This i. true especially of the larger and the .maIler auociatiou. Sal.ria 
and wages constitute allDOlt twc:H.hirda of the total auctioo COIL 
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Analysis of cost data for the year 1937 shows that auctions handling 
largest volumes tend to < show lowest costs with few exceptions. k 
indicated in table 18, the total per unit costs of auctions handling 
over 75,000 units averaged 12.6 cents less per unit of volume handled 
than associations handling less than 25,000 units. 

The relationship between volume and costs at individual ass0-

ciations is illustrated in figure 26. It is apparent that there is an . 
inVel'S6 relationship between the number of units handled and total 
per unit handling costs. Differencee in operating methods and prae
tices, labor efficiency, and salary and wage rates among the individual 
associations are mainly responsible for the exceptions to the inverse 
relationship of ~olume and cost. 

The average total cost per unit of volume handled for the 21 ass0-

ciations included in the illustration was 35.8 cents in 1937, with a 
range of from 25.3 cents to 58.6 cents, or a total range of 33.3 cents. 
As indicated in figure 26, cost tends to decrease sharply in relation to 
increases in volume up to 30,000 units. To a lesser extent this condi
tion is also true for associations handling over 60,000 units of volume. 
Such an inverse relationship does not exist for the associations handling 
between 30,000 and 60,000 units as a group. 

TABLE 18.-RELATION OF AVERAGE COSTS PER. UNIT TO NUMBER OF 
UNITS HANDLED BY 21 COOPERATIVE EGG AUCTION ASSOCIATIONS, 
1937 

ltemotcost 

Unit 008t when volume 
halldled was-

76,000 
unl .. 
and 
more 

00.000 
to 

15,000 
ubits 

20.000 
to 

00.000 
unJ18 

""" than 
211.000 
unl" Aver... Rang. 

Low High 

--------------------�--~--~--~--·I---------
~ Qftu Qmr- 0fflU Ctflt.t C'mtt Ctnt. 

Salariesand'""eIL ________________ ~ ________ 19.79 26.73- 22.03 S.OS 22.16 16.51 86.17 
Stattonuy.printiDg,and POS18P .. ___ •• _.___ 2.36" 2.41 2.33 2.32 2.30 1.58 3...39 
TeJepb0D8andtelelttaplL. .. _ •. __ ._._._. __ ... .70 1.2f Las 1.01 1.02 .19 2.51 
Heat.lfgbt.Blld water .. _________ .. _______ .__ .69 • .68 .(6 .ff1 .M .13 1.M 
J)eprecIaUon. ___ •• _______ ._ ••• _ .... _. ____ .... .52 .68 .« .1& .&2 .Of 1.52 
'ruea_._. ________ ••... ____ ._._. _____ .________ .63 .75 .M .60 .M .29 1.32 
Repain. __ ••. _______ ..... ___________________ . .86 .ti .J' .15 .31 ________ 1.00 
In.suranceandbonds .. _. __ ...... __ .... _ .... __ • .51 .66 .57- .Tt .65 .36 1.31 
lllt8n!st. ____ .. __ ....... _______________ .. _____ .08 .16 .M _M .12 __ ._____ 2.62 
Rent ... ___ ..... ____ •• _______________________ . .11 .3& .87 2..6 .liO _____ TO. 4.29 
Audltill&. __________ • __ • _____ ••• _______ .______ .36 .06 .83 2.12 .49 4.'5 
B&d8CCOClnta .• __ ..••••• ____________ • _______ . .02 .11 .06 .48 .OS ________ 1.35 
M-bceUsneousloslJal ___ .______________________ .89 3.60 1.11 .21 1.62 6.SP 
Mi&:ellaneoua 8$p8D88I .. ________ • __ ._.______ _ 4. 97 f. l~ a.61 3.1J6 -4.38 .11 8. 91 

-1--------1-TotaloperatIq-costL __________________ 11.89 -41.72: M.4D «.a. !35.80: !26..!O 1058.60 

I The 1lVGJ'8g& for 21 ~i0D8; table 11 gives 37.58 cents per unit for-18 association$. 
t Actual 005ts Gtindlvtdual 8SSOOlaUona and not the total 01 tbe lDdividualltems io tlla column. 

~ or data: Oompotad from l'8OOI'ds of the anotloa -8890Ci&tfons by the autlun In 1938. 
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FIGt'aE 21.-r.,!CC1· 
'.4L ITF:MI n, Cf"MtT 
poa 21 AucnoJil 
A~'OCIATfON. Aa 
Pf:Il-C'INTAGlta or 
TOTAL emn, 1937. 

Thit fi,ure .~ the 
chid cxJK'n.e itt"ml 
which coultitutd 
the entire cr.t in 
J'I.l7. Salaria ancl 
waRn constitute the 
","' bulk of the 
apenKaf ht-lnR ()1.f. 
pertent. The otber 
ncma.hown 1ft mi .. 
c~n.neou. eJ:pett-a 
12.2, IlC'nrnl office 
expen ... IO.R, "'"'" 
eral plant and oper_ 
ating expenle. 9.0, 
.mi muccU.nenu. 
I~ 4.0 percenL 

Solaria and wage8.-As shown in figure 27, salary and wage cosU!, 
including payments to the auctioneer, accounted for an average of 
63.6 percent of the total operating cost of the auctions in 1937. The 
average unit cost of these items was 22.8 cents The range in per unit 
costs for sa.laries and wages was from 16.5 cents to 36.8 cents and as a 
percentage of total costs from 53 percent to 76.9 percent (table 18) . 

.Associations handling the largest volumes tend to show the lowest 
per unit costs for salaries and wages, largely because of the distri
butionof asiministrative sa.laries over larger volumes of the products 8old. 

Other factors influencing BIliaries and wages in addition to admin
istrative salary costs are the differences in operating methods and in 
services rendered. At five auctions the manager also acted as auc
tioneer, thereby making possible a saving of the auctioneer's fee or 
BIliary. Payments to auctioneers at 16 associations ranged from 2 
cents to 7" cents & unit and totaled in some instances an amount 
greater than the manager's BIliary: At one association the auctioneer's 
BIliary accounted for 25 percent of all salaries and wages. 

It is probable that the need to employ a professional auctioneer 
will diminish in the future. Particularly ia this true at auctions which 
are developing broader market outlets of the "off-sale" and wholesale 
nature. As this trend develops, associations may find it feasible to 
train a full-time employee to act as auctioneer, in addition to per
forming other duties. This should enable the auction to reduce the 
selling cost substantially. 

When the auctioneer is paid on a per-unit basis and the cases of 
<'ggS or crates of poultry are sold in auction lots of from 3 to 10 units, 
considerable savings could be effected if the auctioneer's paym:nts 
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were made on the basis of auction l~ts rather than units. As no 
additional. effort on the part of the auctioneer is needed for selling 
auction lots containing several. units than for one unit, such an 
arrangement is justified. 

The need for additional. clerical help has been reduced at some auc
tions by adopting a policy of sending out checks weekly rather than 
after each sale. At the close of 1937, of the 22 auctions 13 were mak
ing payments to members only once a week. The acquisition of more 
suitsble plant facilities and of labor-BaV1ng office forms and equip
ment have likewise been influential in maintaining or lowering labor 
costs. 

Staiionery, printing, and postage.-As shown in table 18, the com
bined cost of stationery, printing, and postage constitutes the second 
largest single item of expense at the auctions. With a range of from 
1.6 cents to 3.4 cents per unit the average for the 21 associations was 
2.4 cents or 6.6 percent of total costs. 

Substantial savings have been made by some auctions in stationery, 
printing, a.nd postage by adopting the policy of making weekly rather 
than semiweekly or individual sale settlements. Several of the large 
associations reported savings of from $700 to $1,000 yearly by this 
less frequent payment. 

The cost of printed materials, such as forms and togs, has bean re
duced substantially through the placement of larger orders. It 
should be possible by combining orders of several auctions to lower 
such costs further. A prerequisite to such joint effort will be the 
adoption of uniform togs and forms; this should be feasible because 
the methods of handling and selling are similar. 

TelepJwne ana telegrapk.-The average cost of these two items for 
21 associations was approximately 1 cent per unit in 1937 with a range 
from 0.2 cent to 2.5 cents. 

Auditing.-The cost of auditing at 21 associations ranged from no 
cost, where the audit was by the State college, to $725 at one asso
ciation. All but two of the auctions had yearly audits; the two 
auctions had quarterly audits. 

The average cost of auditing for all associations was less than a half 
cent per unit. For individual associations paying for regular audits, 
the cost ranged from less than 0.1 cent to 1.2 cents. In consideration 
of the simple records and few activities, the cost of audits at some 
a.uctions seems excessive. 

In figure 27 stationery, printing and postage, telephone and tele
graph, and auditing costs have been grouped as general office expenses. 
These costs combined constitute 10.8 percent of tots! expenses. 

General operating expen"es.-Other general. operating expenses are 
for heat, light, water, rent, taxes, insurance, depreciation, repairs, 
and interest. 
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• 
As a group these costs accounted for 9 percent of. the total costl'l, or 

3.2 cents per unit of volume (fig. 27). At individual auctions nont' 
exceeded 6 cents per unit of volume. The only item of importanc.e in 
the group was that of rent, which at two associations amounted to • 
cents or more per unit of volume handled. 

Lo8se8 from doubtful. _nts.-Despits the fact that the policy of 
all auctions has been that of selling on a strictly CllSh bll8ill, most of 
the auctioIlJ! have experien~ burdensome credit 1088('1'1 at one time 
or another. These losses have been caused by accepting chocks 
which proved worthless and by extending credit on open acoounts. 
The bulk of tbese losses came chiefly in the early period of allction 
operation wben the character of the buyers wee not well known. 
These losses often came before the auctioIlJ! had built up capital to 
meet them. 

In later yea.rs losses from bad checks and accounts have lc&eened. 
In 1937 such losses were negligible in relation to the value of the 
produce sold. On the basis of per-unit costs, they averagM less than 
0.1 cent per unit; they ranged from 0 to 1.4 cents per unit among the 
auctions. 

Mi8cellanwus lo88e8.-Miscellaneous losses are a part of the cost 
of operation. The three items accounting for the bulk of these 
losses are: (1) replacement of unsalable eggs found in the members' 
shipml'nts upon in.poetion; (2) losses resulting from the sale of egg 
cases and from rental, exchange, or sale of poultry crates; and (3) 
attempts to stabilize the market by the use of the stop bid. 

The policy at eight associations with respcct to replacements is to 
make no charge to the producer for egge which t~e auction must 
replace upon inspoetion. Eggs most commonly replaced have 
blood spots, rots, Or meat spots, or are cracked. At one lI88OOilltion 
a charge is made for egge replaced in excess of three to a C88e while at 
two associations replacement charges are made for all eggs replaced 
in excess of six. At nine auctions producers are charged for the egge 
which replace those found unsalable. 

The effect of the different policies pursued by individual auctions 
with respect to replacements is indiCilted by the fact tbat the total 
replacement costs ranged from nothing to $1,250 in 1937. At one 
auction during its last fiscal year replacement costs amounted to more 
than 4 cents for each case of egge sold, and thus constituted aD im
portant item of expense. 

Another policy which is proving costly to some assoemtions is the 
method of handling egg cases and poultry crates for their members. 
In 1937 tbe crats expense at one auction amounted to almost Sl ,400; 
or the equivalent of almost I) cents for each crate of poultry handled. 
In contrast, another association showed & profit on its haDdling of 
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poultry crates equal tj> more than 5 cents per crate of poultry handled. 
Losses in poultry crates arise not so much from the actual sale of the 
new crates as from the practice of exchanging crates with the producer . 
or renting the crates at an inadequate fee to cover breakage and 
depreciation cost. The outright theft of crates is likewise an impor-
tant factor. . 

The handling of egg cases for members has proved profitable at 
some auctions while at others size.ble losses have resulted. 

The purpose and extent to which the stop bid has been used at 
various auctions h9.5 had a very definite influence on the amount of 
losses resulting from resale of the produce purchased. Generally, 
there is only an occ9.5ional and probably an emergency need for the 
stop bid in helping to maintain prices at a justifiable level The 
volume of eggs and poultry necessarily purchased under these condi
tions is small and usually finds a ready outlet at prices which hold 
losses to a minimum. The use of the stop bid and the resulting 
losses on the sale of produce under these conditions may be justified. 

However, the extent of the losses resulting from the use of the 
stop bid have been such as to indicate that there have been attempts 
to maintain prices at unjustlfie.bly high levels: A stop-bid price set 
beyond a reasonable market-price level results in the auction 
possessing a large volume of eggs at prices causing correspondingly 
large losses when sold elsewhere. The result of attempting to main
tain an unreasonable price level at one association "'9.5 a loss which 
averaged almost 7 cents for each case of eggs sold during the fiscal 
year. As the market stabilization effort was limited to a short 
period of heavy receipts, it is apparent that the level at which prices 
were maintained was excessive. 

The combined losses of the associations which are grouped under 
miscellaneous losses average 1.5 cents per unit for the 21 associations 
and ranged from 0 to 6.7 cents among the auctions. Three associ
ations had miscellaneous losses amounting to more than 4 cents per 
unit. A change in some of the operating policies at these associations 
would result in 8. reduction in these losses. 

Miscella_ co.ts.-Under miseellaneous costs have hesn grouped 
it<'ms such as expenditures for travel, directors' fees, membership 

. work, dues, advertising, drayage, subscriptions, and other incidental 
cost items which Were not generel or of sufficient importance to list 
separately. Most of these costs are due to the expansion of the 
auction procurement areas and to the performance of more m.ember
ship work. 

The combined cost of these miscellaneous items averaged 4.4 cents 
per unit for all associations, Of 12.2 percent of all costs. Among 
individual associations, miscellaneous costs ranged from less than 1 
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cent to almost 9 cents per unit and as a percentage .of tolal rusts from 
2.8 perc.ent to 23.1 percent. 

There is evidence that as the volume inCl"eBSe!! at an aMOCiation, 
the miscellaneous costs become higher and more nllmeruuM. Thf'80 
costs averaged :; cents per unit at auctions handling ov"r 75,IJOO 
unite in 1937, while the average cost of miscellaneous items at _i
ations handling less than 25,000 was 3.6 cents per unit. TheMC 
miscellaneous costs will prohably continue to incl'OO-..a 8ufficiently to 
warrant sepa.ra.tion into such cost lUlCOunts as membership and 
field work, publications, contributions, subscriptions, gl'neral8upplies, 
travel, allowance to directors, drayage, and advertising. 

Total Marketing Costs 

Tbe cooperative auction associations provide marketing service at 
low cost. .As indicated in table 17, the auction associstion handling 
and candling income for a unit of product is 42.4 cents. The only 
additional payment which the producer must make is for used CBlM'8, 

fiats, and fillers. These usually cost the producer 15 cents a casc. H 
the producer does hiso\1rtl hauling there is no deduction for hauling 
and, since the products are sold at the auction plant, there is no freighL 
or .shipping cost. Therefore, the total actual average marketing cost 
to the auction member is about·:;7.4 cents per case or 1.9 cents per 
dozen. This is in marked contrast to the cost of marketing eggs by 
the Mountain and Pacific Coast States producer who must pay even 
through his cooperative marketing association 7 or 8 cents per dozen 
to have his eggs packed, shipped, and sold in the New York market. 
This indicates tbat an eastern poultry producer who markets his eggs 
through a cooperative egg auction has an advantage in marketing 
c.osts of some:; or 6 cents per dozen over the member of the western 
cooperative egg marketing association. 

Conditions Favorable to Success 

ON SEEKING the underlying causes for the general success of the 
egg and poultry auctions, it becomes evident that with few ex

ceptions the associations were favored by certain conditions. Their 
organization and operating structures, their procurement areas, and 
their market outlets are genera.lly similar. All were directly or in
directly patterned from the first suecessr ul auction, that at F1emington, 
N. J., and that associstion on the basis of its successrul experiences, set 
the pattern of "rules of procedure" for" the auctions which were 
organized later. 
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Location in a Commercial Production Area 

Most of the area tbroughou t which the auctions are scattered is one 
in which large commercial poultry farms are numervus and in which 
poultry and egg production has on many farms become a highly 
specialized enterprise. Such production conditions have been one of 
the first essentials to the successful organization and operation of the 
auction associations as well as to other types of poultry cooperatives. 

From the commercial and specialized flocks in the area, a sufficient 
volume of eggs of high q1llllity was readily available for efficient 
auction operation and for the use of official standards of quality. In 
comparison to most other types of poultry cooperatives the auction 
associations require relatively small volumes of products for efficient 
operation. The volumes handled by them have been sufficient in 
most instances from the first sales to meet their relatively low operating 
costs. The quality programs of the auctions were effective in improv
ing the quality and pack of eggs marketed through them. The 
income derived from poultry products in the auction areas is suffi
ciently important to warrant additional attention and care if com
mensurate remuneration follows. The auctions provided such re
muneration and therefore attraeted the better and more ambitious 
poultrymen. In many instances the auctions became the only 
dependable outlets for and source of large volumes of carefully graded 
eggs in their immediate areas and even Stetes. 

Nearness to Large Cities 

. Although the area in which the auctions operate is one of heavy 
commercial and specialized egg and poultry preduction, it is a deficit 
area in the production of these products in relation to their consump
tion because of the vast consuming Centers which it includes. 

The nearness of the auctions to large consuming centers is shown in 
table 19. This table shows the distance of different auctions from 
various silte groupings of metropolitan population. .All except 4 of 
the 22 auctions are located within 50 miles of metropolitan areas 
having an aggregate population of 1 million people. The average 
distance to metropolitan areas having a combined population of 1 
million people ia only 43 miles; to a population of 5 million it is only 
88 miles. From 8 associations a metropolitan population of 15 mil
lion people can be reached within a radius of 100 miles. 

Nearness to heavy population centers has been one of the most 
important factors in the success of the auction associations.' Large 
metropolitan populations nearby insure a large number of egg and 
poultry buyers for the auctions. Not ouly do they insure a large 
number of potential buyers but they insure a variety of types of 

1~101&·~7 
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TABLE 19.-D'STANCE FROM AUCTION ASSOCIATIONS TO ApPROXIMATE 
METROPOLITAN POPULATIONS ' 

LocaLioD of aaoclalloll 

.... -
New ltl1Wy: NUu 

FmmlndOD .. _____ •• _ •. .. 
Vtol"land .. _ ••• __ •. _ ._._ .. 
Mount Bolly ____ . __ ,_. ,., 
Hightstown. ___ 0_. ____ . "" Pateraon ....• _._._. ____ • Penmylvanta: 
DoyIestoW1L _____ •• __ ._ III 
BethlPhPm. _'. ". _______ I. 
Center Polnt ......... __ ,. 
000 ______________ 

III 
BaUer ____ •. ______ •. 0 _. 3D 

New York: 
Poughkoopale •• __ • ___ •• 1ft 
Albon, _. --.-----_ ... - ,. 
Central IaUp ..... ______ .. 

Connootlout: 
Hamden _______________ • Hartford. ____ .0 ________ • 
WUIlmaotl'L. _0." _. __ • M 

MUl8CbU!ett8: 
Brockton. _. ___ . __ • __ 0_ 11 
Spring8eld._. __________ a 

Ohio: 
WOOBfer. ____ ". __ ...• _." so 
BOC}'lOI •••• ~ .. _ .• _ •... .. 

New Bampshln: 
Derry----------------- . ,., 

Rhode laland: Providemle _____________ • 
Avaraee_ .••. ________ . 21.4 

-----
DbraO('fl to ApprOllmate mrtrolJOlnan PUlltllallon of-

"","" 1,fD).iXJl 1.1100.000 

NUn NUn MUn .. .. 47 

•• •• •• .. .. .. 
M .. •• •• 16 III 

23 "rI .. 
1ft .. till 
2Il .. III .. 3D •• .. .. .. .. .. 70 
III '00 ... .. .. .. .. .. .. 
•• "" .. 
"" .. ... 
III .. .. .. so .. .. .. .. 
7' .. 'DO .. .. 6/S 

10 .. .. 
80.. .... 17. J 

----
lS,fO'),flIJ lO,tUl,tnl 

Mlh,. M/lu .. .. 
III 100 

"" , . 
M .. .. M 

'" ... 
1A "" III III 
74 '00 

I,., .,. 
7. III ... 100 .. .. .. " .. " . .. U • 

" . ,.,. 
100 , .. 
'lIl 8110 
lID ... 
1M ,.,. 
... '70 

Ii ... J31.1 

----
J.\cm.tm 
---

N'''' 
III 

'''' M ... 
100 

I , 
I 

., 
m 
!1ft .. 

/II) 

" • '" III 
I 

, , 
.. .. .. 

1M .. , 
... ... 
2M 

IIlI 

1M.' 

8ou:r.oe of data: Population dnta trom BUreBD 01 Cl'JUlUI 1Q3(}. Metropolitan District.. DIfianoaI. GOlD4 

pUod. by theauthonlfrom BaDd MeSally Road AUu. 

buyers, especially of the routeman and huckster types which hl\ve been 
most important in making auction bidding thorougWy competitive. 

Careful Organization 

Most of the auctions were organized with considerable forethought 
and in some instances only after careful surveys. had been IDAlle to 
detennine the need of them and their chances of su("£ess. Fortunately, 
this was true of the first auctions, for the results of their operations 
were largely responsible for the spread of auctions to other areM. 

County agents, officials of State colleges, bureaus of markets, and 
departments. of agriculture played an important part in guiding the 
formation and early operations of the auctions. Consequently, few 
mistakes were made in organization and in subsequent operations. 
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Informed and Loyal Memberships 

Because the individual auctions were organized as sma1l local 
associations, the character of their early membership was important. 
The membership Was usually comprised of a small group of selected, 
commercial poultrymen, informed and enthusiastic regarding the 
purposes and possibilities of the association. In addition, they were 
willing to support the association through cash contributions and egg 
shipments. Every egg auction has to some extent relied upon a few 
dependable individual producers having substantial volumes of eggs 
for support during tbe early period of operation. 

In many areas the members were producers who had formerly been 
employed in business, factory. or other nonagricultural pursuits. This 
gave them the advantage of having obtained, especially lIS officers and 
directors, considerable business experience and judgment. 

With few exceptions the auctions have remained local in operation. 
• Membership and areas of operation have increased in size but have 

done so gradually and outwardly from the original nuclei. This has 
meant that the assirr.ilation of new members and territory has been 
gradual. 

Simple Operating Methods 

The auction method of sale hIlS characteristics which appeal to 
both sellers and buyers. As adopted by the associations, it is orderly, 
visible, and free of complicated operations. It is direct and easily 
understood. 

This simplicity extends also to operating methods. The services 
performed originally for the member were few and simple. Original 
capital requirements for facilities and operating purposes were small. 

As the individual associations have progressed, the simple operating 
methods have been maintained in great part. The need for capital 
and facilities has remained proportionate to the volume of produce 
handled. Rather than demanding funds from members, the associa
tions are creating substantial equities for those who patronize them. 

Starting operations on a relatively low-cost basis, the auctions 
have increased expenditures for facilities, personnel, and other operat
ing costs only when warrnated by increases in volume. This practice 
is in sharp contrast with that of many other cooperative associations 
which started with extravagant facilities, high-saJacied managers, and 
high overhead costs in the hope that volume would inerease sufficiently 
to meet the resulting high costs. 

The conservative policy which the auctions followed in early years 
when volumes prohibited beavy expenditures of any sort has enabled 
the associations to maintain low handling costs from year to year. 
This has been essential for competition is sufficiently keen in the 
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areas in which the auctions operate to require all~ rJrg and poultry 
marketing Ilgen<"y to operate on a small margin. Selling "{)Rts to Ill(' 
members have in most instanc.es averaged less than 5 p('", .. nt of the 
gross value of the products handled. It is doubtful that any IljI;l'n .. y 
handling eggs and poultry in these areas could long endure on a margin 
lower than this and perform like services. 

Freedom of Members 

Two features pertaining to membership have had parti"ular in
fluence in the rapid expansion of the auction SSAOdatiolls. Thl\<6 are: 
(1) the ea.'lIl of becoming a member and (2) the f.--lom the member 
enjoys in the sale of his eggs and poultry through other market outlets. 

As already stated, entrance fees and annual dues are relatively 
low at all associations; none amount to more than $5 per year. No 
auction association requires that the producer purchase stock in the 
association upon joining. One association issues a share of stock to 
the member upon payment of a membership fee. The nominal fees 
paid in the form of dues and the freedom from Btock purchaees have 
met with favor among producers. 

Likewise, upon joining, the producer is not compelled to sign any 
form of agreement or contract requiring that all or any portion of the 
eggs or poultry which he markets be sold through the association. 
Nor is the producer compelled to limit his shipments to a single buyer 
or sales agency, as is true of some types of associations. The freedom 
of sale thus allowed is attractive to the producer in an arca closely 
adjacent to consuming centers which provide numerous attractive 
alternative outlets particularly during certain seasons of the year. 
Freedom of the producer in this respect may act as a derided disad
vantage to the association from the stsndpoint of creating wide fluc
tuations in seasonal receipts. This, however, has apparently been of 
little detrinJent to these associations in the past. 

Payment for Quality 

Through the use of producer numbers for individual members the 
auctions have maintained the identity of the producer with his 
product. This policy has made it possible for the better producer to 
receive payment in accordance with the quality of his individual 
offering, rather than to submerge his individual weight and quality as 
must be done in pooling. ". 

In addition to producer identity, the produce is offered for sale on 
an individual basis of weight, color, size, and grade so that the member 
may be rewarded for any particular quality in his produce which is 
outstanding. 
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Auction associations have with relative ease eliminated many of 
the faulty buying practices in the production areas. With the estab
lishment of the auction, producers no longer were compelled to rely 
upon market outlets which were undependable in many ways. Prior 
to the auctions, considerable dissatisfaction existed among producers in 
most sections of the Northeast with regard to the practices of some 
country buyers. Worthless checks, improper weights, unjustified 
complaints, prices not in relation to quality or to terminal or local 
market quotations, and uncertainty of regular purchases at all seasons 
of the year were a few of the causes for the dissatisfaction which 
existed. 

Egg Legislation 

The feeling is prevalent among members of the egg trade, pro
ducers, State officials, and others that the fresh egg laws enacted in 
the various Northesstern States have been an important factor in 
the development of the egg auctions. Legislation purporting to im
prove wholesale and retail selling practices pertaining to the labeling 
and quality of eggs to be sold has been enacted in all but one State 
in which auctions operate. These laws, through vigorous enforcement 
in some States, have been made highly effective. Establishing stand
ards of quality which can be met more easily by the nearby producer 
give him a definite advantage over producers in more distant or less-

• specialized areas of production. Auctions in States having fresb-egg 
legislation have therefore been patronized because they were among 
the most dependable sources of eggs meeting the requirements set 
forth in the fresh-egg statutes. 

Good Management 

On the whole, managers of the auction associations have been young, 
aggressive, and enthusiastic individuals fully realizing their responsi
bilities and the opportunities before them. In guiding these associa
tions which were adopting a relatively untried method of sale for eggs 
and poultry, these managers have been alert to needed changes and 
new ideas which would prove beneficial. 

Boards of directors of the associations have given much assistance 
to the managers. Board members, comprised in most instances of the 
original enthusiastic auction members, have realized the importance 
of their positions and borne their just share of responsibility. Most 
of the boards of directors included at laast several men who had had 
some previous business experience. This business experience has 
boon an important factor in the adoption of and adherence to sound 
and progressive business practices. 



Appendix A 
Marketing Rule. of the Bucks County Producers' Cooperative A .. ociation 

1. Any peraon using the market mll8t agree to .omply with the rul .. heroin 
described, to obey the directiona or the manager and not to Interfere with the 
auctioneer or hia 8B8istanta when they are working in Une of their dutiee. 

2. All "It!!S offered for sale on this market must he pooked In 3(}.d" •• n standard 
egg C&Re8 in good condition, new or once used If po88lble. 

3. Foreotalling i. positively prohibited, thet is. no produce .hall h.,."ld privat<>ly 
on the market before or during the auetion. 

4. The buyer shell be given a reasonable opportunity to I"epect and candle 
any "ItI!B from any ...... which hao not been oold. 

6. Any difference of opinion regarding the sale of goode will be oettled by tho 
auctioneer. 

6. All ....... oold on the auction .hell be labeled on each end with" label desig
nated by the board of directors. 

7. Auetiona shall be held at auetlon building each Monday and Thursday at 
1 p. m., daylight BBving time when in operation, otherwioe standard time. . 

8: All eggs offered for BBl. will be of Pennsylvania standard grad.,.. They ",ill 
be insp<.>eted by a certified state in.pceter and the .... pectiv. grad .. designated on 
each case. 

9. A single offering or eggs shall not exoeed five ca.aa:. 

Produurs 

1. AU person. offering "Itgs for sale on the market .hell .. U only in the mann .. 
designated by the directors or the manager. Tbey shall _ to tho loe charged 
for the market services and to the manner of colleetlon 01 oaid fee ao directed by 
the dlrecto .... 

2. All person. other than members 01 the .....,clatlon. who wish to offer OIIg. 
for sale on the market muet furnish proof to the satisfaction 01 the manaj!6T that 
they owned or operated a farm and that the eggs offered lor .. Ie were produced 
on said farm. 

3. No person shell offer for asIe on the market or grounds any other commedity 
than fresh eggs produced in Bucks County. 

4. Tbe market manager shell use hls discretion BI to the withdrawal of any 
eggs offered for sale. 

6. The market will be open for receiving eggo from 8 a. m. to Il p. m., daylight 
laving time, when in operation, otherwioe standard time, dally except Monday. 
and Thursdaye from 1 to 6 p. m., and Saturday. and Sunday •. 

6. In ease the _ are not sold and the producer has not left any instructioDl 
88 to the disposal or them they will be diBpoecd or by the manager at bi. discretion, 

1. A handling charge or 40 cente per C88e .hell be ebarged. and "n additional 
charge of 50 cents per caee for candling and grading. 

96 
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Buyers 

1. All eggs sold on the market are sold for cash or certified cbeck, f. o. b. the 
market. 
Buyers must agree-

(a) To bid in fair competition with all other buyers on the market. 
(b) To offer their hids at the designated auction hlock at the call of the 

auctioneer. 
(c) To settle all s.ooount8 between the market and purchaser in the manner 

prescribed by the directors. 

2. All eggs purchased on the market muet he moved before 5 p. m. of the day 
of the aaIe or between 8 &. m. and 12 &. m. on the day following. Eggs left at 
the market after purchased are at the purchaser's risk. 

3. Any persons found violating any of these rules may be barred frem the 
market for the purpose of bUying or selling produce. 

4. The directors of the association reserve the right to add, alter, or suspend 
any or all rules without notice to buyer or seller. 

Below are samples of marketing agreements' used by some auction 
associations during the first few months of operation: 

Membership Agreement 

I hereby agree to consign for aaIe to the Brockton Cooperative Egg Auction 
Association a minimum of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ cases of eggs per week for a. period of at 
least __________ weeks after the opening of the auction. This agreement to be 
valid only when 50 members and 200 cases of eggs per week have been assured 
to said association, and provided this assurance is secured prior to September Is 
1932. Signed ______________________ : ______ _ 

Address ____________________________ _ 
Date ________________ c __ _ 

• • • • • • • 
Marketing Agreement ________ No. _____ _ 

I agree to abide by the articles of incorporation, the hylaws, and the market
ing rules of the Wooster Cooperative Poultry A&"".iatiOD. I further agree to 
consign all of my eggs to the Wooster Cooperative Poultry Association for a 
period of at least 3 months beginning with the tirst auction. 

Name _____________________________ _ 

R. F. D. No. _______ _ 

P. O. ___ .. _________________________ _ 

Date ____________________ County -------------------- Twp. ---------.-
Wooater Cooperative Poultry Association. 

Date ____________________ By - ___________________________ __ 
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TABLE 20.-LoCATION OF EGG AND POULTRY AUCTION ASSOCIATION. 

STUDIED, 1938 

N arno of 88Sociation 

Flemington Audion It-farket Cooperative 
Asfiociation, Ine. 

The Vineland a: South J""",y Coopera
tive Egg Auction and Poultry A...,.. 
ciation, Inc. 

Burlington County Cooperative Poultry 
Auction ARBOCiation, Ine. 

Tri-County Cooperative Auction Market 
Association, Inc. 

The North Jersey COOpe .... tive Egg Auc
tion AseociationJ Inc. 

Buck. County Producer!! Cooperative 
Association. 

Lehigh Valley Egg Producers Coope..,.. 
ti ve Association. 

Tri.county Producers Cooperative AlIIIO
ciation, Ine. 

ProdUCen!I Cooperative Exchange of 
CoatCftviUe. 

Butler Cooperative Egg Auction. Inc_, _ 
Mid-Hudson Cooperath·e G. L. F. Egg 

Auction, Inc. 
Long Island Coopenstive G. L. F. Egg 

Auction, Inc. 
Capital District Cooperative G. L. F. 

Egg Auction Association, Inc. 
Hamden Cooperative Poultry Auction, 

Inc. 
Connecticut F&nner8 Cooperative Auc

tion As8ociation, Inc. 
Willimantic Poultry Association, loc ___ _ 
Brockton Cooperative Egg Auction Ass0.

ciation. 
Springfietd Cooperative Auction Market 

Association. 
Wooster Cooperative Poultry AMociation_ 
·Bucyrus Cooperative Poultry Associ ... 

tiOD. 
New Hampshire Egg Auction,. Inc ___ __ _ 
Rhode Island Cooperative Auction AlIIIO

clatioD, Ine. 

1 AssociatiOD located at Center Point. 
98 

Pootoffiee State 

F1cminglon___ New Jersey. 

Vineland_____ Do. 

Mount Holly _ _ _ Do. 

HightatowD___ _ _ Do. 

Paterson ____ .. _ Do. 

Doyl .. town ___ . _ Pennsylvania. 

Bethlehem____ Do. 

Wo""",ter '_. Do. 

Coatesville _ _ _ _ _ Do. 

Butl.".. _____ ~ Do. 
PoughkeepHifL _ New York. 

Central blip, Do. 
Lonl! bland. 

A1bany _____ .. Do. 

Hamden_____ _ Connectieut. 

Hartford ____ . Do. 

Willimantic_____ Do. 
AvoD ____ . _ . ~ _ III ........ h.-tts. 

8pringfield ____ ~ ~ Do. 

Wooster ____ ~_._ Ohio. 
Bucyru,,-____ . _ _ Do. 

Derry ____ . _ .. ~ _ N .... Hampohire. 
Providcnce_ _ _ _ _ Rhode leland. 
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TABLE 2l.-PERCENTAGE OF ALL FARMS REPORTING 400 OR MORE 

CHICKENS OR CLASSIFIED AS POULTRY FARMS, AND PERCENTAGE OF 
ALL CHICKENS IN FLOCKS OF 400 OR MORE OR IN POULTRy·FARM 

FLOCKS, FOR THE UNITED STATES, BY GEOGRAPHIC DIVISIONS AN!> 
SELECTED STATES, 1930 

Percentage of an Pereentage or all 
"'ms chickens 

DiviBlon and State 
Reporting Clsssifltd In ilocksof Inpoult.!'y-4Of.i or moro &S~try 
€hlckcns 400 or more farm flocks 

Pm"" -..., - ""_ United States ••••• ____________________ 1.3 2. 6 13.4 14. 7 
Geographie divisions: 

New England _____________________ 3.4 8.0 35.2 45.2 
Middle Atlantic. ______ ._. _._. _. __ • 4.1 7. 4 29.1 31. 2 
East North CentraL._ • __ ._. _._._ .. 1.0 3.8 6.7 10.2 
West North CentraL _____________ ._ 1.5 2.9 6.7 5.7 
South Atlantic. __ • __ .... ________ ._ .5 1.4 11.0 13.4 
Eaat South CentraL _______________ .1 .4 2.5 2.9 
West. South Centr&L _______________ .4 .9 4.8 5.3 
Mountain ______________ ____ _______ 1.7 2.5 18. 1 18. 2 
Pacdfic ____________________________ 9.1 10.4 65.2 67.1 

Selected States: 
New Ha.mpshire ___________________ 4.2 10.9 39.1 55.6 
Massachusetts __________ . __________ 5.9 13.1 444 56.5 
Rhode Island ______________________ 5.8 13. II 42.8 45.2 
()onnee~cut _______________________ 6.3 11.8 45.8 SO. 9 
New York ________________________ 3,6 5.9 28.4 29.9 
-New Jersey _______________________ 14. 4 19.2 61.0 63. 8 
Pennsylvania ______________________ 3,2 6.9 21.1 23, 6 Ohio _____________________________ 

1.3 4.9 9.1 13. 8 
Io~a _____________________________ 

2.7 2. 1 8.8 3.3 
~m8oUJi __________________________ 

1.5 '1.0 7.3 12. 9 
NorthCarolina ____________________ . I .4 3.1 4.1 A1aban>&-_______________________ ._ 

. I .3 4.1 4.6 
1rexas ____________________________ .5 1.1 5.8 6. 3' 
1JtabL ____________________________ 

7.2 6.7 so. 0 48.5 
VVashington _______________________ 

8.5 12.2 55. 1 63. 9 o.egon ___________________________ 
2.5 5.6 25. 6 32.6 

~uornia _________________________ 12. 9 11. 4 75. 7 74. 2 

8ouroo of data: CompUted from the CenlIus of Agriwllure, 1930. 
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TABLE 22.-CoOPEIlATtVE EGG AND POULTlty AUCTtOK ASSOCtATtONS: 
DATE OF INCOIlPOIlATlON AND DATI! OF F.IlST EGG AND POULTilY 

SALE 

Dole 01 .... "" 
D.tto 01 

Location of aseootal.loo IDeorporuIon 
J! ... ........,. 

Toms River, N. L ____________ May 19,1930 June 2, 1930 -- .. -~-.-----
Flemington, N. J ______________ July 12, 1930' AUi!_ I, 1930 Apr. 29, 1931 
Vineland, N. J ________________ Mar_ 12, 11131' June 2, 1931 Sept. 20, 1932 
Mt. Holly, N. J ______________ . Dec. 7,1931 JaD_ 5, 1932' D"". 8, 11131 
Paterson, N. J ________________ Jan. 19,1933 Feb. 8, 19.13 M"y a,l933 
Hightstown, N. J_. __ ... _ .... _ _____ do·. _____ Nov. 2, 11133 Nov. ., 1937 
Doylestown, Pa ___ .. _ .... _ .. __ Apr. 27,1931 July 13, 1931 Apr_ 13,1937 
Bethlehem, P,, ________________ May 12, 1932 July 12, 1932 ----------_.-
CenterPoint, Pa __ .. __________ June I, 11132 July 11,1932 -------------Coat.esviUe, Pa _______ - _ - _ - _ - __ Jan. 21,1937' Sept. 20, 1932 Apr. 4,1935 
Butler

t 
Pa ______ - _____ .. - - - - - .. " June 6, 1933 July 11,1933 -------------CentralLdip,N. Y ____________ Oct. 10, 1932 Oct. 26, 1932 Jan. 18, 1933 

Poughkeepsie, N. y ____ - ______ Dec. 13, 1932 Oct. 18, 1932 (') 
Albany,N. Y _________________ June IS, 1933 July 25, 1933 June 6, 1934 
Buffalo, N. Y _________________ July 19,1933 .. ___ do ______ • 

-------------Brooklyn, N. Y _______________ June 5, 1934 July 7,1934 -------------
Willimantic, COnn ___ .. _ ........ _ - .. - Jan. 30,1931 Oct. 23,1934 Oct. 23, 1934 
Hartford, Conn _______________ Apr. 18.1933 Apr. 26. 1933 Apr. 26,1933 
Hamden, Conn _______________ Dec. 14.1934 Apr. 25,1933 Apr. 25, HI33 
Brockton, M ...... ___ .. ________ Aug. 2, 1932 Aug. I. 11132 Feb. 28, 1934 
Springfield, M _______________ July Ill, 1933 July 6.1933 Feb. 13, 1934 
Wooster, Ohlo _______ - ________ May 2,1932 July 11,1932 Apr. 4, 11)35 
Bucyrue, Ohio ________________ Jan. 6, 1934 June II, IIl34 

------------~ Derry, N. H __________________ Oct. Ill, 1937' __ ___ do _______ -------------
Providence, R. L _____________ July 16, 1936 July 16. 1936 June 1&,1937 
Lynn, Masa.u _________________ July I, 1937 Oct. 18.1937 ----.--.-----

1 The nama of the ueociatlon wei ehsnRed from '~F1em1ngton Auction Mill"'" A ....... ucm, Inc.," &G 
"Pieminnon Auction Market. Cooperauve A.odatIon.1Dc .... on Sept. 1ft, Ina. 

'The "VIneland and South Jeney CooperatIve Bq Auction iIDd Poulf.rJ' ~~. Ine .... ... fornwJd 
by the ID8t'pr' 01 the "Vineland COOperaUV8 Poultry AaIodaUon" and. the uCooperaUve Ea AUdioa 
Astoclatlon of Booth leney, Inc .• •• on Jul,. 21, lwt. 

• Original poultry auction located at Elmer. N. J.; moved to VtoeJaod on May to IV3&. 
• First egp: offered far ale; poultry MJld previowdy. 
• Organlud. orft{lnally as a fruit and vegetabie auction 8MOOIatlon; eus not bandJ8d untU 1'1,". 2. 1933. 
I Operated from Sept." J932, So Ian. 21e 1937, under tbe C(BteevlJ.le Cbamber of eoomaen.. Otaaou.! 

as a farmers' cooperative marketinfc 8III!IoclatiOD on Jan. 21, 1937. 
r Poult:rp auction tried at MontkJ!lUo, N. Y", in Jnne 111M but proved tlruIIlOOIIIIltuJ. 
I Pric.' to this da&e tbe SIMOOiation operated under the name of t.be WlDdham Coum7 poultry, PlPon. 

and SmaH Stocll: Aseociation. qinall]' fDcorporated on Nov. 19. I92&. 
• Operated under tbe New Haven AncfJon AMootatlon trom Apr _ 26. Joaa, to Dee. 14+ 1", 
It Operated IromJune 11, 1934. to Nov. 11. 1937. by tb& plV'll)eJ'1' Tradinr Pnet. Jne. 
H The Maine Pooitry CO(lpeJ'1lU~ Inc,~ bM 1t4 priDdpal oft'Ice at Atq[ll8ta, Me •• where It .,.. t.o 

operate on a pool baris. Let.et a aaJes office wu erebblisbed at Lynn. MDM.~ where t.be &IIL1.IoD met.bod of 
aeillDg W8I attempted. Tbil ales office u stm operating but Dot _lliDC at.lUCtJoo. 

8ou.rce of data; Compfied:from the .... Hon near4s bJ' the _,bin lD 1-. 
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